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Abstract 
The identification of sites in amino acid sequence alignments that hold misleading 
phylogenetic signals and the identification of amino acid residues that are of functional 
significance are intertwined. Advances in one area can support the other because misleading 
phylogenetic signals come from the comparison of residues from sites in alignments that are 
not evolving as an unconstrained random process. This is a study of the distribution of 
misleading phylogenetic signals contained within five proteins and identified through 
comparing a widely accepted phylogenetic tree to those inferred from sequence data. 
Through the analysis of these distributions one goal is the discovery of properties that can be 
used to improve the inference of phylogenetic trees, but another goal is the identification of 
functionally important residues. A new metric, RI Difference and based on Retention Index, 
is suggested measuring the relative support that individual sites provide for two trees. By 
identifying sites that harbor misleading phylogenetic signal, we attempt to identify residues 
that are cooperating to define the function of the protein. This information is presented in 
the context of the structure of the protein where spatial clustering patterns (or lack of) are 
observed for the implicated residues. A new bioinformatic software tool, RI Compare, is 
presented implementing the metric and blending heterogeneous information from protein 
alignments and structures and phylogenetic trees. Results are presented followed by 
speculations as to what might be causing erroneous trees to be inferred. The relationship of 
the implicated residues to those of known importance is also discussed. While results do not 
suggest that the RI Difference measure can be used to identify functionally important 
residues in all proteins, there is evidence to suggest it may be applicable to transmembrane 
proteins. Assessment of the correctness of the results has been based solely on the proximity 
of the implicated residues to ligands, other chains, and residues of known importance. 
However, even if the RI Difference measure is identifying residues other than the functional 
significant ones, the fact that the cluster patterns are unlikely to occur at random is 
intriguing and warrants further investigation. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Project Goal and Document Overview 
The goal of this study was initially to improve phylogenetic inference procedures through the 
identification of collections of residues in an alignment that did not conform to the model of 
evolution being used. This goal was later expanded to searching for functionally significant 
residues after considering reasons that alignment sites were misleading. What follows is an 
introduction to the concepts required for understanding and interpreting the results of this 
study including reviews of recent relevant material. The introduction is followed by 
descriptions of the methods used and an exhaustive presentation of the actual results. The 
interpretation of these results is followed by concluding remarks and suggestions for future 
researchers in this area. 
Genomic Data Background 
During the past decade the world has witnessed an explosion in the development of methods 
and hardware for the collection and analysis of genomic sequence and related data. These 
developments have come from both public and private labs, often working in cooperation as 
much as in competition, while captivating the imagination of the public. 
The first genome to be completely sequenced was of the prokaryote bacterium Hemeophilus 
influenzae in 1995, published in Science with a list of 40 authors. This accomplishment was 
soon followed during the same year with another genome from the prokaryote Mycoplasma 
genitalium. During the following year, the first sequence from a member of the archaeae 
family, Methanococcus jannaschii, and the first genome of a eukaryote, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (also known as baker's or budding yeast) were completed. While the sequencing 
race was only getting started an example was now available from a representative of each of 
the three major lineages of life. Several additional model organisms were sequenced in the 
following years, complementing years of previous knowledge, including Arabidopsis 
thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and Mus musculus. Then in 
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June 2000, a working draft of the largest genome to date, and one with a special 
significance, the human genome, was completed. 
Proponents of whole genome sequencing projects have touted their potential for curing 
diseases, increasing food production, and genetic engineering. The implied goal is better 
understanding of life and the ability to influence its destiny. While the goals of the coming 
genetic revolution have been popularized by both the mainstream media and the scientific 
community, both have done a disservice to people outside of the discipline. Even those 
within the discipline sometime lose connection with the limits of our current knowledge and 
abilities and also the direction the field is moving. While it is true that a great deal of 
information has been amassed during the past few years and contributed to the realm of 
biology, perhaps more raw information than has been gathered for several decades prior, 
what have been the benefits? 
Sequence data by itself is as useful as a book in a language that the reader does not 
understand, and at the moment we are at our infancy in out understanding of an organism's 
genetic language. It is impossible to gauge the thoroughness of our understanding of biology 
since we do not know its depths, but we are likely far from the understanding necessary to 
engineer a biological entity with a specified function. Furthermore, unifying principles have 
been very sparse which only adds to the apparent complexity. 
There have been comparisons drawn between different disciplines of science. The 
comparisons have been built on how successfully the area can be analyzed. There are 
sciences in which systems can be broken down into finer and finer partitions, where each 
system assumes the collective function of its components in an additive fashion. These 
sciences allow a person to examine the finest scale building block where understanding may 
be easiest and reassemble the system to yield a complete understanding of the whole. This is 
a very accessible method for a person to tease apart the governing laws of a system. After 
all, surely the smaller item, being a building block of the larger, will be easier to understand. 
However, there are sciences where this method of dissection fails where analysis of the 
complete system at progressively finer scales complicates the problem to the point of 
becoming intractable. While this progressive dissection approach may be appealing, one 
must consider if an appropriate scale is being used. It can be more efficient to conduct such 
an analysis at the level of whole objects or at some other scale that is reasonable for the 
problem. Biological problems have been approached recently by continuing to break them 
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down into finer and finer scales until today we have the governing sequence itself. However, 
this may not be the best level to address all problems. We must be careful to choose the 
correct scale. As we shall see, properties of proteins which are not apparent at the sequence 
level can be revealed when complementary information, such as the structure, is considered. 
Further information can be extracted when the evolutionary relationships are considered. In 
this case, understanding, which was not forthcoming at the sequence scale alone, comes 
from an analysis at multiple scales. 
What we have done for the past decade is listen to our own desires to have better lives 
through the understanding of what makes life function so it can be modified to better 
accommodate us. Perhaps there was also a need to find proof of our own uniqueness and 
separation from other species. This has led to the sequencing of many organisms including 
ourselves, but during the rush it seems we have overlooked the question: what do we do with 
it all? 
The question that should have been asked at the beginning of the sequencing process has 
waited until the crown jewel was claimed in the form of the completion of the Human 
Genome Project. Sequencing continues with the belief that the sequence level is the correct 
scale to be analyzing biological systems and with the hope that future scientists will be able 
to decipher the data. The collection of data for future generations of scientists is an 
accomplishment with merit as long as the information is not being collecting blindly. 
Scientists are aware of the need to carefully select what information to collect. While there 
are a few groups that appear to simply collect data without an apparent guiding goal, most 
choose experiments that compliment others or existing knowledge. Along with sequence 
data, also collected have been expression, kinetic and structural data. The complimentary 
nature of expression, kinetic, and structural data often provide a richer means to gain 
additional understanding. Sequence data provides the raw genomic data and some notion of 
the variation present in alleles. Expression data provides an indication of the degree to 
which genes are expressed under varied conditions. Protein kinetic and structural data 
provide information at the level of molecular interaction within a cell. All these data 
complement each other and lead to a more thorough understanding and new discoveries. 
Sequence data has been collected to aid in the understanding of life processes. The fact that 
biology is one of the oldest sciences but seems to have an ever growing list of questions to 
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answer suggests that life is highly complex. The paramount charge of biology is the 
understanding of the organization and function of organisms. We also suspect that genetic 
material, which is unique to each individual and popularized as "the blueprint of life," 
controls the organization and function of that individual. By sequencing the genome we 
expose the mechanics of the organism, to varied extents, in all three major time frames -
past, present, and future. Remnants of past infections, genes that have lost their functions, 
and other wide scale genomic alterations are still present in genomes today partially hidden 
by mutations which have built up over millions of years and provide historical information. 
Functional genes along with knowledge of what causes the machinery of the cell to activate 
them give information of the state of the system as it is today. Finally, future insight may be 
gained through experiments that "improve" genes using directed and random mutations. It 
may even be possible to predict the effects of various environmental agents since detailed 
knowledge of the operations of the genome brings understanding of how the organism will 
respond to the stresses of any given environment. 
The traditional method that has been used to further the understanding of an organism, at 
least at the scale that molecular biology explores, has been to analyze a single protein in 
depth for an extended period and often in isolation from other proteins that may exist in the 
biological system. It is not uncommon for a molecular biologist to spend their entire lifetime 
studying a single protein perhaps even at the end not understanding this particular protein 
completely. And this is just one of possibly thousands of proteins in a single cell! This 
situation is further complicated by the fact that proteins rarely, if ever, are autonomous, but 
instead work in tandem with other proteins. This apparent slow progress should not be taken 
to reflect a lack of effort on the part of the researcher, but instead should be testament to the 
complexity of even a tiny part of the cellular system. 
Today even more data is being amassed. Sequence data has not been enough to crack the 
complete machinery of life, so now researchers are turning to expression data for both 
mRNA and proteins, structural and kinetic data of proteins and interactions, tissue specific, 
and organismal specific data. In an effort to better understand life processes. Thus far 
however, these additional sources of information have not clarified the picture. Indeed, in 
most cases they have made it hazier. While these types of data have been available in the 
past, the rate at which they are currently being gathered has quickly outpaced our capacity to 
interpret them. 
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This synopsis may seem to present a fairly disillusioned view of the field. However, the 
intent has been to summarize the forces that have brought us up to this point and to remind 
us of certain limitations. The genomic era has only begun, and while there have already 
been successes, the most ambitious predictions remain a long way off. But perhaps, even if 
a complete understanding of life is not forthcoming, the rewards will be large enough. 
Evolution Background 
Disagreement has existed since Darwin proposed his theory of evolution between those that 
sought to disprove it completely, those that favored not applying the theory to humans, and 
those who have viewed it as a universal law. The debate has been based in scientific fact as 
well as in faith, and the genome wide organism comparison projects will likely provide 
further fuel for this debate. The sequence data provides a quantitative indication of our 
relationship to other organisms. Not only are we very closely related to the apes, but also to 
a decreasing degree, we are related to rodents, to plants, and even to microbes. While not 
proof of evolution, these relationships certainly lend credence to the theory. 
Whether one accepts the concept of evolution or not, mutations continue to take place in the 
genomes of organisms as the result of failure of copying and proofreading mechanisms and 
environmental factors. These mutations compound and provide variation in the genes. By 
examining variation of a single gene within a species it is possible to rank the variability of 
different parts of the gene's sequence. It can be hypothesized that regions that are invariable 
are of critical importance while variable regions are "placeholders" between the critical 
regions. This idea is supported by the observation that if all regions had equal importance 
then substitutions would be randomly spread out over the gene. However, if a segment is so 
important that if it was altered the protein's function would be compromised, this area would 
show small amounts of variation. The failure of a critical protein could be lethal or result in 
an organism being severely impaired. Because of the importance of these areas, they are 
seen as constants in the genes of the living organisms. It is not so much that those sites 
never mutate, it is only that those variations are never seen because the resulting organism is 
not viable. 
Comparing alleles of a gene from different individuals in a single species can provide 
important information, especially for a gene that mutates quickly. However, for slowly 
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evolving genes this method may never provide an adequate observation of variation. Even 
with a fast changing gene, by restricting our view to a single species a huge number of 
individuals may need to be examined before the variation becomes evident. Thankfully, the 
diversity of life can help with this problem. 
While different species may appear outwardly unique, many of their internal processes are 
highly similar. The human genome has been suggested to be 98% identical to chimpanzee, 
85% similar to mouse, and even 75% similar to C.elegans. However, such measures of 
similarity can be misleading. For example, the human-chimpanzee comparison is a 
projection based upon about 40 genes sequenced from both species and the relations 
extrapolated to the entire genome (the genome of the chimpanzee has not yet been 
sequenced). Even when the genomes of both organisms are available they can not be 
directly compared because of rearrangement, unique genes, different numbers of 
chromosomes, etc. And while there are still problems with this comparison method, such as 
questions regarding correct correspondence of genes, various studies have yielded similar 
values. 
The reuse of the same components of life among different species allows researchers to 
explore a much richer source of variation. The diversity of life removes the need to gather 
sequence information from a large number of individuals of a species in the hope of finding 
unique alleles. The amount of evolutionary time that separates different species increases 
the chances of finding variations in gene sequences and perhaps functions. Sampling 
additional species, especially those with more distant relationships, should help to show 
more variation because of independently accumulated mutations. 
Protein Background 
Many of the components being reused between biological systems occur at the level of 
proteins. Proteins are remarkable biological entities. They are composed of only twenty 
different amino acid residues that connect to form strings that fold into beautiful three-
dimensional structures. Occasionally, additional molecules are associated with structures 
such as ligands or metal ions. People, familiar only with mechanical devices, may be 
surprised to learn that proteins perform similar tasks of movement and alteration of other 
components. Proteins can also communicate information throughout a cell and between 
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cells within an organism and even between organisms. Often tasks are performed by 
numerous individual proteins acting in concert. There are even examples of proteins that 
have the ability to perform several different functions. 
The amazing diversity and methods used by proteins to run life's machinery has captivated 
the attention of many scientists. While the scientists' primary drive is for understanding of 
the biological system, there are often practical spin offs that can emerge from unlocking the 
secrets of proteins. Examples include increased food production and elimination of genetic 
diseases. To tease apart the protein's secrets, scientists have sought to identify specific 
amino acid residues critical for its function. This endeavor relies on the assumption that 
most of a protein's residues only provide a structural scaffold for the critical functional 
residues. While the shape of the protein is important for function, it has already been 
constructed. If the initial goal is not to design a protein with unique function de nova, but to 
improve upon an already present function, it is likely sufficient to focus on only certain 
residues. 
Current approaches for elucidating the importance of specific residues in proteins typically 
exploit information gleaned from analysis of at least two of the following: protein sequence, 
protein structure, and evolutionary information. These methods exist on a gradient between 
those based solely on experimental evidence and those based solely on computational 
information. While once the norm was to use solely experimental evidence, a shift has 
occurred recently to more computational methods. A summary of much of the work that has 
been done in this area is available in Todd et al. (2001 ). The automated search for 
functionally significant residues is expanding as researchers seek to discover new functions 
of proteins on an organismal level. These methods move us further along the continuum 
towards pure computational methods (Teichmann et al. 2001, Aloy et al. 2001, Elcock 
2001). 
The development of techniques to identify functionally significant residues in silica has only 
begun. While techniques are still fairly analysis intensive, they are less time consuming than 
unassisted lab work. In later sections we present and test a tool developed as part of this 
study to aid in this research. While the tool is far from perfect, hopefully the unique method 
can aid the advancement of the field by providing an alternative view. 
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Alignments and Phylogenetic Trees 
Corresponding genes from different species often have corresponding sites that are a 
consequence of the genes being inherited from a common ancestor. This correspondence 
allows the genes to be aligned. The traditional view of an alignment is to have the sequence 
for a particular organism listed left to right in rows where corresponding sites are numbered 
columns called sites. Not all genes have correspondence at all sites as a result of a loss or 
introduction of a site over the course of evolution. In these cases, gaps must be inserted to 
act as placeholders. In extreme cases, sequence data may not show any correspondence and 
one must align the sequences with the help of the structure since structure is assumed to be 
more conserved than sequence. 
Examining sequence data in the form of an alignment can be misleading. E.g. we may find 
there are only two residues represented at a particular site. Initially, this would appear to be 
a site of low variation and possibly represent a functionally significant site. Alternatively, 
this could be the result of a slow mutation rate or representative of low sequence diversity. 
However, another explanation may come from examining the proposed evolutionary history 
in the form of a tree. Two hypothesized extreme cases are discussed below. 
Alignment 
... A .. . 
... B .. . 
... A .. . 
... B .. . 
... B .. . 
... A .. . 
... A .. . 
... B .. . 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Figure 1. Alignment and Tree of Low Variation 
One possible explanation is that all this variation resulted from a single change. If we 
assume that the ancestor of all eight organisms had a character 'A' at this site, we can see 
that all the variation can be explained with a single change along one of the main lineages. 
This particular tree is called the most parsimonious one for this dataset since it explains the 
data with the least number of changes. Notice, at least with this dataset, the original 
assumption is not rigid. The ancestral state could have been a 'B' but the main part of the 
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argument would not change. Since only a single change is present, we can say that this site 
exhibits low variation. 
Alignment A ... A ... B ... B ... A ... A ... A B ... B ... A ... B ... B ... A ... A ... A ... B ... B ... 
Figure 2. Alignment and Tree of High Variation 
An alternative possibility is high variation, which is shown in figure 2. Again, we can 
assume without loss of generality that the ancestor had a character 'A' at this position. 
However, this is an example of the greatest amount of variation possible with all the 
observed change taking place close to the tips of the tree. Additional changes could have 
occurred earlier in the tree and likely did if this site is as free to vary as it appears to be. 
However, without some knowledge of the ancestral states it would be impossible to place a 
likelihood measure on these intermediate state assignments. 
Alternatively, we could be searching for residues that are covarying with each other. The 
idea here is that the change of one residue may disrupt the function of the protein, but that 
change can be compensated for by a simultaneous change at the covarying site (Kim et al. 
1994). While a very useful and potentially informative discovery, again, when we restrict 
our view to only the alignment we see how we may be misled. 
Alignment 
... A ... D .. . 
... B ... C .. . 
... A ... D .. . 
... B ... C .. . 
... B ... C .. . 
... A ... D .. . 
... A ... D .. . 
... B ... C .. . 
A. .. C 
A ... D 
A ... D 
A ... D 
A. .. D 
B ... C 
B ... C 
B ... C 
B ... C 
Figure 3. Alignment and Tree of Covariance 
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In the above alignment example whenever an 'A' occurs at the first site a 'D' occurs at the 
second site. Further, whenever a 'B' occurs at the first site a 'C' always occurs at the second 
site. If we submit this observation to a statistical test we would find this observation to be 
very unlikely to occur at random and so must be very significant. However, by examining 
the evolutionary relationships of the organisms we see that the apparent covariation is not 
that spectacular. There were two changes from the ancestral state along different lineages of 
the tree and these sites have not changed since then. Of course, with all these examples the 
tree needs to be correct, since our explanation rests on the accuracy of the tree. 
We have examined where trees may be used to provide alternative explanations to patterns in 
alignments that initially appear to be highly significant. But where do these trees come 
from? All trees are inferred, but the source and quality of the data from which trees are 
being inferred varies. Some choices of characters that have been used include morphological 
characters such as skeletal and anatomical structures and even the calls of songbirds. Others 
have included more modem molecular sources such as DNA. Another source is the 
comparative anatomy and stratigraphic record provided by fossils. With the help of 
geologists, paleontologists can deduce the age of a fossil by its depth in the sedimentary rock 
layers and radiometric dating. By finding several examples of a fossil, boundaries can be 
placed on the species' existence in history. By comparison of these relative boundaries in 
conjunction with an analysis of morphological characters a tree of life can be built that is 
fairly non-controversial. The tree constructed from traditional comparative anatomical data 
in conjunction with the stratigraphic range will be considered to be the correct or true tree 
throughout this paper, and will be the tree to which all others are compared. There can be no 
certainty that these trees are correct. Nevertheless, there is broad acceptance of these trees 
and which are based on a variety of disciplines. 
The inference of trees from sequence data makes three major assumptions about the 
characteristics of the data, which are required properties of data to yield the correct tree. The 
first assumption is that all sites are independent, meaning that a change in any site has no 
affect on any other site. The second assumption is that the frequency of each residue type is 
equally represented across species. The third assumption is that the probability for mutation 
is equal regardless of the residue type. All these assumptions have a further restriction that 
they be present in the extant sequences (those at the tips of the tree and those for which 
sequence data is available) as well as throughout the lineages of the tree. Unfortunately, the 
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data often violate these assumptions of the inference methods and suggest an incorrect tree 
as a result. 
Studies addressing covariation of residues in proteins have provided examples of where the 
mutation of a single residue disrupts the function but a mutation in another residue restores 
the function (Korber et al. 1993, Rongey et al. 1993, Kim et al. 1994). This relationship 
strongly suggests that these residues are working in tandem and thus are not independent. 
The affect that such covariation has on the inference of phylogenic trees is unequal 
weighting of the contribution of sites. Inference methods take the collective suggestions 
made by each site and construct a tree that summarizes these suggestions. If sites are 
covarying they are dependent to the point that knowledge of either site can be used to 
determine the state of the covarying site. The level to which the determination can be made 
is a measure of the possible covariance (Shannon 1948, Clarke 1995, Lapedes et al. 1997). 
Maximum covariance would allow a perfect prediction of either site given the other and so 
this particular suggestion is being made multiple times and being overemphasized. 
If sequences have uneven base compositions (unequal occurrence frequencies) there is a 
tendency to favor some residue types over others. The affect that this has on inference 
procedures is that sequences with similar base compositions have a greater probability of 
appearing similar and thus will be clustered nearer to each other and may not be 
representative of the correct phylogeny. It is possible that a change has occurred causing an 
entire group of organisms to have similar base compositions. This will not harm the overall 
inference, since the group should be clustered together anyway, but may affect the resolution 
or the accuracy within the group. However, if distant organisms have similar base 
compositions they may be clustered erroneously. 
Characteristics of different species may give them different mutation rates. Consider the 
birthrates of organisms with the understanding that a lot of genetic variation is introduced by 
the young of the species through recombination events at conception. Two distant species 
that have high mutation rates may be clustered together by mistake after all of the 
differences that separated these sequences have been obliterated by a fast mutation rate. 
Unfortunately, inference procedures are often susceptible to failures caused by assuming the 
substitution rate is constant. 
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An implied assumption suggested by the need for the mutation rate to be similar is that 
changes should be irreversible. While irreversibility of state would be ideal for inference 
procedures, it certainly does not reflect nature. When examining amino acid sequences there 
are only 20 characters to choose from and nucleic sequences only have four. Even if each 
change at a site yielded a different character there is an inherent limit on the number of 
changes a site could accommodate before information is lost by the repeat of a previous 
character. 
Another problem referred to as "among-site-rate-variation" addresses the observation that the 
mutation rate is not even constant across the single sequence of an organism. There are 
hotspots along a sequence where mutations occur rapidly while other areas have little to no 
visible evidence of mutation. Observation of these constant sites can be very useful in 
determining the critical residues responsible for the function of the protein, but are 
uninformative to phylogenetic inference methods. 
The among-site-rate-variation problem was the first one that we have examined that suggests 
that the assumptions can be broken on a site basis (other than perhaps the site independence 
assumption). The assumptions have been described at the level of entire sequences, but 
more generally violations occur to varied degrees on a site-by-site basis. Mutation rates, 
base compositions, etc. can all be varied at different sites. 
Not all inference methods make all these assumptions. Nor are the effects that the violation 
of these assumptions may have on a particular method equal. There have been methods 
designed to explicitly address certain methodological weaknesses, but these often require 
detailed knowledge of the sequences themselves. There is currently no method that should 
be blindly used for phylogenetic inference. There are methods that can be used to judge the 
quality of an inferred tree, and of course one can compare the results of different methods. 
This should always be done carefully before drawing a conclusion. 
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Motivation 
People collect sequence and expression data and to some extent kinetic and structural data 
because it is easy, at least when compared to the higher level goal of understanding function 
of the genes and the interacting networks in which they exist. And while the collection of 
these data provide an important starting point for future work, independently their full 
potential is unlikely to be realized. Improved understanding of the biological system will 
likely come from combining different sources of information. 
One method that has traditionally been used to gain understanding of the function of a gene 
is site directed mutagenesis. This is a procedure where individual or groups of residues in a 
protein are altered or completely removed. The altered protein is then observed, in vivo (in a 
living system) or in vitro (in a test tube), for characteristics different from the native version. 
A major drawback to this procedure is cost. This method can be very time consuming at 
best or prohibitive considering the size of some proteins. Also, the mutation of a single 
residue at a time may not be enough to tease apart the function. Even the complete 
disruption of the particular protein may not be enough if the organism has another protein 
that is able to replace it functionally. Mutation of several key residues or mutation of 
different subunits may be needed yielding an explosion of combinations. 
Today it is possible to collect several types of data including sequence and protein structural 
data for a large number of genes across a large number of organisms relatively efficiently. 
Phylogenetic trees for a fairly broad range of the animal kingdom are known and are fairly 
uncontroversial. While there may be debate about the relationships at the species level, the 
relationships among genera and families are less controversial. 
We have discussed some of the motivations for collecting genome sequence data. We have 
also discussed the fact that many organisms share homologous genes with corresponding 
sites that can be aligned in a tabular arrangement, referred to as a multiple alignment. 
Insights can be gained from the multiple alignment of the areas of a gene that are constricted 
in some way preventing change. We also examined cases where a phylogenetic tree can 
present a more likely explanation for apparently unlikely events in sequence data when only 
the alignment is considered. We note is that for several proteins there is structural data to 
complement the sequence data. It is the general structure of proteins that is assumed to give 
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each class of proteins its unique function. We ask the question: Is there some way that the 
alignment, phylogenetic tree and structural information can be harnessed to ease the search 
for the most elusive property of the protein, namely its function? 
In a previous section the inference of phylogenetic trees was discussed in conjunction with 
the assumptions required by the inference procedures. Most methods require that the 
sequences behave as strings of independent residues without any reversion of character states 
for the inference procedures to infer the correct tree. However, structural requirements, 
folding pathways, and other constraints place restrictions on the selection of the characters in 
the gene that code for the protein. 
The restrictions placed on the possible mutations that can occur in a gene and remain 
functional are tightly correlated with the function of the protein. Site directed mutagenesis 
studies can help deduce the function of the protein and which residues are critical for that 
function, but in the absence of a criterion to choose which sites should be mutated the 
procedure is prohibitive. In this study we show how the combination of phylogenetic trees 
with sequence and structural data can be used to identify candidate sites for mutagenesis 
experiments. Residues that violate the assumptions of the evolutionary model are identified 
through a comparison of the inferred phylogenetic tree to a known tree topology. Some 
force is causing these residues to behave non-randomly and those are the ones that should be 
examined. 
Further information can come from combining the analysis of the phylogenetic support of 
individual residues with the positions of the residues on the protein structure. Residues that 
are changing randomly and have no constraints should be scattered all about on the 
structure. By contrast, residues that cooperate in carrying out a localized function should be 
spatially clustered on the protein. 
This paper is a case study of the comparison of the widely accepted tree to a tree that has 
been inferred from sequence data of five proteins. A new metric is introduced which is 
derived from a commonly used metric of measuring the quality of the support that a 
particular site gives for a tree under parsimony. This information is presented in the context 
of the structure of the protein and the clustering (or lack of) patterns observed. A software 
tool implementing the metric and blending the information from alignments, phylogenetic 
trees, and structure developed for this research is presented. The results are presented 
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followed by some speculation to what might be causing erroneous trees to be inferred. The 
relationship of the implicated residues to those of known importance is discussed. 
Unfortunately, no experimental tests of the implicated residues have been performed at this 
time. 
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 
Random Sampling 
In the Results section the spatial clustering of amino acid residues seen in each dataset is 
subjected to a statistical test by comparison to a distribution built from random sampling. 
By comparing the value obtained from the cluster to the distribution we can determine the 
chance that this particular cluster would appear at random. The values are computed by 
simply summing the squared differences in distance between all pairs in a cluster, i.e. 
Equation 1. Sum of Squares 
Here x, y, and z are the corresponding Cartesian coordinates of the Ca. positions of an amino 
acid residue along the three major axes of the protein. Values are squared to ensure there are 
no negative values. Only the Ca. positions are considered in the sampling. Alternatives can 
be imagined such as sampling the extents or centers of the side chain residues. While this 
would be perfectly acceptable, using the Ca. positions only is a commonly used 
approximation. This also protects a person to some extent from errors that may be in the 
structure that will be more exaggerated in the side chains. 
The following figures, from left to right, are examples of results of tests where the clustering 
is clustered more than expected by random, clustered as one would expect by random, and 
more dispersed than one would expect by random. 
4 x10' 4 x10' 
1°1190 11198 11198 11198 11198 2200 2300 2400 2500 
xto' x10' 
Figure 4. Examples of Randomly Sampled Distributions 
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Retention Index 
The Retention Index (RI) was suggested by Farris (1989) as a quantitative measure to assess 
the amount of homoplasy that individual residues have in an alignment with respect to a 
phylogenetic tree. It was offered as an alternative to the previously used consistency index 
(Kluge and Farris 1969, Archie 1989, Klassen et al. 1991) since RI has the advantage of 
being normalized in a range [0,1]. Farris defined RI for site i as 
M.-t. 
Rf. = ' ' , for M. * m. 
I M I I i-mi 
Equation 2. Retention Index 
where given the residues at site i, Mi is the maximum number of changes possible, mi is the 
minimum number of changes possible, and ti is the number of changes implied by the 
maximum parsimony criteria and this tree. Unfortunately, there are some critical areas 
where RI is undefined. Namely, RI = oo for any site where the Mi= mi which will occur at 
constant sites (only one residue type present in all taxa) and at sites where it just happens 
that Mi= mi> but Mi,mi>O. 
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Retention Index Difference 
The Retention Index Difference measure is a method introduced by this paper. This is 
simply the difference between the corresponding RI values for the same alignment between 
two trees. Expressed in vector form this would be: 
RJdiff = RJtreel - RJtree2 
Equation 3. RI Difference 
This measure gives a sense of the relative degree of homoplasy (identical states not the result 
of a shared ancestor) of a dataset with respect to the trees being compared. Since RI values 
have the range [0,1] corresponding to a gradation of high homoplasy to no homoplasy 
respectively, we immediately see that the Rl<liff values have the extended range of [-1,1]. For 
Rl<liff=-1, we must have the situation where RI1reei=O and Rltreez=l. This situation would 
happen when the dataset suggests that tree 1 has maximum homoplasy and that the dataset 
perfectly supports tree2. When Rl<liff=l, the opposite must be true, namely RI1reei=l and 
RI1reez=O. This happens when the dataset suggests that treel has perfect support and tree2 
has maximum homoplasy. 
RI Compare 
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Figure 5. RI Compare Interface 
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A major portion of the time invested in this research project was the development of the 
tools used to collect and analyze the data. The analysis tool that was developed focused on 
the presentation of the aforementioned RI Difference, but also allows the user to explore 
other properties and measures of the data related to the RI Difference measure. These 
alternate measures include the raw RI values, measurement of the variability, residue types, 
etc. For a complete explanation of how the tool is used the reader is referred to the RI 
Compare User Manual, a brief desctiption of the main components will be discussed here. 
This section will provide an overview of how the user interacts with the tool and how the 
tables of values are computed. When the program starts the user is presented with a blank 
invocation of the method and as the information is provided the interface will expand to 
resemble that shown in the above figure. Multiple invocations are possible allowing 
cumulative information to be displayed. This is useful in the situation where there are 
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multiple chains in a single protein allowing an analysis to be performed on each chain in its 
natural combined context giving hints to possible interactions between chains. 
The input to the tool is a set of aligned sequences in FASTA format, two trees relative to the 
aligned sequences in nexus format, and a PDB file containing the structure on which 
residues are to be highlighted. The tool performs pairwise alignments to find which chain of 
the structure best aligns with which sequence from the alignment forming a map between the 
alignment and the structure. If multiple such pairs exist, the user is given the choice of 
which pair to use. While a structure is not required for computation of the RI and related 
values, it is required for cluster analysis and discovery of spatial patterns. 
As the user loads the tree files they appear side-by-side. Clades that are common to both 
trees are highlighted in boldfaced blue. Otherwise, the clades are drawn in black. This helps 
draw attention to the regions of the trees that differ between the two topologies. 
Analysis of the information starts when the user selects the site properties tab for either of 
the trees. When these tabs are selected, several properties are computed for each site 
including the minimum, maximum, and actual number of steps implied by the tree, the 
retention index, and the represented residues. This information is computed for every site in 
the aligned sequences for both trees. 
Steps are transitions between residues implied by a particular tree. To count the number of 
steps a matrix is first created where each element is the number of times that a particular 
residue is implied to change to a different residue (the total number of steps is then a sum of 
the all the elements). This information is found by making a pass through a tree after the 
residues of the internal nodes have been estimated using parsimony (the program does this). 
For each node on the tree the residues of the children are examined and changes are counted 
in a recursive fashion. 
The minimum and maximum possible numbers of steps are independent of the tree and 
computed in similar ways. Conceptually, the goal is to find a tree topology that implies the 
minimum number of steps and another for the maximum number of steps for each site 
separately. It is not necessary to try all possible trees to find the minimum and maximum 
trees, and in fact no trees need to be tested at all. The minimal possible tree length for a site 
is simply the number of types of a residue minus one. The maximum tree is found by 
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greedily clustering dissimilar residues together and then finishing by clustering the greedily 
assembled clusters in any order. Instead of using an iterative procedure suggested by their 
descriptions, a closed form equation exists for both of these values. The minimal number of 
steps is the number of unique residues at the leaves minus one, and the maximum number of 
steps is the number of sequences minus the number of times the most frequent residue 
occurs at this site. 
While the minimum and maximum numbers of steps are topologically independent, the 
actual number of steps can only be inferred using a tree. The tree's leaves are first populated 
with the taxa's residues for a given site. A pass is then made through the tree to populate the 
internal nodes using an unordered soft polytomous algorithm. This algorithm is well suited 
for machines because it is simply a number of set operations performed at each node 
recursively. After the internal nodes are populated the implied changes over the tree are 
scored and summed. 
For each site in the aligned sequences the retention index is computed using 
RI= Smax -Stree 
Smin -Stree 
where smax is the maximum number of steps that could represent this data, smin is the 
minimal number of steps, and S1,ee is the number of steps implied by a tree using parsimony. 
Remember, while S1,ee is restricted to the supplied tree, Smax and Smin are not restricted to 
that particular topology. The retention index is used as a normalized consistency index to 
show relative support for a particular tree among sites. 
Having computed the retention index for both trees, we proceed to the site differences tab. 
This tab displays the site position and the difference in retention index values between the 
two topologies as well as the individual RI values. The more positive the Rlruff value, the 
greater the support this site provides for treel. The more negative, the greater the support is 
at this site for tree2. Sites with a value of zero are sites that support both trees equally. 
In both the site properties and site differences tabs the user can select and unselect multiple 
sites. If a PDB file has been loaded then the selected site will be highlighted on the 
structure. The user may interact with the structure through rotating, zooming, and 
translating to explore the relationship of the highlighted sites. 
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Selected sites can also be subjected to a basic statistical test to help the user evaluate the 
significance of an apparent spatial cluster. The test uses a collection of residues selected by 
the user and computes a UPGMA tree based on the relative spatial distances of the selected 
residues. The cluster structure of the UPGMA tree helps the user assess the presence of 
multiple clusters in the data. Testing continues after the user selects the portion of the 
UPGMA tree containing the subset of residues to examine, which may be the entire tree. 
After the subgroup is selected, random sampling of the same number of residues as that 
selected is performed with each random sample being fed to the sum of squares formula. 
The random sampling is done several million times (the exact number is controlled by the 
user) and a distribution of the results is computed. The sum of squares result for the selected 
residues is also calculated and compared to the randomized distribution. P-values are 
computed and displayed along with the distribution and relative position in that distribution 
of the sum of squares value of the selected residues. This method is used since the data may 
not match any theoretical distribution and there is no need to estimate any distribution 
parameters. The p-values can be examined and appropriate cutoff values such as 5% or 95% 
applied to determine if the particular clustering is more tightly clustered or more dispersed 
than one would expect from a randomly selected collection of residues from the protein. 
However, one needs to be careful to consider the possibility that multiple clusters may exist 
in the selected residues which may have significant p-values independently, but when 
considered as a single group may have low significance. This problem is partially addressed 
by presenting the UPGMA tree prior to sampling giving the user a chance to examine 
relative distances between potentially separate clusters. 
Also present are options to allow the user to quickly highlight residues or sites on both the 
structure and alignment using cutoff values. While the main focus of the project was 
examining the presence of clusters using a new measure and showing one way that protein 
structure can give insights into the relationships of implicated residues that alignments can 
not, the need to view these sites in context of the alignment still exists. Because of this need 
the alignment options remain available. 
The primary use of the RI Compare tool, in addition to being a demonstration of the RI 
Difference measure, is to be a hypothesis generator. Researchers are given the ability to 
analyze and explore data in a new context and generate questions that are addressed by new 
research. It is important to understand that no particular hypothesis is being addressed by 
these procedures. 
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Data Collection 
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Figure 6. Data Collection Tool 
The data collection tool developed and used in this project, SP-Parse (~WISS-£ROT Parse), 
warrants explanation. For the bulk of this project six datasets were used: cytochrome b, 
rhodopsin, myoglobin, and hemoglobin a and p. However, for this tool to be verified and 
the power fully extracted a separate tool was created to aid in building datasets. While the 
development of this tool was not yet finished at the time of writing, it was complete enough 
to be significant help. The missing components were not critical to the completion of this 
project and mainly involve making the tool easier to use as future data becomes available, 
namely incremental updates and some basic machine learning techniques to automate some 
of the work. 
In the above figure a snapshot of the dataset builder is shown. The idea of this tool is 
straightforward, but implementation was more complicated. The input to the software is the 
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entire SWISS-PR OT and TrEMBL (Bairoch et al. 2000) datasets and any associated 
sequence addition or revision or annotation update files. These databases are flat files of 
nearly half a million proteins with detailed annotations totaling nearly 1 gigabyte in size. 
The program first reads the supplied databases collecting information about each protein 
including the description, accession number (a unique identifier for the protein), source 
species, any associated PDB filenames, and file position information for quick random 
access. Since our interest is in comparing true trees to those generated by inference, the true 
trees must involve fairly uncontested areas of the tree of life. As a result, as the data is 
loaded, proteins from viruses, bacteria, and archea families of life are excluded. This leaves 
only proteins from the organisms of the eukarya kingdom though this pruning may be altered 
by the user. 
Once records have been loaded for each of the proteins to be used, the user is presented with 
a list of proteins that have known structures. Few of the proteins that are in SWISS-PROT 
or TrEMBL have associated PDB files. However, since we are interested in displaying 
information about a set of sequences for a protein in context of a protein structure it is 
important to first start with proteins that have associated structures. The user begins to build 
a dataset by entering a search string or by selecting one of the listed proteins, which builds a 
search string based on the description of the selected protein. It is the user's responsibility to 
find the appropriate search string as it would be too unreliable to expect the machine to 
select the most appropriate keywords from the description. The search string is used to 
search the descriptions of all of the proteins tying together related proteins. These selected 
proteins are shown to the user in context of all of the available proteins in a new panel. 
After the initial search has been performed, the selected proteins can be used to construct an 
initial working set. Further searches can be done to add to the collection of proteins. The 
working set is displayed in a third panel to allow the user to manipulate searches 
independent of each other. The SWISS-PR OT or TrEMBL entry for each of the proteins 
presented in any of the three panels can be viewed at any time, but the working set proteins 
get special attention. The user can display the sequences of the selected proteins in a quick 
unaligned form or in an aligned fashion (the multiple alignment of the sequences performed 
by an external call to ClustalW). 
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The user must evaluate the quality of the data based on the multiple alignment the 
descriptions and related information available in the associated SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL 
entries. For closely related proteins this is generally fairly easy to do. However, distantly 
related proteins can occasionally appear to share no relationship at all and may require 
additional work after the data has been saved. It is easy to see how unrelated sequences 
could be added since the main mechanism used to construct the datasets is keyword 
searches. For instance, one may search for the name of a protein but also get proteins that 
are described as proteins that bind to the sought after protein. If the user is working with 
closely related proteins, such extraneous proteins generally are readily apparent in the 
multiple alignment. 
Once the user is satisfied with the quality of the data set, the final step is to save the dataset 
to an empty directory. The raw SWISS-PROT entries, unaligned and aligned FASTA files of 
the sequences from the selected protein, copies of the related PDB files, two initial 
phylogenetic trees, and a log of choices and searches that the user performed while 
constructing the dataset are placed into this empty directory. The log file can be used to 
reconstruct or update the dataset and also as a training set for the software to associate 
important keywords building an ontology for the researcher's domain. The two phylogenetic 
trees that are generated are based on different data and often give surprisingly different 
results. One tree is generated from applying the neighbor-joining algorithm to the protein 
sequences while the construction of the second tree is guided by the lineages of the species 
from which the proteins originated. These trees can later be more finely resolved by the user 
or provide a starting point from which the true tree can be created. A future addition would 
be to consult an online database of phylogenetic relations such as The Tree of Life 
(Maddison et al. 1994) or prune a massive supplied tree to construct the true tree for the 
user. 
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Chapter 3. Results 
Overview 
The goal of this study was to improve phylogenetic inference procedures through the 
identification of collections of residues in an alignment that did not conform to the model of 
evolution being used. This goal was later expanded to searching for functionally significant 
residues after considering reasons that alignment sites were misleading. Five separate 
datasets constructed from the proteins cytochrome b, rhodopsin, myoglobin, and hemoglobin 
a and hemoglobin f3 were analyzed. For each protein a short functional and structural 
description is given followed by a brief comparison of the correct and inferred trees and 
finally the results of the analysis with discussion. While both trees (the tree built from 
external information and the tree inferred from sequence data) are included in each section, 
the alignments are found in the appendices. Also found in the appendices are complete lists 
of RI and Rlmff values. 
The following shows the layout that is used for the results along with descriptions of what is 
found in each pane of the layout: 
Structure of the dataset' s protein with the residues matching the UPGMA tree with branch lengths of 
particular criteria highlighted. The color of the residues is dependent spatial positions of the residues in this 
on the amino acid type at that position in the PDB from which the category. Note: Branch lengths are 
structure was derived. A table of the residue color, type, properties, consistent in each tree but are not 
etc. is available in the appendices. normalized across each tree. 
Graph of the distribution built from 
random sampling of the same number 
of residues as in the category from all 
residues in the protein. Highlighted 
portion shows relative position of 
observed sum of squares value in the 
distribution. Also shown are values 
related to the statistical test. 
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Cytochrome b Dataset 
Figure 7. Cytochrome b 
Functional and Structural Description 
Cytochrome bis a protein involved in electron transfer across the cell membrane. This 
transmembrane protein, part of the larger cytochrome bc1 complex (a dimer consisting of 11 
monomers), has either one or two noncovalently bonded heme groups where part of the heme 
group is always associated with a highly conserved histidine residue. Cytochrome bc 1 works 
cooperatively with NADH dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase to provide aerobic 
respiration in the mitochondrion. 
While the structure of cytochrome b has only recently become available (Xia et al. 1997), 
thousands of sequences from diverse organisms are available in repositories. This 
availability of data has been a factor in the use of cytochrome b for phylogenetic studies. 
Also, since cytochrome bis a mitochondrial gene, it's inherited only maternally in plants and 
28 
animals and does not undergo recombination events. Also, because of the shear number of 
mitochondria in a single cell, the number of copies of any mitochondrial gene is much 
greater than any nuclear gene facilitating data collection. Also, the rate of evolution is 
approximately an order of magnitude faster than nuclear genes (Pesole et al. 1999). The 
increased rate of mutation is important for finer resolution of closely related organisms, but 
does have a greater potential for multiple mutations to cause reversions to previous states. 
A reminder about mutation rate is called for since this is the first dataset to be examined -
mutation rate is not constant between species. We have made the assumption that the 
mutation rate is fairly constant, but because our datasets are restricted to vertebrates with 
fairly uncontroversial relationships and an occasional invertebrate to form an outgroup we 
are fairly safe. 
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Phylogenetic Analysis 
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Figure 8. Cytochrome b Phylogenetic Tree Comparison 
Shown above is a highlighted illustration of the similarities between the assumed true tree on 
the left and the maximum parsimony consensus (MPC) tree on the right. The differences 
between these two trees are examined below. Amphixous, a member of the phylum chordata, 
is separated from the other members of chordata by the incorrect insertion of the urchin 
clade in the MPC tree. Another problem with the MPC tree is the mix up of the marsupials 
and rodents. Myoxus, the dormouse and clearly a rodent, has been inserted between the 
marsupials, possum and kangaroo. Similarly, the platypus is clustered with the rodents 
instead of the marsupials . The MPC tree also has a problem with the relationship of the 
birds, alligator, and turtles (pelomedusa and chrysemys). One might suspect that alligator 
would be related to turtles. However, extensive comparative anatomy indicated that 
alligators are actually more related to birds. The last main problem with the MPC tree is the 
mixing of the boney and the cartilaginous fishes . There are other problems which can be 
easily identified by examination of both trees, but the major ones have been stated. 
Results 
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Figure 9. Cytochrome b - RI Difference < 0.0 Highlighted 
With the residues in the R~iff < 0.0 category highlighted we see that most lie in the 
transmembrane region. While the distribution does not suggest significant clustering, there 
do appear to be two or three main clusters in the UPMGA tree. There is also an abundance 
of green residues representing the hydrophobic residues isoleucine, leucine, and valine. The 
significance of this observation is questionable since the majority of residues in the 
transmembrane region are of these types. 
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Figure 10. Cytochrome b - RI Difference< 0.0 Highlighted (Alternate) 
Having suspected clustering in the previous experiment we test this by removing the 
outermost group of residues in the UPGMA tree from consideration. This will increase the 
significance, but we must be careful not to be misled by this . Four residues were removed 
from outside of the transmembrane region. These residues were on the extreme edges of the 
protein and had no apparent relationship to each other. 
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Figure 11. Cytochrome b - RJ Difference < 0.0 Highlighted (Alternate 2) 
Continuing to peel off the outer groups of residues from the UPGMA tree, further residues 
outside of the membrane are removed from consideration. The significance increases 
further, but this will happen whenever outer groups of the UPGMA tree are removed. The 
clustering within the transmembrane region is becoming clearer now though. While no rigid 
criteria were applied for removing particular residues in the Rlctiff < 0.0 category from 
consideration, doing so has provided a means to more clearly see the clustering that was in 
the original plot but was obscured by the residues outside of the transmembrane region. 
Considering this plot, there appears to be significant clustering on the set of helices not 
associated with the two hemes, and perhaps to a lesser extent some clustering on the helices 
with the hemes. 
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Figure 12. Cytochrome b - RI Difference<= -0.0830 Highlighted 
The application of a cutoff value to the Rlctiff < 0.0 category helps to isolate the tightest 
cluster. There are still residues that are outside of the membrane, but the clustering is fairly 
clear without removing any portion of the UPGMA tree. 
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Figure 13. Cytochrome b - RI Difference <= -0.0830 Highlighted (Alternate) 
By removing only two residues from consideration, the significance increases considerably. 
The tight cluster on the helices not associated with the two heme groups is clear. A few 
extraneous residues still exist, which may be a result of the crudeness of the method or data. 
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Figure 14. Cytochrome b - RI Difference = 0.0 Highlighted 
While the statistical test shows a weakly significant clustering, it is hard to see this visually 
with residues highlighted all over the protein without any clear pattern. Perhaps this 
significance result is because the residues are not evenly distributed in the volume of the 
protein. Basically, this graph has residues dispersed throughout the entire structure, but does 
provide a nice example showing the disproportionate distribution of the residues types in the 
thre~ main regions (the two non transmembrane regions and the transmembrane region). 
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Figure 15. Cytochrome b - RI Difference > 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent patterns are visible when considering the residues with positive Rlctiff values. 
There are several in the transmembrane regions and most of those are around one of the 
heme groups favoring the portion of the transmembrane region complementary to those in 
the Rlctiff < 0.0 category. The residues in the transmembrane region in this category typically 
had smaller Rlctiff values; however, the largest value was 0.33. 
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Figure 16. Cytochrome b - Sites with No Change Highlighted 
While the clustering that was observed in previous plots examined residues based on Rlctiff 
values in the transmembrane regions, invariant residues behave in a complementary fashion 
by favoring the non-membrane regions. After highlighting the invariant residues, there 
appears to be tight clustering on both sides of the transmembrane region. While there are a 
few scattered throughout the membrane, it is interesting to note that these are not green 
residues (isoleucine, leucine, and valine residues) which are by far the most common in that 
region . Also, while there appears to be a favoring for the residues to be clustered on a 
particular side of the protein, this is only a consequence of the distribution of the residues. 
The side with the higher number has several helices which help to pack the area with more 
residues than the opposite side that mainly has strands as the primary secondary structure. 
Strands are basically linear arrangements of residues and therefore can not pack the residues 
nearly as tightly. One should note that most of these residues have Max Change= Min 
Change = 1. Examination of residues in the subset of this group with Max Change > 1 did 
not appear to have the same clustering pattern. 
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Figure 17. Cytochrome b - Sites with RI= oo Highlighted 
Highlighting the residues that have undefined RI values gives an interesting graph. Again, 
as with the invariant residues, there appears to be clustering on both sides of the 
transmembrane region, or at the least if there is no clustering there is a tendency to avoid the 
transmembrane region. The residues that are in the transmembrane region are along the 
helices associated with the two heme groups. Also, these residues are generally not the 
hydrophobic residues isoleucine, leucine, and valine (shown in green) that predominate this 
region. 
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Figure 18. Cytochrome b - Sites with True Tree RJ = 0.0 Highlighted 
Examining residues that have the lowest allowable RI values with respect to the true tree, we 
see there is a definite avoidance of the transmembrane region. The distribution shows an 
arrangement that is more dispersed than the mean is, but it is not significant at the 0.05 level. 
It should also be clear that from the arrangement present in the graph, we should expect the 
test to indicate a more dispersed pattern. This is because there are two groups of residues 
straddling an area without any. When randomly sampled, the region without any highlighted 
residues is also sampled. This example also helps to show that the statistical test alone is 
insufficient to determine if there is clustering. While there are clearly two clusters in this 
graph, because they have such a great distance between them, the test shows no evidence of 
clustering. However, the UPGMA tree hints at it by showing the large branch length 
between the two clusters. Visual inspection affirms the UPGMA observation. 
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Figure 19. Cytochrome b - Sites with True Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
Highlighting the residues that have the greatest allowable RI values with respect to the true 
tree shows no apparent patterns. There appears to be a greater portion of the residues in the 
transmernbrane region than there was with Rltrue = 0.0. 
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Figure 20. Cytochrome b - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
Only a few residues are different than those in the Rltrue = 0.0 category. Refer to the notes 
for that section. 
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&ile-315 res .. J13 rizl 
slte•310 res•308 ri·l 
s1te .. 1J7 res.,135 ri·l 
slte-258 res-256 n·l 
s1te•ZS6 res•254 rl•l 
s1te•145 res .. 143 ri"l 
site•88 res-86 ri•l 
slte=-251 1es.,z49 n"'l 
site .. 53 res .. 51 ri·l 
site-52 res-50 n·l 
site-75 res-73 n .. 1 
site-77 res-75 n-1 
s1te:344 res=-342 n=l 
slte-347 res-345 rl·l 
27 of 379 residues selected 
P1etc=3264484/5000001=0 . 652897 
Pr1g11c =l 771585/5000001=0 . 354317 
Figure 21. Cytochrome b - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
Only a few residues are different than those in the Rltrue = 1.0 category. Refer to the notes 
for that section. 
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Rhodopsin Dataset 
Figure 22. Rhodopsin 
Functional and Structural Description 
Human eyes have two main photoreceptors, rods and cones, which cooperate to allow us to 
see in color and also have some sensitivity in the dark and to motion. The cones, 
concentrated in the center portion of the eye, provide the eye's sensitivity to various colors as 
well as the highest visual acuity. There are at least three different cones to provide three 
different response curves to different colors of light. Interestingly, there are also instances of 
rare mutations, only present in human females, of a fourth cone that is sensitive to a blend of 
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red and green type, bestowing tetrachromatic vision. But, there are also birds that commonly 
have more advanced color vision systems such as tetra- and penta-chromatic vision (Pichaud 
et al. 1999). 
The rods predominately occupy areas where cones are not present. While the majority of the 
cones are present at the center of the eye, rods are concentrated in the surrounding areas. 
Rods can not discern between different colors, and in fact are completely insensitive to reds, 
but provide some degree of night vision (rods are nearly 1000 times more light sensitive than 
the cones) and peripheral vision (explained by the distribution of the rods favoring areas of 
the eye other than the center), and are much more sensitive to motion than the cones (due to 
a quicker response times). What gives the rods their light sensitivity is a protein called 
rhodopsin which has a photosensitive chromophore called retinal. 
Rhodopsin is similar to cytochrome b in that it is a member of a large family of proteins 
called G protein coupled receptors. Rhodopsin is also a seven helix transmembrane protein. 
Rhodopsin is a fairly conserved protein demonstrated by an 87% conservation of the 348 or 
so residues between human and cow. Also some information is known concerning 
functional constraints of rhodopsin. These constraints include the existence of a disulfide 
bond, but also folding requirements to hold and interact with the retinal chromophore and 
rhodopsin kinase (Hwa et al. 1999, 2001). 
Rhodopsin may also have a second function suggested by recent work (Crandall et al. 1997). 
Organisms that are never exposed to light, such as cave dwellers, have rhodopsin with a 
similar rate of evolution and structural arrangement as organisms that live in the sunlight. 
This suggests that the functional constraint has not been lost even though the light sensitivity 
function is not needed. It was hypothesized that rhodopsin may also play a critical role in 
circadian rhythms. 
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Phylogenetic Analysis 
Alligator Alligator 
Ch icken Chicken 
Green anole Toad 
Cow Frog 
Sheep Salamander 
Pig Blackmouth catshark 
Oo lphin Spotted dogfish 
Whale Little skate 
Dog Goldfi sh 
Seal Common carp 
Ham ster Guppy 
Mouse Blind cave fi sh 
Rat Cow 
Rabbit Sheep 
Salamander Whale 
Toad Dolphin 
Frog Pig 
Blind cave fish Dog 
Guppy Seal 
Go ldfish Mouse 
Common carp Hamster 
Blackmouth catshark Rat 
Spotted dogfi sh Rabbit 
Little skate Green anole 
Japanese lamprey Japanese lamprey 
sea lamprey Sea lamprey 
Figure 23. Rhodopsin Phylogenetic Tree Comparison 
The inferred tree from the rhodopsin data was fairly close to the assumed true tree. While a 
superficial inspection suggests several differences, many of these are minor. For instance, 
several of the individual clades, such as the rodents and fish, have only a single branch that 
is out of place. The major conflicts between the two trees arise in the arrangement of the 
smaller clades. The mammal clade, comprised of several smaller clades, is where most of 
the disagreement exists. Also, the green anole is positioned incorrectly to a significant 
extent. 
It should be noted that it's not uncommon to see some small disagreement at the level of a 
clade, such as the rodents shown in these trees, even if the tree is comprised of distinct 
species. Rhodopsin is a fairly conserved protein and so has a fairly slow mutation rate . If 
the organisms within the clade have not had sufficient time to diverge, the inference 
procedures may make erroneous associations as a result of noise. In other cases, lack of 
resolution can occur if no changes are present, and a polytomy will be formed, which is seen 
in this dataset. 
Results 
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" ' •.5 
slte•31 res•32 ri• - 0 5 
s1te=l 2 res : 1J n:-0 091 
srte-289 res ... 290 ri .. -0 077 
site- 277 res•278 rl• - 0.1 42 
s1te :1 36 res .. 139 ri:-0.334 
slle=244 res ,.245 rl= - 0 167 
sile·247 res-248 n·-0143 
s11e·254 res-255 n·-0 285 
site= 256 res=259 ri= - 0 143 
site-259 res-260 n·- 0.1 
site .. zoa res .. 209 ri·-0 25 
site• 216 re s•Zl 7 rl• - 0.167 
s1te• 217 res • Zl 6 n• - 0 1 
site .. 156 res .. 157 n .. -o 334 
site- 157 res- 158 ri •- 0.25 
s11ea15B res .. 159 rl•-0_25 
site-150 res .. 151 ri--0 25 
s1le·122 res - 123 ri · - 0.2 
si te-123 res .. 124 rl•-0 .125 
site•297 res • 296 rl •- 0 166 
site-82 res- 83 ri• - 0.125 
si te .. 87 res-88 ri·-0 167 
slle•34 7 res•342 ri •-0.2 5 
slle=240 res.:241 ri=- 0. 167 
site .. J3A res .. 335 rt .. -0 071 
25 of 338 residues selected 
P1ett=556636/5000001=0 .111327 
Pright=4463368/5000001=0 . 892673 
Figure 24. Rhodopsin - RI Difference < 0.0 Highlighted 
There appears to be a clustering of the Rlctiff < 0.0 residues associated with the 
transmembrane region spilling into the adjacent membrane region to one side of the protein. 
The statistical test indicates the clustering is not significant, but this might be the result of 
two competing clusters as discussed earlier. Alternatively, one could view these residues as 
being related by association with the helices connected to the retinal group. 
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<>1te•31 re5•32 n•-0.5 
slte•1 2 res• 13 rl· - 0 091 
s1te• 289 res• 290 n•-0.077 
slte-277 res-278 ri--0 142 
site•1 J B res• 1J9 ri•-0334 
s11e .. 244 resz 245 11 .. -0 167 
sile•247 res• 246 ri• - 0 143 
s1te: 254 ies.,255 ri: - 0285 
<-lte-258 res .. 259 nD-0 143 
s1te·259 res-260 n·-0.l 
<>rte .. zoa res-209 n•- 0.25 
site·216 res- 217 ri•- 0.167 
s1te" 217 res,.216 fl;-Q_ 1 
site .. 156 res•157 rl•-0 334 
site- 157 res- 158 n-- 0 25 
s1le·158 res-159 rt• - 0.25 
site•l 50 res• l 51 n• -0.25 
s1te· lZ2 re s-1 23 n·- 0 2 
slte=l 23 re s:= l 24 rl=- 0 125 
site- 297 res- 298 n· - 0166 
sile·82 res .. 83 ri .. - 0 125 
sile•87 res• 68 ri•- 0 167 
Sile•J4 7 res .. 342 ri2 - 0.25 
sile=240 res=241 ri=-0.167 
s11e·334 res- 335 ri•-D.071 
21 of 338 r esidues selected 
P1ett=25 68/5000001=0 . 0005136 
Pright=4 99 7 64 7 I 500 0001 =0 . 9 9 952 9 
Figure 25. Rhodopsin - RI Difference< 0.0 Highlighted (Alternate) 
By removing the four residues on the side of the protein where there was not apparent 
clustering, the significance value increases and the clustering becomes more apparent. There 
is an apparent clustering on the helices involved with the retinal ligand continuing into one 
of the non-transmembrane regions. 
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site .. 31 resz32 ri"'-0.5 
site-12 res-lJ ri•-0091 
si~~~2~~9 r::~2~~0 ri~:Q ~·~~ 7 
site-138 re s-139 n·-0.334 
site .. 244 res•245 ri•-0 167 
site • 247 res-248 d· -0 143 
si \e .. 254 res•Z55 u .. -Q.285 
slte•258 res •259 rl• - 0143 
s1te::259 tes:260 n= - 0 1 
site .. 208 res .. 209 ri-- 0.25 
s1te•216 res-217 ri•- 0.167 
s11e•2 l7 res•2l8 ri,.- 0 1 
sile·l 56 res•157 ri•-0.334 
site•l 57 res•156 ri .. -0.25 
site-158 res-159 ri·-0 25 
s11e·150 res-151 ri·-0.25 
Site ,.122 r9S • l23 rlz-02 
s1te·123 res-124 n--0.125 
site-297 1es ·298 n·-0 166 
slte•82 res-63 ri•-0.125 
sile•87 res•88 n•-0.167 
site•347 res •J42 rl•-0 25 
site•240 res•241 n•-0 .167 
site .. 334 res-335 ri .. -0 071 
4 of 338 residues sel ected 
P1ett=132155 /500000 1=0. 026431 
Prighr= 48 7 89 83 / 50 00001=0. 97 57 9 6 
Figure 26. Rhodopsin - RI Difference < 0.0 Highlighted (Alternate 2) 
This graph shows the clustering of the four residues that were removed to generate the 
previous graph. While the cluster has a high significance value, it is predisposed to be so 
given that it is a small group selected from the UPGMA tree. An interesting related artifact 
arises when the number of residues randomly sampled is reduced. The null distribution 
shifts to the left and deforms slightly. As the number of residues randomly sampled is 
increased, the distribution shifts to the center and is more of typical bell shape. 
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UPGMA tree not shown due to 
extreme size. 
4i10 
1.5 
o '--~~~~-
3.llSOt 3.11501 3.9601 3.11501 3.!1501 3.11501 3 .11501 
300 of 338 residues selected 
P1ett=3842062/5000001 =0 . 768 412 
Pr1o11t =11893 50 I 5000001=0. 23 7 87 
Figure 27. Rhodopsin - RI Difference= 0.0 Highlighted 
Rhodopsin is a fairly conserved protein so it is not too surprising to see that the majority of 
the residues fall into the Rlctiff = 0.0 category. While having the majority of the residues in 
this category does not necessarily suggest a conserved protein . The degree of conservation is 
more easily addressed by examining the alignment and residues with no change. Because of 
the shear number of residues highlighted, it is hard to extract anything meaningful from 
visual inspection. Instead of focusing on what is highlighted, we could examjne what is not 
highlighted. The residues that are missing from this graph are simply those that were shown 
previously (Rlctirr < 0.0) and those that we are about to examine (Rlctirr > 0.0). We can 
perhaps notice the pattern here already, the residues that are missing are mainly in the 
transmembrane regions. 
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$lte•261 res•26Z n•0.091 
sl te,,, 6 res,,,7 rl=O 167 
site-195 res•l96 r1•0 25 
s1te .. 2s res-26 n .. o.s 
site=296 res=299 n"O 091 
s1te • 299 res•300 n•O 143 
s ite,.53 1es·54 r1•0 125 
slle·49 res-so ri·O 166 
stte-45 res-46 n-0 1 
site-21 2 res - 213 ri • O 111 
sile·265 res-266 ri•0.111 
s11e=342 res=337 n::0.167 
s11e•l49 res .. 150 ri .. 0333 
13 of 338 residues selected 
P1ett=2503094/5000001=0. 500619 
Pr1ght =2535444/5000001=0. 507089 
Figure 28. Rhodopsin - RI Difference > 0.0 Highlighted 
This category includes residues in all three major regions of rhodopsin. While the Rlctiff < 0.0 
residues clustered around the side closest to the heme, here the Rlctiff > 0.0 residues seem to 
be favoring the helices not associated with the heme. Of course since there are residues in 
all three regions and the number in each region is fairly small the significance and existence 
of clustering has to be questioned. While the other residues may be questionable, there is a 
tight clustering of residues in the transmembrane region. All the residues in the 
transmembrane region are of the hydrophobic varieties isoleucine, leucine, and valine 
residues (represented in green). This is a similar pattern as that observed in the cytochrome 
b dataset. While the residue type may initially appear to be of importance in graphs such as 
these, one must be careful to consider from where residues have come. In this case, many of 
the residues in the transmembrane region are of this type and so the chance of randomly 
selecting a number of residues is higher than if the residue types were all equally 
represented. This does not negate the fact they are all hydrophobic, but is rather a reminder 
that we must always consider the background context. 
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site .. 261 res .. zaz n .. o 091 
slte .. 6 res - 7 ri·O 167 
site-195 res-196 n•0.25 
s1te .. zs res·26 n•0.5 
-s:1te·298 re s-299 ri • O 091 
site·299 res-300 ri·O 143 
site • SJ res•54 11•0 125 
site .. 49 re s- SO ri .. Q 1 66 
slte•45 res•46 ri•0 .1 
site•212 res•213 n•O 111 
site .. 265 res-266 ri·O 11 1 
site-342 res-337 ri•O 167 
s1te•149 res•150 tl•0.333 
112 1.13 
11 of 338 residues selected 
P1ert=715233 /5000001=0 .14304 7 
Ptight =4307828/5000001=0 . 861565 
Figure 29. Rhodopsin - RI Difference > 0.0 Highlighted (Alternate) 
1.15 
This graph is similar to the previous graphs except two of the extreme position residues have 
been removed from consideration for the statistical test. As might be expected, the 
significance increased considerably as these two residues were removed. There is additional 
evidence that multiple clusters exist besides the clustering shown on the structure. This is 
reflected in the relatively longer branch lengths in the UPGMA tree separating the three main 
clusters. 
The underlying justification for this apparently haphazard removal of residues from 
consideration is the belief that multiple clusters may exist in addition to erroneously 
highlighted residues. Multiple clusters could occur if there are multiple regions of the 
protein that are under constraint. Erroneous residues could be picked up either as the result 
of noise in the data or due to the crudeness of the method. These issues will be addressed 
further in the Discussion section. 
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170 of 338 residues selected 
P1etc=196973/5000001=0 . 03939 4 6 
Pr1ghc=4811158/5000001=0 . 962231 
Figure 30. Rhodopsin - Sites with No Change Highlighted 
As mentioned earlier, rhodopsin is a fairly conservative protein. Over half of all the residues 
in this dataset were invariant. Interestingly, even with such a high percentage of the residues 
falling into this category, the random sampling test still indicants a high significance in the 
clustering. One would not expect this considering the density of the highlighting on the 
protein's structure. The only other apparent observation that seems possible is that there are 
several residues that are not in this category in the transmembrane region, suggesting that the 
transmembrane region may be freer to change. 
A traditional method for teasing out the functionally critical residues would be to assume 
that the invariant residues are under a constraint that prevents them from changing. By 
disrupting putatively conserved residues and examining changes in functional behavior of 
the protein, one could deduce which residues are critical. As can be seen by this example, 
such an approach would be time consuming. 
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~1te•1J res•,4 u•-1 
51te .. 1!\res··7fl• -· 
'ltl'•ZO-e,-i'l r•-1 
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s11e• 75res• 71ln• 1 
5119,.79ras•6Qn•-1 
oite- 153 res - 1 ~4 1 · -1 
~ :a-86 rH-87 n--· 
site•l 14 res•l 1~ n .. - 1 
tne .. 167 rn·168 r1•-' 
srte•l6'9res•l70n•-1 
,ne-121 1n-122 fl·-· 
sne•11B rH•11'!111·- · 
site- 159 res• HIO n· -1 
'lte•19B res:199rl•-i 
sne-~00 res-201 n .. - · 
sne.zoz re~·Z03 rl·- • 
srte•2CM re~·205 11• - • 
sne~209 te>•21 o r1 .. -1 
;1'.a·· ~ I re5-' Jo! rl•-1 
i''.t: · Z18 r~s · 2 ' S ri • -1 
; :;i-.?19 r~1-ZZO rl· - 1 
s1h~ · 257 res• 256 11• - · 
11te~zso re!~zs1 r1--
;.1a~z:o ras~z2s r1 ~ -1 
41 of 338 residues selected 
P1er:=3006655/5000001 =0. 601331 
Pright =2032495/5000001=0. 406499 
Figure 31. Rhodopsin - Sites with RI = oo Highlighted 
When examining the residues in rhodopsin with undefined RI values, we see that the 
residues fall into all three major regions. There are two helices in the transmembrane region 
that are free of any residues in this category, however. In the transmembrane region and 
extending outside the membrane on one side, these residues seem to favor the helices nearest 
the retinal group. Of the residues whose maximum number of changes possible is greater 
than one, all but one are in the membrane region. 
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4 x10 
s1te•Zl res•Z:Z n•O 
sltezlO res .. 11 rlzO 
srle·182 res-183 n·O 
s1te•91 res•32 n .. o 
s1te•l04 res•105 ri•O 
s1te•l03 res-104 n•O 
site .. 96 res-97 ri .. Q 
site•213 res•214 rl·O 
slle•Z06 ies .. 209 r1•0 
site:273 res=274 ri=O 
s11e·276 res-277 ri·O 
s1te .. s1 res•52 n·O 
slte•296 res•297 r!·O 
s1te:JZO res:3Z1 11:0 
sne-148 res-149 n .. o 
site-154 res-155 ri·O 
site..-126 res•t27 ri"'O 
srre .. 231 res•2J2 ri .. Q 
18 of 338 residues se l ected 
P10 e, =l 794554/5000001=0 . 358911 
Prioht=32 41495/5000001 =0 . 648299 
Figure 32. Rhodopsin - Sites with True Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
Most residues are in the transmembrane region, but with no apparent clustering or 
relationship. 
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s1te•S6 res•S7 n•l 
site• 6J res• 64 rl• l 
s1te· 324 res-325 fl• l 
s1te·314 res-315 ri·l 
site- 345 res · 340 ri•l 
s1te•344 tes-339 ri .. 1 
site:346 res ==341 ri=l 
s1te•349 res• .344 n• l 
site .. 69 res" 70 11 .. 1 
s1te•149 res•150 ri• l 
slle•B3 rec;•64 n .. 1 
sile=BO re'i=Bl ri=l 
SllB• BB res- 69 11• 1 
site-135 res-136 ri .. 1 
slle-227 res- 226 rl· l 
slle•2Z4 res•225 n•l 
stte=142 res=143 rl"'l 
site- 143 res-144 ri· l 
s11e•95 res-96 ri· 1 
site- 100 res •101 rl·l 
s1te•25 res-26 n-1 
site• lOB res• 109 rh•l 
site-106 res- 107 r1-1 
site .. 284 res,.285 ri"l 
slte•19 res•20 ri• l 
slle,.1 96 res .. 197 11"1 
slle=194 res,,,195 n=l 
site-272 res- 273 n·l 
28 of 338 residues selected 
P1ert=49 86843 I 5000001=0 . 9 97 3 68 
Pright=13856/5000001=0 . 0027712 
Figure 33. Rhodopsin - Sites with True Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
Residues that support the true tree to the greatest extent possible definitely tend to fall 
outside of the membrane region, as was the case for cytochrome b. There are four residues 
that are in the transmembrane region that have no apparent connection to the clusters on the 
outside. The statistical test shows a positioning that is more dispersed than random and 
results from there being two fairly equal density and size of clusters on the extreme ends of 
the protein. 
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site.,1 D res .. 11 ri"D 
site·182 res-183 n·O 
sile·91 res .. 92 ri ·O 
slte•104 res•105 ri•O 
stte•103 res •l 04 n•O 
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site-296 res-297 n·O 
s11e .. J20 res .. 321 n2 0 
site=148 res=149 rl=O 
s1le·154 res-155 ri·O 
stle •l26 ies .. 127 n·O 
site•213 res•214 ri•O 
s1te•231 res-232 n-o 
17 of 338 residues selected 
P1etc=2015786/5000001=0. 403157 
Pright =3 022349 I 5000001=0 . 60447 
Figure 34. Rhodopsin - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
These results are mostly identical to the corresponding results discussed for the true tree . 
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30 of 338 residues selected 
P1eEt=4988019/ 5000001=0 . 997604 
Prtght=12671 /5000001=0. 00253 42 
Figure 35. Rhodopsin - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
These results are mostly identical to the con-esponding results discussed for the true tree. 
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Myoglobin Dataset 
Figure 36. Myoglobin 
Functional and Structural Description 
The function of myoglobin is oxygen (02) storage in the muscle tissues of animals. This is 
done in cooperation with hemoglobin, which transports oxygen and will be described in the 
next dataset. Myoglobin has a much higher affinity for oxygen than does hemoglobin and 
thus will uptake it easily from hemoglobin. The higher affinity, especially at lower 
concentrations of oxygen, means the stored oxygen is only released during strenuous activity 
where hemoglobin would not be able to deliver fresh oxygen quickly enough. 
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The structure of myoglobin is a single monomeric protein of roughly 153 amino acids 
forming eight helices that surround the oxygen storing heme component. At the core of the 
heme is an iron ion where oxygen binds. This part of the heme also bonds to the distal 
histidine 93 residue, which is conserved across species. 
Because of the similarities, both functionally and structurally, between hemoglobin and 
myoglobin (each of the subunits of hemoglobin resembles myoglobin) much of the 
information discussed in the hemoglobin section is also applicable to myoglobin. 
Phylogenetic Analysis 
Alligator Green sea turtle 
Emperor penguin Map turtle 
Chicken Alligator 
Lace monitor Lace monitor 
Gori lla Human :3 
Human Chimpanzee 
Chimpan zee Goril la 
Tree shrew Pig 
Dolphin Aardvark 
Whale Tree shrew 
Cow Mouse 
Deer Rat 
Sheep Rabbit 
Pig Dog 
Horse Fox 
Dog Badger 
Fox Otter 
Otter Muskrat 
Badger Deer 
Seal Sheep 
Muskrat Cow 
Mouse Horse 
Rat Whale 
Rabbit Dolphin 
Elephant Seal 
Aardvark Possum 
Possum Kangaroo 
Kangaroo Elephant 
Duckbill platypus Duckbill platypus 
Echidna Echidna 
Green sea turtle Emperor penguin 
Map turtle Chicken 
Common carp Common carp 
Yellowfin tuna Yellov,tin tuna 
Figure 37. Myoglobin Phylogenetic Tree Comparison 
In the tree inferred from myoglobin we see some of the familiar errors evidenced in the other 
datasets. Once again, alligator (and lace monitor) are clustered with the tmtles instead of 
with the birds. There are also several errors in the major mammal clade. These errors 
include basic lack of resolution, but also several instances of animals being inserted in this 
wrong clade. Since there does not seem to be any pattern to the mistakes, instead of simply 
listing the errors the reader is referred to trees themselves. 
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Results 
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site::l20 res:l21 rl:::- 0 143 
site-65 res- 66 ri·-0 153 
site• 18 res·19 ri·-0 125 
s1te•80 res• 81 ri•- O 334 
s1te•100 res • 101 n•- 0182 
2 4 of 153 r e s idues selected 
P1efc=2980822/ 5 000001=0. 596164 
Pright=205581 4 /5000001 =0 . 411163 
Figure 38. Myoglobin - RI Difference < 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
6l 
120 of 153 residues selected 
P1ett=1616837 /5000001=0. 323367 
Prlghc =3 417535/5000001 =0 . 683507 
Figure 39. Myoglobin - RI Difference = 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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,, 
s1te•141 res ·14~ ri•0067 
slte:a5 re,:66 n:::O 25 
s1te•66 re s-67 n•0.334 
s1te•73 res•74 11•0 125 
slte,,,zo res : 21 ri:O 153 
·34 res-35 n·O 111 
te,.zs res .. 26 n•O 333 
ite•60 res-61 n· O 334 
s1te•S4 res-55 n·O 5 
'300 
9 of 153 residues sel ected 
P1etc=870435 / 5000 001 =0 .17 4087 
Pr1ghc=4153796 / 5000001=0 . 830759 
Figure 40. Myoglobin - RI Difference > 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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,, 
s11e .. 1 res .. z n .. -z 
slte • 9 res·10 rl·-2 
s1te =129 tes=130 n=-2 
s1 te=13 res=14 ri= - 2 
s1 te• l6 res•l7 n·-2 
site .. 17 res-18 ri·-2 
site-71 res-72 n·- 2 
s:ite .. 72 res-73 ri·-2 
slte•75 res•76 ri•-2 
site .. 76 res-77 ri .. -2 
slte •24 res·25 ri·-2 
sile,.64 1es·6S n·-2 
s1te•67 res•66 ri·-2 
s1te•l06 res·107 ri•-2 
slte,,,11 3 res:114 rl:: - 2 
s1te:J5 res:J6 ri=-2 
site-36 res-37 n• -2 
s1te•J7 res • 38 n·-2 
s1te .. J8 res•39 ri'"' -2 
site•42 res•43 ri·-2 
s1te245 res .. 46 nz-2 
slte•66 res•89 n•-2 
s1te·92 res .. 93 11•-2 
site•9J res-94 n·- 2 
s1te•36 res-97 n•- 2 
site:97 res=98 ri= - 2 
s1te=:l40 res=141 n= - 2 
site-145 res-146 rl--2 
site-146 res-147 11•-2 
site-152 res-153 riz-2 
s11e·149 res-150 ri·-2 
31 of 153 residues selected 
P1eft= l67556 / 5000001 =0. 0335112 
P<ight=4839928 / 5000001 =0. 967985 
Figure 41. Myoglobin - Sites with No Change Highlighted 
A significant clustering according to the p-values can be observed, but we can also see that 
the invariant residues seem to favor one region of the protein. There does not seem to be a 
connection between the cluster and the heme group. 
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slle.,z res•J r1•- l 
slte=J res =4 rl=- 1 
s1te•6 res-7 n·-1 
s1tes78 res.•79 tl•- 1 
site •lO res•1 1 ri·-1 
s1te=O res=l ri=- 1 
site-135 res-136 n·-1 
site•l36 res-137 rl•-1 
51te .. 137 res=l 36 ri .. -1 
s1te=125 res:1 26 rl:-1 
s1te• 19 res•ZO n·-1 
sile·15 res•16 ri•- 1 
site• 81 res-82 ri·-1 
srte=8J res:.64 n .. - 1 
slte·89 res-90 r1·-1 
slte•142 res• 143 rl•-1 
s1te•98 res•99 n•-1 
s11e=10d res=105 n=- 1 
srte-27 res-28 n·- 1 
s1te•ZJ res-24 n·-1 
site·68 res-69 rl·-1 
srle=63 res:64 n=-1 
srte .. 61 res .. 62 n .. -1 
site-31 res-32 ri·-1 
srte,.32 res•JJ ri•-1 
stte=JO res=31 n"- 1 
s1te•46 res-47 rt•- 1 
2 7 of 153 r esidue s selec t ed 
P1ett=627662 / 5000 0 01=0 . 125532 
Pright=43 94210 / 5000001=0 . 8788 42 
Figure 42. Myoglobin - Sites with RI = oo Highlighted 
There is no apparent clustering of the residues with undefined RI values when considering 
the p-values or through visual inspection. The p-values decrease if the residues with max> 
1 are removed. 
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4 x10 
" 
s1te•44 res .. 45 r1 .. Q 
s1te• 53 res .. 54 ri • O 
site•66 res·67 r!•O 
srte·150 res·151 n•O 
Slte.,151 res, .. 152 ri .. Q 
site - 95 res .. 96 rl · O 
8 of 153 residues selected 
Pietc =4844795/5000001=0. 968959 
Prlghc =l61142/ 5000001 =0 . 0322284 
Figure 43. Myoglobin - Sites with True Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
Residues are distributed to a greater extent than would be expected by random. The 
significance increases as residues with non-zero RI values are added but decreases when the 
residues with RI=l are considered. 
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s1te•S res•6 r1•l 
slle·1 22 res• 123 rl·1 
s1te ; 123 res:124 n= l 
site .. 127 res.,128 ri• l 
s1te•130 res•1 31 n• l 
s1te-11 0 1es-111 n•l 
s1te•l1 6 res•11 9 ri• l 
s1te•l 16 res•l 17 ri"l 
site• 57 res•58 ri• l 
s11e• 62 res•63 r1• l 
site-59 res.,60 ri·l 
s11e•22 res• 23 ri•l 
s11e· 25 res .. 26 n .. 1 
s1te•49 res-so rl• l 
s1te•54 res•55 n• l 
site::r51 res::SZ rl== l 
slle•29 res•30 ri· 1 
site-103 res-HJ4 ri•l 
site-101 res- 102 ri·l 
site-105 res-106 n·l 
site•41 res•42 rl• l 
s11e: 74 ress75 nzl 
site=84 res: 65 rl=l 
srte•69 res-70 n· l 
site .. 70 res-71 ri·l 
slte• 87 res•6B ri• l 
stte-79 res .. ao n·l 
5ite• l33 res•l34 rl• l 
s1te==134 res: l JS ri=l 
s!le• l38 res•139 ri•l 
s1te•1 47 res-146 rl•l 
31 of 153 r esidues selected 
P1eft"C1241650/5000001=0 . 24833 
Pright=3792007 /5000001=0 . 7 58401 
Figure 44. Myoglobin - Sites with True Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. However, as mentioned when discussing 
the Rltrue=O.O category as additional non-zero residues are added the p-values indicate a shift 
to a more dispersed arrangement of the residues. 
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s1te=44 res=4S ri:O 
site .. 53 re5 .. 54 ri,.O 
1te .. 66 res=67 ri .. O 
e·150 res•151 n·O 
e•151 res-152 tl•O 
site-95 res•96 n-0 
6 o f 153 residues selected 
P1ero=2872110 / 5000001=0. 574422 
Prighr =216063 7 /5000001 =0 . 432127 
Figure 45. Myoglobin - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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4 ~ 10 
,, 
s11e .. 5 res•6 r1 .. 1 
s1te•79 res•BO rl•1 
site•133 ies-134 t1•1 
slte .. 134 res .. 135 rl·l 
s1le•l 36 res-139 ri•t 
site-110 res - 111 ri .. t 
s1te·ll 1 res•112 rl·l 
srte•l 18 res .. 119 ri•l 
s1te•l16 res-117 rl•l 
s1te=122 res::123 n=l 
site•l23 res-124 rl · l 
stte•127 res-128 ri·1 
s1le•lJO res .. 131 ri•1 
slte-26 res•29 ri·l 
site .. 29 res·30 ri•l 
sl1e•22 res-23 r1•l 
srte .. 57 res=58 ri=l 
sites62 res .. 63 ri .. 1 
s11e•S9 res-60 n·l 
site .. 49 res-50 ri·l 
site-51 res•S2 ri•l 
s1te-J9 res-40 n· 1 
site-41 res•42 ri•l 
s!le=43 res-44 ri=l 
s1te:103 res=104 ri=l 
s1te-101 res•102 n·l 
sile,.105 res .. 106 ri,..1 
site•74 res-75 ri•l 
s1te•84 res-85 n .. 1 
s1te•69 res•70 ri•l 
s1te•70 res•71 ri .. 1 
sl1e=67 res=86 ri=l 
s1te•147 res-148 r1-1 
x 10~ 
33 of 153 residues selected 
P1ert=932448/5000001=0 .18649 
Prioht =4094387 /5000001=0 . 818877 
Figure 46. Myoglobin - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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Hemoglobin Dataset 
Figure 47. Hemoglobin a Figure 48. Hemoglobin ~ 
Functional and Structural Description 
Hemoglobin is related to myoglobin both functionally and structurally. Like myoglobin, 
hemoglobin binds oxygen (0 2) . Hemoglobin transports oxygen from the oxygen rich 
environment of the lungs to tissues, exchanges oxygen for carbon dioxide waste, and returns 
to the lungs to once again trade the carbon dioxide for additional oxygen. 
The structure of hemoglobin is a tetramer (four polypeptide chains) composed of two 
identical a chains and two identical~ chains. The a and~ chains are very similar with 141 
and 146 amino acid residues, respectively, and both have eight a-helices. Each of the four 
chains fold to contain a site for binding oxygen called the heme pocket. The heme pocket is 
composed of carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen surrounding a single iron ion. The iron ion is 
held in place by neighboring nitrogen atoms and its bonding to a histidine residue. 
Normally, histidine 87 is conserved in the a chain and histidine 92 in the~ chain. 
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The binding properties of hemoglobin are affected by environmental influences such as pH, 
Oz, and C02 levels. Anyone who has run and felt the bum of lactic acid buildup in their 
muscles will not be surprised that tissues are in a more acidic environment than the lungs. 
This lower pH in the tissues compared to the lungs helps to trigger the exchange of oxygen 
and carbon dioxide at the correct times. The driving force of the exchange is called the Bohr 
effect, and is expressed as: 
In the C02 rich tissues, carbon dioxide and water are reacting to form bicarbonate (HC03) 
and hydrogen ions (protons). This reaction increases the acidity of the surrounding tissues, 
which lowers hemoglobin's affinity for oxygen. During the release of the stored oxygen the 
protons and bicarbonate are captured ensuring higher support for the right hand side of the 
reaction. Back at the lungs the process reverses. In the presence of higher oxygen levels, 
hemoglobin's affinity shifts from proton carrying to oxygen. The protons are shed, reversing 
the above equation generating carbon dioxide as a gas (C02 is insoluble in the bloodstream). 
Hemoglobin's affinity for oxygen is not linear. Hemoglobin exhibits a behavior known as 
cooperativity to bind oxygen. When in an environment of high oxygen levels, partially 
saturated hemoglobin has a disproportionally high affinity for oxygen while in a low oxygen 
environment, hemoglobin has a disproportionally low affinity for oxygen. The relationship 
is characterized by the Hill Equation: 
where p02 is the partial pressure of 02, p50 is the p02 of 50% saturation, and n is referred 
to as the Hill coefficient and is a measure of the cooperativity of the particular hemoglobin. 
A normal range of values for n is [2.8,3.0] and is related to the number of ligands 
simultaneously binding oxygen, and thus is limited by the number of subunits, namely four 
which would represent maximum cooperativity. This highly sensitive cooperativity of 
hemoglobin is assumed to be an evolved specialization of hemoglobin to reduce the volume 
needed to transport the same quantity of oxygen. 
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Phylogenetic Analysis 
Iguana Iguana 
Snake Monitor hzard 
Monitor lizard Snake 
Duck Possum 
Goose Kangaroo 
Chicken Pig 
Rhea Horse 
Ostrich Zebra 
Alligator White rhinoceros 
Crocodile Indian rhinoceros 
Lemur Tapir 
Gonlla Camel 
Chimpanzee Llama 
Green monkey Ya< 
M andrill Cow 
Baboon Goat 
Seal H1ppopolamus 
Walrus Mouse 
Giant panda Rat 
Sun bear Whale 
Dog Dolphin 
Fox Gorilla 
Cal Chimpanzee 
Lynx Mandrill 
Leopard Baboon 
Palrn civet Green monkey 
Yak Seal 
Cow Walrus 
Goat Dog 
Whale Fox 
Dolphin Giant panda 
Hippopotamus Sun bear 
Pig Cat 
Camel Lynx 
Llama Leopard 
Horse Palm ci"Y et 
Zebra Lemur 
White rhinoceros Echidna 
Indian rhinoceros Platypus 
Tapir Alligator 
Mouse Crocodile 
Rat Goldfish 
Possum Common carp 
Kangaroo Salmon 
Ecl1idna Trout 
Platypus Eel 
Bullfrog Tuna 
Ne\¥1 Bullfrog 
Lungfish Ne\¥1 
Tuna Due< 
Goldfish Goose 
Common carp Rhea 
Eel Ostrich 
Salmon Chicken 
Trout Lungfish 
Stingray Stingray 
Figure 49. Hemoglobin a-Chain Phylogenetic Tree Comparison 
Because the same set of organisms was used for both the hemoglobin a and hemoglobin P 
datasets, we are fortunate to be able to have the same true tree between datasets. An 
interesting observation that can be made by comparing the inferred trees for both of these 
datasets to the true tree is that the hemoglobin a dataset is able to more closely reconstruct 
the correct topology. We can place a qualitative measure on this observation by simply 
counting the number of clades that are correct (indicated by the highlighted lines) and 
comparing the values. Doing so we see that the hemoglobin a dataset has over twice as 
many correct clades as does the hemoglobin p dataset. The problems which are apparent in 
the hemoglobin a dataset include confusion about the relationship of the marsupials, snakes, 
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and birds. Also, while the hemoglobin a dataset allows reconstruction of several of the 
minor clades such as cats, birds, etc., the fine detail within these clades is occasionally 
incon-ect. 
Iguana Eel 
Sn alee Salmon 
Monitor lizard Goldfish 
DucK Common carp 
Goose Tuna 
Chicken Trout 
Rhea Lungfish 
Ostrich Dog 
Alligator Fox 
Crocodile Giant panda 
Lemur Walrus 
Gori lla Chimpanzee 
Chimpanzee Gorilla 
Green monkey Green monkey 
Mandrill Lemur 
Baboon Mandril l 
Seal Baboon 
Walrus Seal 
Giant pan da Sun bear 
Sun bear Cat 
Dog Leopard 
Fox Lynx 
Cat Palm civet 
Lynx Ral 
Leopard Pig 
Palm ciYet Hippopotam us 
Yale Yak 
Cow Goat 
Goat Cow 
Whale Camel 
Dolphin Llama 
Hippopotamus Tapir 
Pig White rhinoceros 
Camel Indian rhinoceros 
Llama Zebra 
Horse Horse 
Zebra Whale 
White rh inoceros Dolphin 
Indian rhinoceros Platypus 
Tapir Echidna 
Mouse Kangaroo 
Rat Po ssum 
Possum Mouse 
Kangaroo Iguana 
Echidna M onito r lizard 
Pl atypus Snake 
Bullfrog Rhea 
Newt Goose 
Lungfi sh Chicken 
Tuna Ostrich 
Goldfish Duck 
Common carp Alligator 
Eel Crocod ile 
Salmon Bul lfrog 
Trout Newt 
Stingray Stingray 
Figure 50. Hemoglobin ~-Chain Phylogenetic Tree Comparison 
Reconstruction of the evolutionary relationships given the hemoglobin p data was not as 
good as for hemoglobin a. Several polytomies exist, few of the minor clades are completely 
con-ect, and many are simply not present. This suggests that there are additional violations 
of the assumptions required by the phylogenetic inference procedure. This further suggests 
that constraints may exist in hemoglobin p that are not present in hemoglobin a. 
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Iguana Eel 
Monitor lizard Salmon 
Snake Goldfish 
Possum Common carp 
Kangaroo Tuna 
Pig Trout 
Horse Lungfish 
Z ebra Dog 
Wh ite rh inoceros Fox 
lnclian rhinoceros Giant panda 
Tapir Walrus 
Camel Chimpanzee 
Llama Gorilla 
Yak Green monkey 
Cow Lemur 
Goat Mandrill 
Hippopotamus Baboon 
Mouse Seal 
Rat Sun bear 
Whale Cat 
Do lph in Leopard 
Gorilla Lynx 
Chimpanzee Palm civet 
Mandrill Rat 
Baboon Pig 
Green monlcey Hippopotamus 
Seal Yale 
Walrus Goat 
Dog cow 
Fox Camel 
Giant panda Llama 
Sun bear Tapir 
Cal White rhinoceros 
Lynx Indian rhinoc eros 
Leopard Zebra 
Palm civet Horse 
Lemur Whale 
Echid na Dolphin 
Platypus Platypus 
Alligator Echidna 
Croco dile Kangaroo 
Goldfish Possum 
Common carp Mouse 
Salmon Iguana 
Trout Monitor lizard 
Ee l Sna<e 
Tuna Rhea 
Bullfrog Go ose 
Newt Chicken 
Duck Ostrich 
Goose Duclc 
Rhea Alligator 
Ostrich Crocodtle 
Chicken Bullfrog 
Lungfish Newt 
Stingray Sting ray 
Figure 51. Hemoglobin a- ~-Chain MPC Phylogenetic Tree Comparison 
In the previous sections we have compared the true and MPC topologies. In the case of the 
hemoglobin a and hemoglobin p datasets, a further comparison is possible due to their close 
relationship and the same organisms having been used in both datasets . The MPC trees can 
be directly compared with each other just as the true and MPC trees were compared before. 
We can see that there are larger polytomies in the hemoglobin p and there is not a single 
major clade that is in complete agreement between the two trees. 
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a-chain Results 
s1te- a8rp, . fl6rl . \ 
stte.!)2 l!tf-9) r · - 11.2~2 
~1!e•91 f!t$•!l9 r · - J 041 
slte·79 re;.77 rl·-C )8J 
>'11-101 r&;-9911--05 
> 'i!• l 34 res -1 32 r . I) 334 
s·e-13Jres- 1Jl r• - 007i 
<11P•1 ~1 r~5 • 1 '9 11•-f1,)84 
s1te~6J rei•61 u~-c 134 
sile• 64 re~ ·B2 11• -0 143 
Me•73 res-71 r1.-Q.Cl33 
Pe·E~ res•&7 n•-0 C52 
~1te • 1S rP' • 16 ri • -0 l34 
stte•16res-•1r1--0JJ6 
~rte.116 1es· 114 rl · 0 1~~ 
srte•117 8$•115n•-C11J7 
sitP• 111:'r"S • 11!1r1• 0(4S 
srte-11sres•llJ11•-0IJ.'4 
1.te-1Cl6 re1-'C4 r1--J'4J 
~1te . 1c3 re.; · 106 ri · -0 143 
$11@•107 es•10Srl•-OJS6 
t~ - 11 • u:o•·'r9 r · - J 'l'5 
'lte-126res-1241--0072 
Slle•l r&S•) 1•·)16l 
S!fe•}"eS•4 rj,. . )QJ7 
s :e~9 re5~1 J ri~-\l.lSJ 
s1e-8r'!'s•'3r1- - GJ67 
srte•7te>•6n• - O.OJ 
' ' "°'•II ·e1•llrl•·OC'.i 
tlle·54 -e'-s211•-C'5 
site- 5Sres- 5311- C()8J 
'"e - 57 re1-5S r -· '.l 
s1te• 50res• 4tlr1• -C25 
slte~s1 re~E49 11--0 Z 
srle • 52 re>•SOr • '10411 
~rle - 39 reo- 38 r . 0 059 
'"e·3fl ru - 35 r·- - OIJ.4~ 
39 of 141 residues selected 
P1ett=4308131/5000001=0. 861626 
Pr1ohr=713921/5000001=0 .142784 
Figure 52. Hemoglobin a - RI Difference < 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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[{ .... ,..,,. t 1· · -~ '" • -.. . •" • ·O 
.. -- ,., ,.. 
89 of 141 res i dues selected 
P1efc=606668/5000001=0 . 121334 
Priohc =44 12 661/5000001=0 . 88253 2 
Figure 53. Hemoglobin a - RI Difference = 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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s1te•113 res• 11 1 ri• O 034 
~1te •23 res• 24 ri .. 0.077 
site:ZO res=Zl n=O 083 
s1te• S8 res•56 n•0.11 1 
~ite .. 132 res·130 ri .. Q 04 1 
s1e·136 res·134 n• 0.077 
s1te•139 res• 137 !1"'0.091 
sitl3=98 res: 96 ri ,.O 125 
srte•37 res• 36 n• 0067 
site .. 4 res·S ri·O 044 
slte•70 res• 68 ri• OOS6 
s1te•78 res-76 n•0.091 
site .. a1 res• 79 r\ .. o 186 
13 of 141 residues selected 
P1eft=1579165 / 5000001=0 . 315833 
Priohr=3 4553 62 I 5000001=0. 69107 2 
Figure 54. Hemoglobin a - RI Difference > 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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site•28 res•29 rl•-2 
site-30 res-31 ri--2 
site .. 61 res·59 ri .. -2 
s1te=43 res::42 ri: - 2 
si te-44 res-4J ri•-2 
s1te=8S res::83 n= - 2 
site-138 res-136 ri·-2 
slte•89 res•B7 n•-2 
stte•96 res•94 n•-2 
sne .. 97 res-95 n·-Z 
site .. 99 res-97 rl--2 
site•100 res•SB ri·- 2 
s1te•l42 res•l40 n•-2 
s11e·143 res-141 n .. -z 
slte=129 res=127 ri= - 2 
15 of 141 residues selected 
P1eft=3265/5000001 =0. 000653 
Pr1oht =4996996/5000001=0 . 999399 
Figure 55. Hemoglobin a - Sites with No Change Highlighted 
The invariant residues exhibit significantly tight clustering in an area close to the heme 
group. This is not surprising considering the chemical constraints required to hold the heme. 
However, this would not explain all the invariant residues. This is the same observation as 
with the hemoglobin ~ dataset. 
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site·1 res•2 rt•-1 
s1te=6 res · 7 n .. -1 
slle=1ZB res,.126 ri .. - 1 
s1te•130 res•128 fl•-1 
site .,67 res=-GS ri"- 1 
sile:7 1 res.,,69 ri ,. -1 
s1le•J6 res•37 ri·-1 
s1te•40 res-39 n .. - 1 
site-41 res•40 ri·-1 
s1te•1 03 res• lO l fl• -1 
16 of 141 residues selected 
P1eft=11 97060 / 5000001 =0 . 239412 
Pdght=3833 79 2 /5000001 =0. 766758 
Figure 56. Hemoglobin ex - Sites with RI = oo Highlighted 
While according to the p-values there is no significant clustering apparent with the residues 
which undefined RI values, if one inspects the residues visually there does appear to be a 
clustering toward the side of the protein with the heme group. 
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site•66 res·84 n·O 
s11e .. 86 1es·66 n·O 
site•93 res .. 91 n .. o 
site-95 re s-93 n•O 
s1te• lOl resa99 n• O 
sile:24 res .. 25 ri:sO 
s1te•26 res•27 r1•0 
s1te•4S res•47 n•O 
slte ,,,54 res=52 rl:O 
site-SJ res-51 n-0 
stte .. 121 res-1 19 n·O 
-.....,_- site=76 res=74 ri=O 
12 of 141 residues selected 
P1atc=3871198/5000001=0. 774239 
Pright=1156978/5000001=0 . 231396 
Figure 57. Hemoglobin a.- Sites with True Tree RI= 0.0 Highlighted 
Again, according to the p-values there is no significant clustering, but if inspected visually 
there does seem to be a clustering of the residues toward the side of the protein associated 
with the heme group. 
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s1te •1 12 re s· 11 O ri · l 
s1ta=124 res:122 n"l 
site .. 137 res-135 ri•l 
slte•34 res•J 3 ri•l 
7 of 1 41 residues selected 
P1eft=33 4257 3 I 5000001 =0 . 668 514 
Pr1ght=l6 88563 I 50 00001 =0 . 3 3 7713 
Figure 58. Hemoglobin a. - Sites with True Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
Again, according to the p-values there is no significant clustering, but if inspected visually 
there does seem to be a clustering of the residues toward the side of the protein associated 
with the heme group. 
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sile·86 res·84 ri•O 
_ _,--,, srte•93 res·91 n·O 
~ite .. 95 res•93 ri-.O 
slte- 76 res .. 7~ r1 .. o 
8 of 141 residues selected 
P1eft=2834434/5000001=0 . 566887 
Pright =22 012 60 I 500 0001 =0. 44 02 52 
Figure 59 Hemoglobin a - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
Again, according to the p-values there is no significant clustering, but if inspected visually 
there does seem to be a clustering of the residues toward the side of the protein associated 
with the heme group. 
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s1te-aa res·86 ri·1 
site .. 137 res .. 135 n-=1 
sile•34 res . 33 ri• l 
site-42 res•41 ri· l 
s1te·47 re s-46 n·l 
9 of 141 residues selected 
P1ett=2825467 /5000001=0 . 565093 
Prioht =2212088/5000001 =0. 442418 
Figure 60. Hemoglobin a - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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~-chain Results 
50 of 146 residues selected 
P1ett=2336971 /5000001=0 . 467394 
Pright=2705 61 2/5000001 =0 . 541122 
Figure 61. Hemoglobin ~ - RI Difference < 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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85 of 146 residues selected 
P1ett=2013213 /5000001=0 . 402643 
Pright=3024358 / 5000001=0. 604871 
Figure 62. Hemoglobin ~ - RI Difference = 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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si te 42 res•43 rl•0.034 
S.118•115 rQS•l 1.6 n•O 035 
s1te•108 res-109 n•0072 
slte .. 107 res-1 08 r1-0 064 
s1te·126 res•l26 ri•0.037 
s1te-121 res-121 n·0.067 
ite .. 22 res .. 23 n·O 05'3 
1te ,,, zo res,.zl ri ,.0 063 
1te •64 res•65 ri•0.111 
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Figure 63. Hemoglobin ~ - RI Difference > 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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Figure 64. Hemoglobin ~ - Sites with No Change Highlighted 
The invariant residues exhibit significantly tight clustering in an area close to the heme 
group. This is not surprising considering the chemical constraints necessary to hold the 
heme. However, this would not explain all the invariant residues. This is the same 
observation as with the hemoglobin a dataset. 
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Figure 65. Hemoglobin ~ - Sites with RI = oo Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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Figure 66. Hemoglobin ~ - Sites with True Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
Residues of the Rltrue=O.O category are more dispersed than one would expect by random. 
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Figure 67. Hemoglobin ~ - Sites with True Tree RI >= 0.9 Highlighted 
Because there were only three residues in the Rltrue=l.0 category, additional residues were 
added to make the test more meaningful. All residues with a Rltrue value of 0.9 or larger were 
considered, and in this case there appears to be clustering present around the heme group. 
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Figure 68. Hemoglobin ~ - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 0.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. The highlighted residues are lightly 
dispersed, but not to a significant level according to the p-values. 
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Figure 69. Hemoglobin ~ - Sites with MPC Tree RI = 1.0 Highlighted 
No apparent clustering or patterns are observed. 
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Preliminary Joint a- and ~-chains Results 
Figure 70. Hemoglobin a- and ~-chains in Context with Invariant Residues Highlighted 
We will consider the joint hemoglobin a- and ~-chains data only briefly, mainly because a 
thorough analysis could not be performed or presented graphically in print form in a very 
clear fashion. Hemoglobin, as described in the functional and structural description section, 
is a complex of four chains - two a chains and two ~-chains . Because these chains have 
been analyzed independently, considerable information may have been lost that would have 
been present if the native context of hemoglobin was maintained. 
In the above figure we see hemoglobin as it is natively with all four chains present and the 
hemes displayed. The hemoglobin a chains are displayed in a thistle color while the 
hemoglobin ~-chains are displayed in a light cyan. The residues that are highlighted are 
invariant residues which are the ones that seemed to exhibit the most obvious clustering 
when the chains were considered independently. 
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While clustering patterns were sometimes hard enough to detect when considering the chains 
independently, things become even more complicated when all the chains are shown. We 
know from previous examinations of the invariant residues that they clustered around the 
hemes. This is the same clustering that is present here. However, there does appear to be 
some favoring of the residues to be positioned near the borders of the a- and ~-chain 
interactions. However, the hemes are in the same location so it is difficult to say if the 
clustering is a result of some constraint placed on both chains because of their proximity or 
because of constraints placed on the chain to hold the heme in place. One could argue that 
this clustering is indeed at the borders and the result of a constraint needed to hold the chains 
together. This could be supported by the lack of apparent clustering or the relationship of 
the invariant residues in myoglobin to the heme. Since myoglobin and the chains of 
hemoglobin are so similar, they may share similar constraints. 
While only a single measure was considered here, namely if the residues were invariant, the 
various RI measures used in the previous sections could also be applied. This section was 
only provided to give the reader a glimpse of a possible future direction. Further research 
needs to be done to consider multimeric proteins such as hemoglobin. Statistical methods 
need to be developed to place a quantitative measure on the existence and significance of 
potential clusters or patterns resulting from interactions between chains. 
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Chapter 4. Discussion 
Review of Goals 
This project was undertaken to examine residues with misleading phylogenetic signals in the 
context of their protein structures and to develop a new method for predicting residues that 
may be of functional importance. These two goals become one as a result of a unique 
integration of sequence alignment, evolutionary history, and protein structure. The initial 
motivation of this project grew out of an interest in the spatial relationships of 
phylogenetically misleading residues and an interest in improving phylogenetic estimations 
through the incorporation of protein structural information. In fact, the use of this method 
for identification of functionally important residues only became apparent after careful 
examination of what might be causing a misleading phylogenetic signal. 
As discussed in the introduction, phylogenetic inference procedures make certain 
assumptions about the data they are applied to. A summary of these assumptions is that 
sequence data must behave as a string of characters changing randomly at a stochastically 
constant pace without reversion. These assumptions are a consequence of our poor 
understanding of the process by which genes evolve at the level of individual residues. 
However, it is clear that there are restrictions on how a gene can change. There is variation 
in the rate of change at different sites in the gene, and reversions to preexisting states 
certainly must occur due to the limited alphabet. To complicate matters, deviations from the 
assumptions are present to varied degrees in different organisms. 
The specific sites that cause failures of phylogenetic inference procedures can be identified if 
a true topology is known. The true topology can be compared to the generated topology and 
differences identified. In this project these differences were measured using the retention 
index (RI), which is a measure of how well a particular site exhibits hierarchical fit to a 
given topology under parsimony. If a site is under a constraint that prevents it from 
behaving according to the assumption, the site is unlikely to be very supportive of the tree 
and hence have a low RI value. If however, the site is without constraints and is free to 
evolve randomly then it is more likely to represent the evolution suggested by the topology. 
In this case, the RI for the site is a higher value. Examination of the sites that have the 
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lowest RI values in context of the correct topology give some indication of residues that may 
be under constraints. However, the more extreme sites may be identified by contrasting 
these values with corresponding values from the topology suggested by the entire alignment. 
This can be performed by simply subtracting corresponding RI values defining the Rldur 
measurement. 
Having identified residues that are under an evolutionary constraint and thus of possible 
functional significance is a worthy first step. However, it is possible to improve one's 
confidence that these particular residues are functionally significant by incorporating 
information about protein structures and the spatial relationships among misleading residues. 
One possible scenario causing residues to be misleading is if they work cooperatively. A 
suspicion of cooperation would be more credible knowing that the residues were physical 
neighbors. If however, they were distant, while still possibly cooperating, they must do so 
through a more complicated mechanism. 
This project started as an attempt to improve phylogenetic inference procedures by 
incorporation of protein structure. Initially, the bioinformatics tool RI Compare was 
developed to explore possible relationships of residue fit to a given topology in context of 
protein structure. The tool is primarily a "hypothesis generator" since it helps a researcher 
develop ideas to test by providing a different means for exploration. Using RI Compare, it 
was noticed early in the project that in cytochrome b the most misleading sites seemed to 
form a tight cluster in one region of the protein. This led us to wonder if the clustering of 
misleading residues is a general property or particular to only this single example. If such 
clustering exists in all or most proteins, then perhaps it would be possible to extract this core 
of misleading sites before applying an inference procedure and generate improved trees. 
While the clustering property of misleading residues that was initially observed in 
cytochrome b was later found to not be generalizable to all proteins, the identified residues 
by the Rldur measure and the RI Compare tool may be able to be used to identify residues of 
functional importance and provide candidates for mutagenesis studies. While the results of 
this project do not provide universal results that can be applied in all contexts, interesting 
properties were observed. What follows is a review and interpretation of the results and 
suggestions for future work. 
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Review of Results 
Having reviewed the goals of this project along with their implications and utility we now 
review the results of this project. While a complete presentation of the results is given in the 
Results section, some, of the more interesting observations are emphasized here. 
The initial dataset that was subjected to the RLiiff measure and the RI Compare tool was the 
cytochrome b dataset. This dataset exhibits strong spatial clustering of the residues with 
Rlruff values< 0.0 in the transmembrane region. While there are a few additional residues in 
this category that prevent the p-value from being significant when subjected to a random 
sampling test, the clustering can not be ignored. The clustering of residues with Rlruff values 
< 0.0 is also a property shared by the rhodopsin dataset. While few residues again prevent 
the p-value from appearing significant, the clustering is fairly distinct. Both cytochrome b 
and rhodopsin are seven helix g-coupled transmembrane proteins, and perhaps this is 
significant. A difference between the two is that the cluster is positioned on the helices 
nearest the retinal ligand in rhodopsin while in cytochrome b (at least that with residues Rlrutt 
values< 0.083) the cluster is on helices other than those near the heme ligand. While a 
cluster for Rlrutt values< 0.0 does appear in both transmembrane proteins, the clusters do not 
always occur around what would initially be considered the active area of the protein. 
Contrasting these results with the members of the other main group of proteins examined, we 
see no significant clustering either by p-value or by visual inspection in the globin datasets. 
The similarities unique to cytochrome b and rhodopsin also include the observation that 
residues with undefined RI values cluster on either side of the membrane in both proteins. 
Also, while the transmembrane region is fairly void of residues with undefined RI values, 
those that do exist are mainly along the helices that surround the ligand of the protein. 
Again, the clustering of residues with undefined RI values is a property that is shared only by 
the transmembrane proteins. The globular proteins were not observed to have this 
characteristic. 
A strong banding of the residues of the Rlruff>O category was present in the rhodopsin 
dataset. The bands crossed each of the three areas parallel to the membrane walls. The 
residues of this category in hemoglobin a also exhibited a favoring toward one side of the 
protein and around the heme. Clustering of the Rlruff>O residues in myoglobin and 
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hemoglobin p may exist, but it was weak. No apparent clustering of residues in the Rlctiff>O 
category was obvious in the cytochrome b dataset. 
Interestingly, a property that was shared by all the protein datasets was that invariant 
residues (corresponding residues that do not change regardless of species) clustered. 
Generally, these clusterings were very strong when considering their p-values. Interesting 
patterns were also noticed when considering each dataset individually. 
Clustering of the invariant residues in cytochrome b, while visible in all three regions (both 
sides of the membrane as well as the transmembrane region), greatly favored those on one 
side of the membrane. The other side of the membrane did not have as many residues in this 
class by number, but perhaps by percentage. One side is composed mainly of helices 
packing a greater number of residues into a given area compared with the strands that are the 
main constituent of the other side. The transmembrane region only had a few invariant 
residues and those were mainly around one of the two heme ligands. 
The rhodopsin dataset has a similar clustering pattern of invariant sites to cytochrome b. All 
three regions contain invariant residues with an apparent favoring of residues on the outside 
of the membrane. Again, as was in the cytochrome b dataset, the invariant residues that 
occur in the membrane are generally around the area that holds the ligand. 
All of the globular proteins, myoglobin, hemoglobin a and hemoglobin p, also had 
significant clustering of invariant residues with respect to the p-values. While nothing 
appeared to be special about the particular clustering that existed in myoglobin, both 
hemoglobin a and hemoglobin p had tight clusters on the side of the protein around the 
heme. While this may seem obvious given the functional importance of the heme group, the 
fact that myoglobin is so similar but does not exhibit the same pattern is surprising. This 
supports the belief that the invariant residues in hemoglobin are as important in holding the 
chains together as they are in holding the heme in position. 
Another property that was shared between all the datasets was the fact that the residues 
where Rltrue=O were very similar to those in the RIMPC=O category. The same was true when 
comparing those in the Rltrue=l and RIMPC=l categories. At most, only a handful of residues 
were different between these extreme RI categories in the true tree and the MPC tree. Even 
more interesting is how the residues that differ between the two categories are related 
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spatially with several examples of pairing, suggesting cooperation between the residues in 
either a supportive or misguiding way. 
When examining the RI1rue=l and RIMPC=l categories in the hemoglobin~, myoglobin, and 
rhodopsin datasets, each had a neighboring pair, and rhodopsin had two alternating pairs, of 
residues making up the differences. Also, myoglobin and rhodopsin each had a co-occurring 
alternating pair of residues differing between these categories. (For a graphical explanation 
of these terms see the Alternations and Co-occurrence Types table below.) 
Comparison of the Rltrue=O and RIMPC=O categories in hemoglobin a showed that four 
residues differed by co-occurring but were not paired spatially and appeared only in the RI1rue 
category. Hemoglobin a RI1ruc=l and RIMPC=l comparison was similar with two residues but 
occurred only in the RIMPC category. 
Other differences existed between the RI1rue=O and RIMPC=O and the RI1rue= l and RIMPC= 1 
categories. Other than the differences already mentioned, occasionally there would be a 
difference in one or two residues, but this was not pointed out here because they did not 
appear to be spatially paired or near a ligand. 
Unique to hemoglobin ~ was a more dispersed pattern than expected by random of residues 
with RI1rue=O and a significant clustering of residues where R11rue>0.9. Note this deviation in 
the cutoff value (RI1rue =1 was used in the other datasets) was needed because hemoglobin~ 
had such a small number of residues with RI1rue = 1. 
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Rld;rt<O Rlct;rr=O Rldiff>O No Change RI= xi Rlrrn,=0 RITru,= 1 RIMPc=O RIMrc=I 
Cytochrome b x x x 
Rhcxlopsin x x x x 
Myoglobin x 
Hemoglobin a x x 
Hemoglobin ~ x x x x 
Table 1. Summary of Significant Clusters 
Co-occurring Pair Co-occurring but not Paired 
Alternating Pair Alternating but not Paired 
Table 2. Alternations and Co-occurrence Types 
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Interpretation of Results 
The results do not suggest with overwhelming support that the RLiuf measure is informative 
for all datasets. It does seem possible, however, that the RLiuf measure may be of use for 
identifying residues of potential significance in transmembrane proteins. While clustering of 
residues where RLnn<O as well as residues that had undefined RI values existed in both 
cytochrome band rhodopsin, no such clustering was present in the globin proteins. 
The cytochrome b and rhodopsin datasets have similar clustering patterns, but this may be a 
consequence of being able to partition the protein in such a way as to elucidate the pattern. 
Transmembrane proteins have three obvious regions - the two regions on either side of the 
membrane and the region that spans the membrane. When considering the globin proteins 
the partitioning that is logical for the transmembrane proteins is not applicable, and it is not 
clear if a logical partitioning even exists. Perhaps if such a partitioning did exist and was 
applied to the results, then what currently appear as randomly dispersed residues would 
suddenly appear much more clustered. 
Comparison of the RI1rue and RIMPC categories in hemoglobin a showed residues at the 
extremes of the retention index favoring the phylogenetic inference procedure constructing 
the correct tree. The categories of residues not supportive of the trees, namely Rl1rue=O and 
RIMPC=O differed by extra residues in the Rl1rue=O category. The residues supportive of the 
trees, namely the Rluue= 1 and RIMPC= 1 categories differed by including extra residues in the 
RIMPC category. This creates extra support for the failing tree and reduces hemoglobin a's 
ability as a carrier for a correct phylogenetic signal. 
Effects of Individual Species and Entire Glades - Jackknifing 
Since these experiments are based on sequence data from various species, it is important to 
consider the effects choice· of species might have on the results. While an attempt was made 
to minimize this across datasets by selecting sequences from the same species for each 
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dataset when possible, the desire to have a more complete dataset would occasionally force 
the inclusion of unique species. Both the hemoglobin a and hemoglobin p datasets have 
sequences from precisely the same species, but the other datasets vary slightly with respect 
to each other. The datasets were also built by selecting those species where a fairly 
uncontroversial view of the evolutionary relationship exists. Ignoring the assumed small 
differences between selections of species between datasets, there is still another effect that 
choice of species can adversely affect results if different species differ in the degree to which 
they deviate from the assumptions of the inference model. 
Such deviations might be associated within particular clades or species. This could happen 
if there has been a shift in how the protein functions requiring several residues to change in 
sync with each other, or perhaps the characteristics that make a particular species or clade 
distinct force a particular change in constraints for the entire group. One could imagine, for 
example, that birds might have genes that are under different constraints than terrestrial 
organisms. Whatever the reason for such a shift in mechanism or constraint, it could occur 
at any point in the tree including at an ancestral node separating the entire clade from the 
rest of the tree. When carried to an extreme, each clade or taxon could have its own 
peculiarities, rapidly complicating the interpretation of the results. 
The degree to which particular taxa or clades are problematic can be tested using a Jackknife 
procedure in which each taxon or clade is systematically removed from the tree with 
replacement. In other words, each group depicted in the true topology is removed including 
those consisting of a single taxon, but the removed group is returned before removing the 
next node. The pruned dataset is passed to an inference procedure and the inferred tree 
compared against the true tree. If one finds the inferred topology matching the true topology 
after having removed a clade then it can be assumed that this clade is a main contributor to 
the original dataset yielding misleading results. 
The Jackknife test was performed on the cytochrome b dataset with an additional measure 
added. By computing the RLiiff values and displaying the residues with RLiiff < 0.0 on the 
protein structure, one could quickly see if the clusters seen when considering the entire 
dataset were stable. As clades were removed and added back, we would see the highlighted 
residues change - sometimes clustering and other times appearing random. Even if there 
was no apparent clustering, even with significantly large clades removed, several of the same 
residues remained highlighted. This suggests that the cause of the misleading signal is 
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something that is common regardless of the species and is likely significant to the function 
of the protein. 
Soundness and Completeness of Results 
Sampling of Residue Positions - Ca versus Residue C.O.M., etc. 
The statistical test that is performed by RI Compare is a simple but powerful one since it 
does not depend on knowing the distribution a priori but instead constructs a null 
distribution through re-sampling. The estimate is sensitive to the set of data is being 
sampled. In particular RI Compare uses the positions of Ca atoms of the protein for the 
random sampling. However, each residue of the protein has a complex shape composed of 
several atoms only one of which is the Ca. It is possible that the statistical test would yield 
different results if a different combination of residue atoms were used such as the C~ atoms 
or the center of mass of the entire residue. Using either of these alternate positions has the 
advantage that it begins to take into account the orientation of the residue. Pairs of residues 
that appear to be equidistant from each other when considering the Ca atoms may be found 
to be of different distances when measurements are between the centers of masses. This 
could occur because of the size differences in residues or simply because residues are 
protruding away from the backbone toward or away from each other. 
An experiment was performed to test whether the statistical results differed if the center of 
mass positions were used instead of the Ca positions. Comparison of these two datasets 
showed only slight differences which were judged insignificant. 
While the sampling results do not appear to be affected by the choice of using the center of 
mass positions versus the Ca positions, there are other reasons to not use the center of mass 
positions. The source of protein structure used by RI Compare is the standard PDB file. The 
format of this file allows for detailing the positions of each atom of each residue of the 
protein and even multiple models and alternate positions for atoms and residues. While this 
flexibility exists, the available data is limited by the original submission. Often PDB files do 
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not contain all the atoms of a residue or, because of authoring error, additional atoms are 
present. Absent atoms often include key atoms that define the shape of the residue, and very 
rarely, if ever, are the hydrogen atoms present. This imperfect data contributes to corruption 
of the center of mass values. Also there is the question of accuracy of position of the atoms 
other than the Ca atoms. The atoms are normally positioned by computer software that 
solves equations that optimize the placement of residues and their atoms. Also, it should not 
be forgotten that even though a protein in a PDB file appears to be a static entity, proteins 
are flexible in biological systems and conformational changes are often required for a protein 
to perform its function. Such "flexing" could cause dramatic changes to orientation of and 
proximity of residues. 
All the above factors influence the accuracy and reliability of all but the Ca atoms. 
Alternative ways to measure the distances between the residues could be devised, such as 
measuring the distances between all pairs of atoms in each pair of residues, but the same 
issues are raised. The structures contained in the PDB files are of relatively high resolution 
when viewed with tools such as RasMol, but the apparent clarity is deceptive. The positions 
are often crude and at best represent only the most likely position in a dynamic system. 
Developing more sophisticated means for measurement will not help, so we elected to 
restrict the analysis exclusively to Ca positions. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 
Summary 
The identification of residues that hold misleading phylogenetic signals and those that are of 
functional significance are intertwined. Advances in the one area can support the other 
mainly because misleading phylogenetic signals come from residues that are not evolving as 
a random process. The lack of a random process implies the existence of a constraint 
suggesting a possible functional importance. While the lack of clusters in all proteins when 
considering the RI Difference measure was somewhat discouraging, the presence of clusters 
in all transmembrane proteins when considering the RI Difference measure is interesting. 
Perhaps, the RI Difference measure is able to detect certain properties that are only present 
in transmembrane proteins. If this is true, then the availability of a tool for these proteins is 
an advancement. Further, determination of the essence that causes the RI Difference 
measure to find clusters of residues in the transmembrane proteins but not the globular 
proteins may lead to new advancements and understanding of the functional and 
evolutionary constraints of these two major classes of proteins. 
While the RI Difference measure did not always appear to form distinguishable patterns as 
expected, if one assumes that a great deal of evolutionary constraint exists in the form of co-
variation, there were interesting observations concerning invariant residues. Residues that 
remain constant across all species seemed to form fairly tight and obvious clusters in all the 
proteins that were considered. Ironically, this project started as an attempt to improve upon 
the methods to reconstruct phylogenetic trees which is an area that has very little interest in 
invariant residues because those residues contain no information about the evolutionary 
process. Interestingly, the residues that would normally be of little interest were the ones 
that exhibited such interesting properties in all the datasets. 
What makes RI Compare an interesting tool is its unique integration of heterogeneous 
information. These data include protein structure and sequence along with evolutionary 
information including phylogenetic trees and a model of evolution. By contrasting different 
sources of evolutionary information (morphological tree versus inferred tree) we have 
developed a tool to identify residues responsible for misleading phylogenetic signals. It is 
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this combination of heterogeneous data that has allowed us to gain insights into the 
evolutionary and functional constraints of proteins that would not have been apparent if 
considering only a single source of data. Each data source provides a subtle hint but has 
limits to its explanatory power. If the sequences or the structure were considered 
independently by examining the biophysical properties of the residues present, we would 
have been unable to detect any constraints that are not present at that level. If only the 
alignment would have been considered then any unique spatial patterns would have been lost 
in the unnatural linear view of a protein that alignments create. If the evolutionary tree 
would have been ignored, then so would residues that have evolutionary constraints or 
alternate rates or perhaps one might have been misled into believing a pattern to be more 
significant than it actually is. The phylogenetic tree provides an alternative explanation for 
certain patterns. Only by combining all these sources of information were we able to extract 
the subtle patterns that have been discussed here. 
Evolutionary forces along with functional constraints place complex restrictions on how a 
protein can change over time. If no such constraints existed the protein would be free to 
change randomly and uniformly. However, this would do nothing to preserve the essential 
function of the protein. While only a small portion of the known constraints (which is likely 
a very small portion of the total actual constraints) have been incorporated into the method 
reported on here resulting in a fairly crude measure, there appears to be some usefulness to 
the tool. The method has a strong dependence on the sources of data used especially the 
phylogenetic trees. These trees, both the morphological and assumed correct tree and the 
inferred parsimonious tree, are the results of the considerable effort by the researchers, but 
are still only approximation of the natural tree if the actual representation can actually even 
be represented as a tree. Ignoring the question of relationships present in the tree there is 
also the problem of branch lengths, or the time between speciation events, being essentially 
unknown. 
While the method is crude, some interesting patterns have been observed. We believe that 
this bodes well for the future as further research is done addressing relationships between 
functional properties and how proteins evolve. It has been shown here how the integration of 
a few of the available heterogeneous sources of data can be powerful and as further sources 
become available so will the richness of the questions that can be answered. It is hoped that 
other researchers will be interested in extending this work either by integrating alternate data 
sources or methods, addition of pattern recognition methods to aid the user in find 
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potentially interesting patterns, or by providing a more rigorous statistical framework for 
assessing the results. 
Recommendations 
Continued exploration of new datasets is needed before the RI Difference measure can be 
recommended for general use. As seen in the comparison of the transmembrane proteins and 
globular proteins there are apparently proteins for which the measure is applicable and others 
for which it is not. This does not appear to be a measure than can be applied in a general 
way to all proteins and identify residues which are under functional constraints. 
The construction of new datasets is made quite easy in most cases by using the SP Parse 
construction tool developed during this work. While this tool is primary directed at 
constructing datasets from the SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL databases one could extend its 
functionality to include alternate data sources such as GenBank or propriety databases. 
While the apparent lack of generality of the use of the RI Difference measure in functional 
constraint detection was apparent, there were interesting observations made concerning 
invariant residues. While it is not new that researchers pay close attention to invariant 
residues as possible functional active sites, by placing these residues in context with the 
protein structure additional information and confidence can be gained. An extension of the 
available categories may help researchers to explore other properties of proteins. For 
instance, it may be beneficial to examine clustering of polar residues, or perhaps cyclic 
residues, or any partitioning of the amino acids. A specific partitioning may be of particular 
significance for a particular protein or class of protein, but may not be applicable to all 
proteins. 
Using the difference in retention index between two trees certainly identifies residues that 
are responsible for causing failures in phylogenetic inference procedures such as parsimony. 
At the moment appropriate trees of high quality as well as high quality sequence data are 
needed for this procedure to be effective. Little attention has been given to these issues in 
this work, but their importance should be clear considering the results are based on the 
supplied trees and sequence data. It may be possible to perform some prediction of the 
functionally significant residues without trees, some of which has been seen by examining 
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invariant sites, but at least for the moment, trees are needed for the RI Difference measure. 
There is a chance that the sites that the RI Difference measure finds do have some functional 
significance since this analysis finds sites that are evolving at a non-random rate or are co-
evolving. In the case of the proteins where these residues form clusters when plotted on the 
structure we have greater confidence, but even in the case of proteins that lack these clusters 
there may be some mechanism driving the evolution of these residues. At the moment this 
tool should be used as an exploratory tool only, and care should be taken not to use it to 
"strengthen flawed reasoning." 
Future Research 
One area that could greatly benefit from future research is multimeric proteins. For the 
majority of this work proteins have been considered as individual chains without much 
consideration of the native context of the chain. Functional proteins are often composed of 
several chains or form large complexes through combinations of several individual proteins. 
For these complexes to be held in place, for signals to cascade across the chains, and for the 
preservation of function, the evolutionary constraints placed on the protein are likely much 
more complex than what would be present on a protein composed of a single chain. 
Methods need to be developed to help researchers assess the presence of patterns across 
chains in protein complexes. While RI Compare allows the user to view certain results from 
different chains together, the statistical measure is unaware of residues from neighboring 
chains. 
This project focused mainly on examining the presence of clusters that form in proteins 
when considering residues which have varying support for two hypothetical views of the 
evolutionary relationships of the proteins. The two alternate views that were used included a 
tree which was assumed to be correct built from information gathered from fossils while the 
second tree was built using sequence data supplied to a phylogenetic inference procedure 
called parsimony. While parsimony is a common method for phylogenetic inference, it is 
certainly not the only one. Others include distance and maximum likelihood methods. Since 
these methods were all created to address the inaccuracies in other datasets, it is possible that 
one of these methods may be better suited to a particular dataset. Because of this, one could 
use these methods to generate alternate trees to be contrasted against the true tree, or another 
tree for that matter, in RI Compare. To limit the number of combinations that needed to be 
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considered, no alternate inference methods were considered in this work, but this is an area 
that could use additional research. 
The retention index is not the only method that is know which can be used to assess the 
support that a particular site has for a given phylogenetic topology. It was used in this work 
primarily because of its simplicity to understand and implement, but also its close 
relationship to parsimony which was the inference procedure used to generate the trees other 
than the true tree. The retention index is not perfect, having situations where it is undefined, 
and arguably is a rather crude measure. A method such as maximum likelihood scoring 
would be more sensitive and also allow one to experiment with alternate models of 
evolution. The framework of RI Compare is extensible beyond what its name suggests, so 
alternate measures could easily be added. Actually, since RI Compare has the ability to 
interface with Paup, any of the measures present in Paup are also available to RI Compare. 
One item that prevented the maximum likelihood measure from being incorporated into this 
work is the fact that the values are not normalized like the RI scores are. This lack of 
normalization creates difficulties in comparison of the values across datasets and between 
sites of a single dataset. 
Comparing the retention index at corresponding sites between trees certainly identifies 
residues that are responsible for causing failures in phylogenetic inference procedures such 
as parsimony. By removing these residues, one can remove the partition of the data that is 
suggestive of either of the topologies. In the case of comparing the true tree to one generated 
by parsimony, if the residues that were supportive of the parsimony tree and not supportive 
of the true tree were removed from the data and a new tree inferred using parsimony, the 
parsimony algorithm would find the true tree with perfect support. While this is somewhat 
circular as we are removing misleading data identified using the true tree to generate the true 
tree, it does suggest the power that the identification of these residues would give the 
inference procedure. What has yet to be seen is if there is a way to predict the failing sites 
without knowledge of the correct topology ahead of time. If this is possible and once these 
residues are identified, it should be possible to improve the inference software in addition to 
investigating these residues for possible functional significance. This is not an easy problem 
since the area of phylogenetic inference has existed for some time and no one has managed 
to identify misleading residues ahead of time despite the rewards. However, if the patterns 
observed in this paper are present in all transmembrane proteins, namely a tight clustering of 
misleading residues, perhaps there is some way to extract this misleading core. 
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ll2 
RFF FHFILPF IVL If' LLF L! -, 
RFF FHFTF PF IIL L I HLLF LHx " 
RFF FHFILPFIL l rl I F LH 
RFF F'lFILPFII L IVl-fLIF L,:E 
RFF FhFILPF IIL L IVHLIF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFVI L IVHLLF LrlE 
RFF FHFI F PFII L Vl-! LLF LHE 
RFF FrlFILPF I::: I V HLLF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFII L VHLLF LrlE 
RFF FHFILPFII . L I HLLF LHE 
RFF Fl-fFILPF IIL L I HLLF LrlE 
RFF FHFILP FII LVIVHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFII LVITVHLLF Ll"E 
FF FHFILPFVVL L VHG::..F LHE 
RFF FHFILPFVITL .. LD VHLLF LHE 
RFF F HFILPFII L VHLLF LHE 
RFF F 'lFILPFII L VHLLF L'lE 
RFF FHFILPFII L IVHLLF L!-iE 
RFF F HFILPFII L IITHLLF Ll-fE 
RFF FHFILPFII LV VHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFII LHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFII L LHLLF LHE 
RFF LHFILPF IV L IVHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFVI L 'JIHLGF LHE 
RFF F HF ILPF IIL V\TVHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFILPFII 
RFF Ll- F ' ,LPF -
RFF L ., .PFVI 
RFF Fforw~PFVI 
RF LrlF LLPF LL 
RFF LHFLLPF I ' 
RFF LHFL ~PFII 
RFF FHFLLPFII 
RFF F HF LLPFVI 
RFF F"-!FLF PFVI 
:..VLVHLLF LHE 
I IIHL F LHE 
I :.VHL F LHE 
L LVHL F LHE 
LI HLIF LHER 
L VHLLF GHE 
L " I HLLLLHEK 
, VIHLLF '..,HE 
IIHLLF LHE-
'1LHLLF LHE 
RFF F HF LF PFVI -VLHLGF LHE 
RFF FHFLLPFLI L IIHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFLLPF LIL L, VIHILF LHE 
RFF FHFLLPFLIV L LIHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFLF PFLIV L LLHLLF LHE 
RFF.~FHFILPF I ~ LV'1IVFLHE 
RFF FHFLLPFII ILHLLF LHE 
RFF FHFLLPF II HFLF LHE 
RFF F dFFLPF I L 11VHLLF Lr.-,, 
RFF FHFLF PF I L I DLVF LHi'-
RFFPFHFLF PF L V HLVFL:i~ . 
"" P I LCJ I DKI PFHPYF FKDIV F I\T ' I 
~:" PL L,-. ;-N DKI PFf- PYFI YKDI F F IVF !.. 
' P p · ·;LDKI .,F ;~PYF FKDIL FVILL 
_-JNP I P D DKI PFHPYY I KDIL LLLI 
~~p I P D DKI PFHPYH I KDIL .LLLI 
::i:- P I P DKI PFHPYY I KDIL ILLL 
'" P I P D DKI PF HPYY I KDIL ILLI 
;.P P I DVDKI PF 1 PYY~IKDIL - LLLI 
"'"'.P I D DKI PF liPYY I KDlL LF 
:~p I P DKI PFHPYY~IKDIL ILLLI 
'll'P I P " DKI PF HPYY I KDIL .LLLI 
Nt P I P D DKI PFP.PYY I KDIL LLLL'J 
-~{p I P D DKI PFPPYY I KDIL LLLLI 
.cc, P I PD DKI PFHPYY~IKDIS LLLI 
:,-,.;p I -D DKI PF HPYY 'I KDIL SLLI 
i-JJ> P I D DKI PF liPYY I KDIL LLVLV 
1\~'p I D. DKI PF HPYY- I KDIL LLLL 
:,_ P LN D DKI PF HPYY I KDLL VF LL 
""'JP Lti D DKI PFHPYY I KDIL ILI F 
'" P Li. D DKI PF HPYY I KDIL '..,LLLI 
';;:PL I 
J\JcJPL I 
~;p I 
~J.iP L'.'J 
~PDKI FHPYY I KDIL LF LLL 
H DKI FHPYY I KD L LLLF L 
DPDKI FHPYY . KDIL V P LL 
DPDKI PFHPYY VKDLV FF I 
-,-p LDP" DKI PFHPYY KDIL LF L I 
Ne-JP I"cPD DKI PFP.PYY~IKD L L L L 
1\P-;PL I . D DKI PF HPYY FKDIL LL L 
Nl\P L II H DKI PFHPYF LKDIL F L F 
~TI'JPL I P D DKI PF h PYY I KDLL F L L 
F~JPL I PJ\J DKI PFHPYF KD L L 
1\~;p LL,_ ',J DKI PFHPYF .::YKDLL VIL L 
:rr-.P LN ~JPDKIPFHPYF YKDLL VliLL 
'\".JPI LN D DKI F'1PYF YKDLL FVI L 
'l\'NP I LN D DKV FHPYF YKDLL FVI L 
Nl'JP I '; D DKI Fe PYF YKDLL FV L 
;,'NP I N D DKI FHPYF YKDLL F"J L 
'-;"NPL I N D DK\T F'JPYF YKDLL FFV I 
2JNP I N TJ DKI FHPYF YKDLF FLIVI 
'NJ\P LN D DKI FYPYF YKDLL FFL I 
0j1, P L~J TJ DKI PF'lPYF YKDLL FFIL 
NNPIT I N D D I P FHPYF FKDLL F IILL 
~~-p - LN DPDKVP FHPYF YKDLL FLI L 
' J\J~'p LN NLDKI F'JPYF KDLL F L. L 
;wJP L DVDKVPFH YF YKDVV FWLL 
1-Jl-'PV LK NYDK PFHI YY KD V F LI 
NNPF FK -~JYDK PFHI YF KD V F ILLV 
. · **· * · ** 
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F I!...I lNL~ P' 'L'" DPD' F I P ;P LV P HI '.c PE'1TYF SF Y ILR I P:.;KL 
w:Lv F .LWKF ' YLL DPE .,F I P ',P IN PVEI 1< PE'VYF LF y ILR I P'·iKL 
ILF I L~. P' L EPD' JF I Y l< P L. PPHI KPE111lYFLF Y ILR VP'\i KL 
!, LL1 L LF PDLL DPD:,y P 1' P L.- P 'i I KPEWYFLF Y ISR I P:JKL 
LILL. L LF PDC.L DPD\IY P 'JP L. P .HI KPE\!YFSF Y ILR I PI'JKL 
L:.,- L :.,F PDLL DPD:JY P _. P L. PP' !IKPE'!/YFLF Y ILR I P:\K:.. 
L:::L1 LLVLF PDLL DPD\IY P '·lP LN PPHI KPEWYF', F Y ILR I P1\JKL 
L L L::..'vLF PDLL DPD' 'Y~P -JPL'i PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PLKL 
LILLIC.ITLF PDLL DPD'JY P 'JP Lc PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I P\TKC. 
L LS LVLF PDIL DPD' Y P ·JPL PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I Pi1 KL 
LVSLILITSFFPDIL DPD''Y P '1'PL PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I P:\ KL 
LLLL LVLF PDLL DPD: "f~p ~. PL PPHI KPEWYF '... F Y ILR I PKKL 
LLL::.. LVLF PDLL DPD'\1Y P " PL. PPHI KPE!··JYF ',F Y ILR I P" KL 
LIT'... . LLV:..F PDLL DPD:1JYI P :- PL. ~PPH I KPEWYFLF Y ILR I PNKL 
L'IL SLV::..F PDLL DPmJYI PP'·lP L. PP'i I KPE!JYF :.. F Y ISR I P'.·'KL 
'., L LLVLF PDLL DPD: Y I P ' PL;1r PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
LIL LVLF PDLL DPDNY P i'JPLN PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I P"JKL 
LF L ~LV-- FPDI..L DPD' 'Y P 1'iPLb PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR ::: p:;KL 
LIL, LVLFFPD L DPDNY P l'PLr PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I P'JK::.. 
F LL - LVLF PDLL DPm<Y P YPL. PPHI KPE"VYF LF Y ILR ' I P~ KL 
L L LVL F PDLL DP " Y . _, JPLN PPHI KPEWYFLF -Y ILR VP:JKL 
L L c L LF PDLL DPDNY L 1'; P LNmPPHI KPEWYF LF - Y ILR VPNKL 
L L ~ L LF PDLL1\IDPD'.\Y P .DPLN PPHI KPE"'IYF LF Y ILR VPNKL 
LVLL l' L\TLF PDLL DPDNY P .NP L. -~PPHI KPEWYFLF Y ILR I PNKL 
IILL L :F PDLL DPD'iF P J.JP ::.._.' PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR ·::: p 'JK'.., 
F ILL L LF PD L DPD'-ff P :1iP L. PPHI KPEWYF !... F Y ILR I P:\KL 
• PF L L LF P:JLL DPENF P 'JPL"V'PPH I KPE'~YFLF Y .ILR I PL, KL 
I P LL . L FF P2'LL DPEi\ F P NP L PPHI KPE\oTYF LF Y ILR I PNK:. 
I P LI L LF P'\JLL DPENF P " PL PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNK:.. 
LLIL :.YLP LL DPENF P l\ I P HI KPEWYF LF - Y I:.R I PNK'.., 
LLL L LF P'.'JLL DPD\JF P ~!PL PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
I LL r L LF LPNLL DPENF P NP L. PKHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
L L LL LF Pl'JLL DPE:.JF P NPLV _PPHI KPE1,IYF LF Y ILR 'I PNKL 
L L LL L:' P:1JLL DPENF~ P 1".PLV~PPHIKPEWYFLF Y ILR I PNKL 
L L L LF P:.JLL DPD.\JF P J.JPLV~ PPH:L KPEWYF LF Y ILR .. I P 'JKL 
L L L LF P:'1 LL DPD.\ff P NPLIT" PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I P~JK '.., 
F LL LL LF LPNLL D ENF I P -,NPLV PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR 'I P'JKL 
LL , L LF PNLL D ENF I P ·i\IP LV P LHI :;) PEWYF LF Y ILR ' I PNKL 
ILL LL LF LP'.JLL D E'>:F I P NP L\T PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
LLL LL LF PNLL D K 'lF I P DPLL PPHI KPE\r-IYF LF Y ILR I P:JKL 
LIII ' L LL PNLLNDP NF P cNPLL PPHI KPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
L LL F PNLL DPD:>;F~P N P LI PPHI KPEl,!/YFLF Y ILR - NKL 
F L LL LF PNLL DPEcJF P NP L'T P 'HI KPE\,IYF LF Y ILR~ I PNKL 
LllF I LF - PNLL DPENYI P :\P LV PVHI ~PEWYFLF Y ILR I PNKL 
LFVL LLF P LKDPEKF I P ->NP L.- HPPH ''-< PE\'-IYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
LF L LL F P LKDPEKF I P NPLV PPHI QPEWYF LF Y ILR I PNKL 
VI L'JL 
VI '..'JL 
w 
VL LLL 
VL LLL 
vs 
VL ,LIL 
VL L F 
VL LV 
VL LVL 
VL, L F 
VL ·LIL 
VT...i LIL 
VL LVL 
'IL LVL 
VL LVL 
VL LVF 
1/V LIL 
VL ~ L:::::L 
VL LVF 
\IL. LLL 
VL LLL 
VL.- LF L 
VL LV 
VL,,LL 
\IT., LL 
VL. L · 
VL L 
1.rL L. 
\TL F .' 
VL. LLL 
VL LL 
VL ~LLF 
VL LLF 
VL LL F 
VL LL F 
VL LT., F 
\TL LL F 
VL LL F 
VL LL F 
VL."LL F 
VL LVL 
VL ; L: · , 
WL 
V LV 
VI LV 
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I IC, ILPFY' L. KFR I , FYP i c' , ILVil/ LV ?ILL WI 
I ILSILPF 'i KFR '.., FYP L:i'-' ILF''IC 'Tri LL WI 
I ILLII PF d K. R " FRP L ~ I F'HLI DL LL WL 
ILVL LI P .LH K" R FRPF ,,F LFWVLV DLL L 'iH 
ILIL F I P .LH ~\ .. R FRPF F LF' NLV DLL L WI 
ILIL LI P L H Kx R L FRP L \., LFW LI DLL L WI 
:'.LVLVI P LL l-! K. R FRP I .FWIL\T DLL L \\JI 
ILIL LI PLLrl K, R FRP :.- ( .LFW LV DLL L v\JI 
ILILIL P .LH K R FRP L. " LFW LV DLI L WI 
IL LLII PF LH K. R .FRP L '-" FWLLV DLL L WI 
ILILLL::: PYLH . K" R .FRP L. 1., ,. FWLL\! DLL L WI 
ILIL LI P LH K, R FRPL (, VFWLLV DLL L WI 
ILIL LI P LH K R FRP L. " VF''1LL\T DLL L \\I I 
ILIL IVP LLH K, R FRP I ( LFWLLV DLL L \\II 
ILVL I P LL H K R FRP I LF\rJF L"v' DLL ' L WI 
ILVL IIP ILH K" R FRP L \., i... FWLLV DLL L \AJI 
ILIL F I PLLH K1.,R FRP L LF~vLLV DLL L <,/ : 
ILIL F LPF LH K R L FRPI x ILYWILV NLLVL lVI 
ILIL L PF LH K. R L FRP I " ILYWILV NLLIL WI 
ILIL ILPVL wF K R FRP L ~ PFWIL DLF L WI 
ILIL I P LH Kx. FRP L i. L y ,J!,LV ' LLIL \'/I 
ILIL I P ILH Kw\.. FRP L. " LYWLL DLLIL ·wI 
=LIL I P LHK Kw. FRP L ( F LFWLL _LL L WI 
ILILILVP LL H Y(!R L FRPL C: LFWILV DLL L WI 
ILVLLII P LH R FRP I " LFW L 'lLI!L WI 
ILILLII P LLH K R L FRP I LFWIL . ~I L WI 
VLILF ' I PF L K K R FRPL ' LFWLLV ''LLIL WI 
VLILF P LLn K K R FRP L \.o LLF\\JF LV LLIL VI I 
VLVLF J. P LLH•T K R FRPL ILFW I.N DLLIL WV 
ILVLF L P L e! K",; p RP ~LLFW L LDF LLL WI 
ILVLF L P LH K R .;FRPL ., LFW F I 'lLLVL WI 
V ILF I P LH Kx R FRPF x ILFW P DLVIL WI 
IL"L \.NP LLH K"'R L FRP I x F LFW LV D IIL WI 
ILVL W P LL H Kv R L FRP I QF LFW LV D IIL w: 
ILVL VVP ILH K, R L FRP L " F LF\'/ L\T D .LIL WI 
ILVL VVP ILH K..,R L FRP '.., '-' F LFW LV D .LIL \!I I 
I F ILLLVPLLH KwR IIFRPL " I FFh/VLV .N IIL WI 
I F ILLLVP LLH KLR . I FRPL QI FFW LV I' IIL WI 
I F IL .LI P LH K, R ' I FRP " F LF vl/ LV N IIL 'rJ I 
ILIL LVP LH K.;R FRP I C: ILFW LL 'N IIL WI 
ILIL '. LVPLLH KI R FRP LFKI LlrHL DVLIL WI 
ILIL L PLLH K(!R L FRPF QI FW LV D LIL WI 
ILILF II PF LHR K1., R YRP L C: F FWLL D LIL WI 
IWLFF PFVH R\.. Ht:FRP L QVLFWL :\T'JI'.J'VLLL WL 
LVLF L PLLK KKE N FRP L Q FW LV FFVL w· 
LVLF L P LLN. KKE N. FRP L C: FWLLV HLF L W 
RP'TEEPY'JLI . :::L I 
RP 'EDPYIL " IL V 
EP EYPF IL 'x :': 
PVEHPYVIV CL I 
YPilEHPY IV L 
'-' P" E HPF III \.,V 
1.: PVE HPYIII , L 
PVEHPYI I " L 
PVEHPF III " L 
" PVEHPF II:c 
" PVEHPF III " L 
" PVEHPYVII 
.., PVEHPY1TII " u 
" P'!En PYI I 
~ P"EH PYI V 
'-< PVE 'lPF I I 
,, L 
" L 
" P\TErl PF I I I " V 
'-' PVEHPFIII 1< L 
, PVEHPFIII 1< L 
" PVEHPF III '-< L 
PV YPF I I • V 
'-' PV YPF II QV 
" PVI '-< PL I -,.!V 
CPVEJ PF III QL 
'x PVE " PYI I \.' lrJ 
. PVE CPF III 
" PVEHPF III 
'-< PVEn PFIII 
" PVE HPF III 
QP'JKPPYILI 
PVE\1PF I I 
i: 
I 
I 
·v 
I 
I 
I 
I 
::: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
v 
I 
I 
I 
L 
F 
F 
L 
" PVEDPF I I " V 
PVEHPFIII " I V 
PVEHPFI:I :/ I . V 
PVEHPFIII " V V 
PVEHPFIII QI V 
PVE" PF I ·v , I 
QPVEQPF I V \.! I V 
'-< PVE~ PFILV " I V 
'>< PVE .1PF III I. I V 
" PVEDPYIII I 
QPVEDPY I \.! L V 
\.' PVEHPFILI .. I 
QPVEYPYI F L 1., V 
QPVE , PFVL L 
QPVEYPYVLL 0 V V 
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I YF O:., YYLI' - PL\! K';JV'D' L~ -
LYF YFII \ - P~L KFWDKL:.,. 
VYF ' I F IL1fF P IL YLE:·JK LL 
1:.,YFI.LILVL pv · LIE KL K 
LYF'...LILl/L. PV 
LYFL~r;:.v~ PV 
YFLIIL\' PV 
LYF:.,LILVL P 
LYFLIIL'IL Vi 
LYF LI~VL PL 
LYF LIL\TL PL 
LYF LILIF P L 
LYF LILI F PL 
LYF ILLVL P I 
LYF ILL"L P I 
LIE KL K 
IIE: .K'"LK 
IIE: ~ LI K 
I E .KLLK 
IIE:"'"T·~LK 
IIE'JNLLK 
IIE'''"LLK 
'I E:•Jl!LLK 
I E';FLLK 
IIE"n.JISK 
IIE'JUILK 
~YF .LLIL PI IIEYRLLK 
LYF ILLE, P V 'IIE'!l'LLK 
YF IILIL PI 
YF IILIL P I 
LYF =rLFFLP 
LYF IL'JL P 
IVEDK LK 
::: IEDK LK 
F 'LLE .KLLK 
L::: E'.K LK 
LYF ILIL P I LIE~K LK 
VYF L LVL. PL .cVE\J1. LLK 
LYFLLI LI PL 
YF IIIIL PL 
YFLLIIIL. P L 
YF r:.;:.I LF P I 
LLE: ' DLLK 
.LE JY LK 
LFE:<Y LE 
LE" K L ' 
YFLILLVLF P I LE.,K I -
YF IILILF PV'l LE':KILK 
FYFIIILIL P LLE\ K ·•rE 
LYF LLILIP I VIEtJK L-
FYF LILLLIP L ILE:.JKLLD 
LYF LF LVLF P L ~ILE'JK LK 
LYF LFLI F P L L'ILE).K LK 
I YF I F LVL P L W EI K L~ 
I YF I F L\IL P L r!J E~;K LE 
YF LF LII PF I \,7 ECJKI L. 
YF LF LFVI P I W E!IKF L. 
YF LFLIII P L r,,JWENK LN 
I YFLLF LILLP L WWE~JKIL:J 
LYFLIF I.FL. P L: \'ILE\!K . L;~ 
I YF I F II F P L \NENKLU ' 
YFLLF LLLF PLI LENKLLY 
I YF\INILLLIP IV YVE~ KLL­
LYF LF F F P LV LEKK F 
LYF LF F F P V Ed KI F 
** 
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Rhodopsin 
Japanese lamprey 
Sea lamprey 
Green anol e 
Toad 
Frog 
Salamande r 
Alligator 
Chicken 
Cow 
Sheep 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Pig 
Dog 
Seal 
Mouse 
Rat 
Hamster 
Rabbit 
Blackmouth catshark 
Spotted dogfish 
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Common carp 
Guppy 
Blind cave fish 
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Sea lamprey 
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Toad 
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Alligator 
Chicken 
Cow 
Sheep 
Whal e 
Dolphin 
Pig 
Dog 
Seal 
Mouse 
Rat 
Hamst e r 
Rabbi t 
Blackmouth catshark 
Spotted dogfish 
Li tt le skate 
Goldfish · 
Common carp 
Guppy 
Blind cave fish 
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'1 
E D" FYVPF K 
E E' :FY :'.: PF ',K 
E "';FYVP ·:K 
E P ''FYI P K 
E P' :FYVP 'K 
E p · :FYVPF .,.K 
E PDFY I PF '"K 
E ... DFYVP ·.K 
E P ':FYVPF ' K 
E p· FYV PF .. K 
E LNFY\/PF ;K 
E L, FYVPF . K 
E P';FY' TPF " K 
E p ;:FYVPF . K 
E P~JFYVPF . K 
E P:lFYVPF l\N 
E Pc.JFYVPF ' I 
E P '.'JFYVPF "J 
L R PYEYP ._ YYL EPWKY L 
L R PFEYP " YY L EP"TKY VL 
"\TRI· PFEYP .. yy ;:, DP''l-. F L 
' TVR PFEYP ,_ YY L EPW Y IL 
I' TR PFEYP YY L EP',7KY VL 
'JITR PF EYP,_ YY L EP''l Y \IL 
VI 'R PFEYP " YY L EF•,IKY L 
y · FFLTLV F PV':F L L,F 
Y FFLILV F P\T' F L LF 
Y F LLiuL F P I" iF L LF 
Y F LL:LL F P I 'F LY 
Y F LL:L,L LP I'"F LY 
Y F LLILL F PV' :F L LY 
Y F LIIL F P I 'F L LY 
Y F LILL F PV' :F L LY 
Y F LLI L F P :C ''F L LY 
Y F LL:VL F P I .:F L LY 
Y F LLIVL F PI' 'F L LY 
Y F LLlVL F PI':F' L LY 
Y F LIVL F PI':F L LY 
Y FLL~VL F P I 'F L LY 
Y F LL:VL F PI" F L ;:,y 
Y FLLl"L F PI: 'F L ~Y 
Y F LLIVL F PI':F L LY 
Y F LLIVL F P H ;F L LY 
Y F LLIVL F PI' 'F L LY 
'l 
E PDFY I P J, 
'IVR PFEYP YY L EF'TKF L 
VVR PFE P , YY L EP''' .. F L 
'T' 'R PFE P,, YY L EPW(o F L 
VVR PFEYP" YY L EF•\11.; F \'L 
'!'JR PFEYP,. YYL EP"I' F VL 
V'·'R PFEYP , YY L EP'il F L 
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Sea lamprey 
Green anole 
Toad 
Frog 
Salamander 
Alligator 
Chicken 
Cow 
Sheep 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Pig 
Dog 
Seal 
Mouse 
Rat 
Hamster 
Rabbit 
Blackmouth catshark 
Spotted dogfish 
Little skate 
Goldfish 
Common carp 
Guppy 
Blind cave fish 
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V DYY LKPEVNNE FVI Y FW HF I PLIVI FF Y QLVF VKE <AQE 
I DYY LKPEVNNE FVI Y FW HF I PLIIIFF Y <,; LVF VKE ~ -''-~ E 
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Guppy 
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K~JPL DEE 
K.0JPF EDD 
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IC'' PF DDE 
K iPL DDE 
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K';PL DDE 
IC.:PL DDE 
R.JPL DDE 
RNPL DDE 
ICJPL DDE 
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IC:' PL DDEV 
KNPL DDD 
K'.JPL DDE 
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KNPF EEEE 
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Myoglobin 
Green sea turtle 
Map turtle 
Alligator 
Lace monitor 
Human 
Chimpanzee 
Gorilla 
Pig 
Aardvark 
Tree shrew 
Rabbit 
Mouse 
Rat 
Dog 
Fox 
Badger 
Otter 
Muskrat 
Deer 
Sheep 
Cow 
Horse 
Elephant 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Seal 
Possum 
Kangaroo 
Duckbill platypus 
Echidna 
Emperor penguin 
Chicken 
Common carp 
Yellowfin tuna 
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L D E!', C,VL. >,f ,/ K" E DI P • . EULIRLFK HPE L EKFDKFKHL K EDE K ED 
L D EW:,L'/L' N W KVE DI P H EVLIRLFK HPE !:.EKFDKFKHLK EDE K ED 
L D E''i·. LV~"'JVW K" E DI H <EVLIRL FK HPE LEKFDKFKHL K EDE K ED 
1:. D E"l1,.!LVL.\JVW KVE DV H ,.EVLIRLFK 1-!PE LEKFDKFKHL K EDE K ED 
L D E'·l .'LVL, ""·17 KVE DI P H , DVLIRL FK HPE L EKFDRFKH!:.K EDE K ED 
D EWCLVC,~VoJ K'TE DV H "'E''LIRLFK HPE L EKFDKFK'1::,K EDE K ED 
L D E'"J;;LVLNVW KVE DL,. H E'J'.:,IRL F H HPE L,EKFDKFKHLK EDE K ED 
L D EW '...'fLcJ' IW KVE DL- H '- EVLI LFK HPE L DKFDKFK.. LK EED K ED 
'.., D E''l" LVL'JVW K'TE DL H "'EVLIKL FK: 'HPE L EKFDKFKHL K EDE K ED 
L D E'.'/.., IVL:\!I ;</ KVE DL H 1, EVLIRLFK'.~HPE L DKFDKFKHLK EDE K ED 
::, D E'IQLVLNI '•I KVE DL H , .EVLIRLFK'JHPE L DKFDKFKHLK EDE K ED 
L D E:o1• !.NL,CJ'.ll'1 KITE DL H ,.E'TLIRL FK HPE L EKFDKFKHLK EDE K ED 
L D EWi., LVL:;rnv K" E .DL H .!EVLIRLFK HPE L EKFDKFKHL K EDE K ED 
L D EWQLVLHVW KVE DL H " DVLIRL FK HPE L EKFDKFKHI K EDE K ED 
L D EHCLVLN \/.J KVE DV H " EVLIRT.,F !-!PE L EKFDKFKHL K E ·E K ED 
L D EW,;,LVLN ''J KVE DV H .!EVLI RL F HPE L EKFDKFKHL K E E K ED 
L D E'··J-.,LVL J l:J KVE DV H " EVL:RL F rtPE L EKFDKFK'1L K E E K ED 
L D E' T(i:,VL,N\M KVE DI H v EVLIRL F HPE L EKFDKFKHL K E E K ED 
L D E'•'ELVLK \v KVE D::: P H EFVLVRDF HPE L EKFDKFKHL K E E K ED 
VL E E1·'11._L' 1L HVW KVE DV H " DILIRLFK HPE L EKFDRFKHL K E E K ED 
L D E1l ,.L'JL:·JVW KVE DL H 1.,DVLIRLFK HPE L EKFDKFKHL K E D K ED 
L D E'l'lrtLVL'. JVW KVE DL H CE' 1LIRL FK HPE LEKFDKFKrlL K EDD RR ED 
L D E'v()LVLN '·'I KVE DI P H " EVLIRL FK HPE LEKFDKFKHLK EDE K ED 
L D Er'JQLVLNI'lJ KVE DE l-1 KDVLIR LFK HPE LEKF DKFKHLK 'EDE K ED 
L D E\IQLV':.,KV'ri KVE DL P H .,EVLIRLFK. HPE L EKFDKFK L K EDE K . D 
L D E''ICLVLKV'I'/ K' 'E DI H QDVLIRLFK HPE L EKFDKFKHL K EDE K D 
L1\'D-.,E11Q:,; 'JL VJ KVE. DL f-1 H VL RLFK 1-!PE DRFDKFR LK PDE R ED 
L D.,:E~J1,.,:,VL I'r•J KVE DI !-! HEVL RL FHDHPE LDRFDKFK LK PD-., K ED 
-- --HD ELVLK W VE DFE EVL RL FK"'HPE "'KL FPKFV I - ·JEL N.~ 
DFD VLK \ii P\ 'E DY LVL RLFKEn PE KL FPKF I (.; - DI N 
*. * ** * **** * . * 
Green sea turtle 
Map turtle 
Alligator 
Lace monitor 
Human 
Chimpanzee 
Gorilla 
Pig 
Aardvark 
Tree shrew 
Rabbit 
Mouse 
Rat 
Dog 
Fox 
Badger 
Otter 
Muskrat 
Deer 
Sheep 
Cow 
Horse 
Elephant 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Seal 
Possum 
Kangaroo 
Duckbill platypus 
Echidna 
Emperor penguin 
Chicken 
Common carp 
Yellowfin tuna 
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VKKH VL L RILK K , ·r E E LKP L E d K" KI PVKYLEF I EE'JKVI EK P 
VKK ci ·vL L RI' KLK~,;:;uEPE::.KPL E '1 K"'K=P VKYLEF I E:I''KVI EKrlP 
K VF L " ILK K "' ! E'TLKP L K H LEHKI P\ 'KYLEF I EIIVK''I EKYP 
LKKi FL L RILK, K HhE E I P L H .J HKI P I KYwEF I EVIV v= EK'! 
LKK._ VL ILKKK H" E E I KP L , t-l. KHKI PVKYLEF I E II VL , KHP 
LKK- VL L ILKKK ':HE E I KP L ,, H K'.iK I P''KYLEF I E I= , VLE KHP 
LKKH VL L ILKKK l-'HE E I KP L , H KHKI P''KYLEF L E I I;VL. Kfl P 
LKKH VL L ILKKK WlE EL PL , H KEKI PVKYLEF I E II , VL , Kr-P 
LKKh VL L ILKKK HE E I , PL H KHK:'.: PVKYLEF I E II <V::: K, 
LKKY UL. L ILKKK .:; HE E I KPL H KHKI Pl 'KYLEF I E :::I , ''L, KFP 
LKKH VL L ILKKK l-'HE E I KPL ,. H. KPKI P'-'KYLEF I E TI 1 r;_, ._ K P 
LKKH VL L I~KKK <H E i l PL , H KHK:'.: F J KYLEF I EI=I EVLKKR'" 
LKKH ': VL L ILKKK H E I P L " P KHKI P I KYLEF I E :::I VL, KHP 
LKK;., ., VS L ILKKK t!HE ELKPL ">.\ KHKI PVKYLEF I D :::I ,.YL,_ KH 
LKKH VL L ILKKK HHE ELKPL H KHKI PVKYLEF I D II , VL , KH 
LKK C! VL L ILKKK l-! ~ E ELKP L ,; ' H KHKI P .'KYLEF I D ~ 'TL , Kl-!P 
LKK C! VL L ILKKK K'-lE ELKPL ·p KHK- P I KYLEF I E II 'f'., KHP 
'"KK'.1 B VL L ILKKK HHE E I KP L '-' W Kh KI P I KYLEF I E :;:L!"LZ KHP 
LKK'., VL L ILKKK HHE EVKHL E H Y KHKI PVKYLEF I D IIHVLH K"1P 
LKKH :1 VL L ILKKK HhE EVK'IL E Cl . l KHKI P ' 'KYLEF I D .LI 1"L, KFP 
LKK"1 , VL L ILKKK HHE E" K,'L E l-f ~;K;·KIP'11<YLEFI D T: l-fVL ' K:.P 
LKKH VVL L ILKKK HHE E LKP L .,.. . H KHKI P I KYLEF I D IIHVLH KHP 
LKK, V VL L ILKKK HHE E I , P L . ..,. ' H . • KHKI P I KYLEF I D IIHVL,. KH P 
LKKH v - vL L ILKKK HHE E LKP L c H - KHKI P I KYLEF I 'E II!NLH RHP 
LKK,; '\ VL L II.KKK EHD E LKP L .,.. !-: KLKI PI KYLEF I E :'.:I :i"LH RHP 
LRKH VL L ILKKK HHE E LKP L '-' H ~KHKIPIKYLEFI E E HV::..H KHP 
LKK'. 'L '• r :::LKKK ' ff. E ELKP L " H KHK::: V.,.. F LEF I E I: x VI K'- P 
LKK" VL L \J ic.KKK "-lHE E wKP L \.. 'H K; KI PV.FLEF I D :CI" VI . KH 
LKK, \ "L T 'J ILKKK HE E LKP L f' KcJK: TKF LEYI E E HVL" K'i 
LKKH VVL L ILKKK (; '-!E E LKP L '-' H K'lKI I KF LEF I E II r'VL.:; K'-' 
KKH V \IL -L , ILKKK HHE E LKP L H Kf'KVPVKYLEF I E I KVI K-l 
LKKH VL x L KILK.,,K NHE E LKP L \.! H - KHKI PVKYLEF I 'EVIIKVI EKH 
VK H _\ILKKL ELLK R DH ILKP L H N HK::: LNNFRLI EVLVK\T EK 
I H VLKKL ELLK K H ILKP L 1\J H ~KHKI PH::ffKLI EVLVKV HEK 
·* *· ** ·** *· ·** * * . . * *· .. 
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Green sea turtle DF D. KK LELFR :D KYKEF FL 
Map turtle DF D , RK LELFR. .D KYKEF F" 
Alligator DF D RK LELFR';D KYKEF y 
Lace monitor DF D xE RK LELFR JD RYKEL F" 
Human DF D ' K LELFRKD 'JYKEL Fx 
Chimpanzee DF D 'x ~,K LELFRKD . YKE~ F '· 
Gorilla DF D " ' K LELFRKD : YKEL, F"' 
Pig DF D K LELFR: :D KYKEL F 
Aardvark DF D K LELFR::D::: KYKEL F 
Tree shrew DF D " K ~ELFR:DI KYKEL F., 
Rabbit DF D K LELFR: :DI " YKEL F 
Mouse DF D K :.iELFID:DI KYKEL F" 
Rat DF D K LELFR 'DI KYKEL F . 
Dog DFf-, D E KK LEwFR:D:: KYKEL F , 
Fox DFH D E KK LELFR''DI KYKEL F" 
Badger ' iF E " KK LELFRWI KYKEL F1.. Otter BF D - KR LELFR: 'DI KYKEL F 
Muskrat BF DVZ KR LELFR:0D~ KYKEL F.., 
Deer " F D .. K LELFR:"D .,.YKVL F •. 
Sheep ,F D " K LELFR ,D EYKVL F,_ 
Cow DF D K LELFR'. D YK'/L F4 
Horse DF D " K LELFR::DI KYKEL F1.o 
El ephant EF D " KK LELFRXDI ~ KYKEL F:_, 
whale DF D v hK LELFRKDI KYKEL n 
Dolphin EF D " K LELFRKDI KYKEL, FH 
Seal EF D "' KK LELFR~.DI KYKEL FH 
Possum DF D K LELFR' 'D KYKEL F , 
Kangaroo ~. F D >< KK LELFRHD KYKEF F~ 
Duckbill platypus DF D K LELFR'IJD KYKEF F" 
Echidna DF D "- K LELFR.·,D KYKEF p,~ 
Emperor pengui n ' ff D ·><E KK LELFro"D KYKEF F" 
Chicken DF D "' KK LELFR.' D KYKEF F ~ 
Common carp LD " LRR'.T DVVI DI D YYKEI F Yellowfin tuna LD --Ci LRl-N :!:II DLE J'iYKEL F 
*. *. ** . * . * ... . . 
Hemoglobin a 
Iguana 
Monitor lizard 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Seal 
Walrus 
Dog 
Fox 
Giant panda 
Sun bear 
Cat 
Lynx 
Leopard 
Palm civet 
Lemur 
Gorilla 
Chimpanzee 
Mandrill 
Baboon 
Green monkey 
Yak 
Cow 
Goat 
Hippopotamus 
Pig 
Horse 
Zebra 
White rhinoceros 
Indian rhinoceros 
Tapir 
Camel 
Llama 
Mouse 
Rat 
Possum 
Kangaroo 
Echidna 
Platypus 
Alligator 
Crocodi l e 
Snake 
Duck 
Goose 
Rhea 
Ostrich 
Chicken 
Bullfrog 
Newt 
Goldfish 
Common carp 
Tuna 
Salmon 
Trout 
Eel 
Stingray 
Lungfish 
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ITL EDDK. T I R I W HVD'-:PE F VE L R--LFL YP 
VL EDDKc:HVK L~I HVHDHI DEI D L R-- FL .-!P 
\TL P DK " :'TK '·I KI " H EY E LER-- F ':FP 
VL P DK : NI< W KI ,.;H EY E LER-- FL :FP 
VL P DK "T\/K '';JDKL 1-i EY E LER-- F FP 
K YF .HF- DL ·-p xI K 
K YF HF- DL PD:. '.c I K 
K YFPHF- DL HD "VK 
VL P DK . .VK '.r/DK'.., H EY E LER- - F FP 
VL P DK " I K WDKI H DY E LDR-- F FP 
VL P DK :;IK WDKI h DY E LDR-- F.., FP 
VL P DK ' iVK 'A/DKI H EY E LER-- F .FP 
'-'L P DK. ' lVK WDKI H EY E LER- - F FP 
VL DK '. 'VK '•1 KI H EY E LER-- F FP 
H DY 
"H ~ EY 
E LER-- TF 
E LER-- F 
FP 
FP 
K YF 'lff- DL H 
K YFPHF- DL H 
K YFPl-!F- DL P 
K YFPHF - DL P 
K YFPHF- DL P 
K YFPHF- D;., P 
K YFPl-!F- DL. P 
K YFPl-!F- DL H 
K YFPHF- DI. . H 
K YFP'lF- DL. H 
VL 
VL 
VL 
DK :J\TK 
DKY"""IK 
DK:;: I K 
VL P DKc-0\TK 
VL P DK "VK 
VL P DK W K 
VS P DKK:WK 
VL PDDKKHVK 
VL P DK i·'VK 
VL. DK ' :VK 
VL DK 'VK 
VL DK ·:N K 
VL DK ' 'VK 
VL DK 'VK 
VL DK IJVK 
VL DK '-\!K 
VL P DK ~JV'i< 
VL P DK. NVK 
VL P DK ~NK 
VL KDK NVK 
'A/ KI 
W KI 
WDKI 
\ 71\J :;: 
H 
H 
H 
EY 
El-i 
DY 
E LER-- FI FP K YFPHF- DL. H 
E LER-- FL FPP K YFPHF- DL 'H 
VL 
VL 
KDK ~I IK 
EDK '.JIK 
W KIT 
W KV H 
WDKV H 
W KV En 
ZY 
EY 
EY 
\IV KV :1 - EY 
''I KV H EY 
W KV 
•·1 KV 
'I KV 
W KV 
W. KV 
W KV 
EY 
y 
l''l PEY 
"' -l 
H EY 
EF 
W HV ( EY 
'ii HV H EY 
W KV H EY 
F KI H EY 
F KI 
W KI 
H 
H 
DY 
EY 
E ;.;ER-- FL FP 
E LER-- FL. FP 
E LER-- FL. FP 
E LER-- FL FP 
E LER- - FL FP 
E LER-- FL ·p p 
E LER-- FL. FP 
E LER-- FL FP 
E LER-- FL FP 
E LER- - FL FP 
E LER-- FL FP 
E LER- - FL FP 
E LER-- FL FP 
E LER-- FL. FP 
E LER-- FL FP 
E LER- - FL FP 
E LER- - FL FP 
E LER-- F FP 
K YFPHF- DL H 
K YFPHF - DL. H 
K YFPHF - '.-.JL H 
K YFPHF- DL H 
K YFPHF - DL. 1-i 
K YFPHF- DL. S 
K YFPHF- DL H 
K YFPHF - DL. H 
K YFPHF- Dc'... H 
K YFPHF - 'JL P 
K YFPHF - DL. H 
K YFPHF- DL. H 
K YFPHF- DL H 
K YFPHF- DL. H 
K YFPHF - DL. H 
K YFPHF- D;., H 
K YFPHF - DL. H 
K YFPHF - DV H 
VL DDK NI Kd W KI H EY EE L( R-- F FP K YF HI - D'l P 
VL NDK I\'VK ''I KV ~.; Y E .L YR- - FL FP K YFPNY - DF 
VL DK HVK I W KV H EY E LER-- Fl-! FP K- YFPHF - DL. H 
VL D EKKE\l LW K H EEY E LER- -LFL. FP K YF H - DL. K 
L D EKKEV LW K H EEY E LER--LF( FP K- YF HF - DL H 
VL EDK "NVK F J K HLEEY E LER-- F YP( KI YFPHF- D HN 
VL DDK '.'lVK VW KV HLEEY E LER-- F YPQ KI YFPHF - DL H 
VL. EDDKNRVR V K'\JPELP EY E L R-- F HP K YFPHF - DL. 
"' I K 
~VK 
1.- VK 
, VK 
" VK 
"'VK 
"VK 
'-VK 
1<VK 
v~ 
1.!VK 
,,.. T. K 
Z\ 1K 
ZVK 
D"'VK 
D,,VNK 
, VK 
_-vK 
CVK 
VK 
1.-VK 
D~VK 
1<VK 
\fK 
\.!VK 
1<VK 
\.iV :) 
'- \IK 
, VK 
x 'IK 
CVK 
, I K 
CI \.! 
--·VK -
1,.. I K 
.., I R 
PNLK 
L EDKKLI QLWEKV H"'EEF E LQR-- FL YP.;:, K YFPHF- DLHP E..;VR 
L DDKKLL 1< L~IEKV HQDEF NE L<..cR- - FV YP:;' K YFPHF - DLHP E" VR 
E" VR 
EQI R 
L DDKKLI 1.!I W KV EH EF E LER-- FI YP1< K YFPHF - DLHV 
.L .DDKKLI1<CI ''IEKV HLEDF E LER-- FI YPx K YFPHF - DLHP 
L EDKKLIQC vJEK HQEEF E L R-- F YP1< K YFPHF- DL P D"'VR 
L EK VL IV KI \< L E L R--LFL. FP.., K YFPHF - DL P DLP 
VL EEK LVV L KI H D L E LDR- - LF F \.! R YF HF - DL. P 
L DKDK 'J'JK LW KI R DEI E L R- - L VYP\.! K YF H~I 'DL. P 
L DKDK VK LW KI 'PK DDl E L R-- L VYP1< K YF HW .DL P 
L DKDK VK LW KI K .D I D L R-- L VYP"' K YF 'H'1JPD P 
L RDK VV'c.J FW KI K K DVV E L R-- L YP ~ K YF 'lW DL P 
L KDK 11VK FW KI K DVV E L RDK L YP\; K YF 'HW DL P 
D'.TKR 
PVKK 
PVKK 
PVK 
PVKK 
PVKK 
L KDK LI FW1<KI K DDL E L R-- Iv\!FP KVYF HWPDL P P 'VKK 
VL 1.!NKK I EEL NLIK '" E <rJ D L R--LFELHP"' K YF KF FE ' iExVKK 
RF QDDEVLIKE W - LLHvI PN E L R-- F YP K YFPHF DF NNEKVKH 
* * ** . 
Iguana 
Monitor lizard 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Seal 
Walrus 
Dog 
Fox 
Giant panda 
Sun bear 
Cat 
Lynx 
Leopard 
Palm civet 
Lemur 
Gorilla 
Chimpanzee 
Mandrill 
Baboon 
Green monkey 
Yak 
Cow 
Goat 
Hippopotamus 
Pig 
Horse 
Zebra 
White rhinoceros 
Indian rhinoceros 
Tapir 
Camel 
Llama 
Mouse 
Rat 
Possum 
Kangaroo 
Echidna 
Platypus 
Alligator 
Crocodile 
Snake 
Duck 
Goose 
Rhea 
Ostrich 
Chicken 
Bullfrog 
Newt 
Goldfish 
Common carp 
Tuna 
Salmon 
Trout 
Eel 
Stingray 
Lungfish 
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H KK1/FD L " \!"'}iL DDI PD L K L DL r1 EKLRVDPV''F LL •-! n,v· I H:'H PL 
" KK~ 1 Ll\J. HLDDI K L . KL E :.H "'·LRVDP\,n ;p F:.R '.-{ LEV I B LHD~L 
li KK'J D L K V H D .LLD u . DL DL H 1-!K LRF DP J'JFKLL . H LL'" 'L L HL P EF 
"! KK'T D L K V 1-! I D\ L PD L . EL DL H HKLRVDPV!~FKI..L 1-! 'LLV""L L HL P DF 
ri KK-- D L V .-l DDL P L . L . DL h YK LRVDPV'':F KLL H· LLV L HHP EF 
!-! KKV D L V '.-' I DDL P L L DL H YKLRVDPV" :FKLL. Y ' LLV~ L HHP EF 
'-' KK\7 D L V HL DDL P L . L DL H YKLRVDP\T iFKLL. 1-!•' LLV' L 1-!HP EF 
r' KKV D L V PL DDL P L L DL H YKLRVDPV'\FKLL. H 'LLV" L HHP: EF 
!-! KKV D .L V HL DD'... P L. L DL H HK C:. RVDP\!":FKLL H L.CN L .HH P EF 
H KKV D L HL DDL P ' L DL H HKL R' 'DPV ':FKF L . H ' LL'T'L HJ.J P EF 
f . KV D L " H DD:..P L DL H YKLR' 'DPV'-:FKF L. H LLV L HHP EF 
1-i , KV D L Q V HI DDL P"J L . L DL H YKLRVDPIT·:F KF L . H 'LL\T L HH P EF 
~ " KV D L K V ilL:DI.,P" L DL DLH YKLRVDPV":F KFL H Li.,'T L . HHPEEF 
c' KK' D L L V h :..EDLP~1 L L DI.,H YKSRVDP~JFKLL H Lw'l L HHP EF 
'1 KK" D L V!, !E DD P L . L DL H HKLRVDPVT~FKLL f1 LL\T• L . 'HHP EF 
H KKV K L B V ZHL DD F •J L . L BL H HKLRVBPVBFKLL~JH LLV L BF P ZF 
H KK'T K L B V ZHL DD P" L . L BSH HK LRVBPVBFKLLl;H LL\r"L BF P ZF 
H KKV D L L '! HVDD P " L K;:, DL H HK LRVDPVl·JFKLL H ' LLT L HL P EF 
H KK'T D L L " HVDD P·~ L KL DL H. HK LRVDP\l'.JF KLL H LLV' L .HL P EF 
~ KK'J D L L 'T 1-!VDD Pi-! L . L DL H HK LRVDPV':FK 'L H• LLVT' L HL P EF 
KV L K V ; LDDL P L . EL DL H fiKLRVDP'.!'ffK :..L H LIN L HL P DF 
H KV L K VEHLDDL P L . EL DL H HKLRVDP~iFKLL H. LLV L 'HL P DF 
H EKV L K V HL DDL P 'L . DL DL H HKLRVDPVNFKLL H. LLV L 'HL PYDF 
H KK'T D L K V HL DDL P L DL DL H HKLRVDPVN FKLL H LLV~L HH P DF 
_-! .• K'i D L K V HL DDL P L w . DL H HKLRVDPV"' FKLL H LL\T 'L HH PDDF 
H KKV D L L V HLDD~P r N~ . -DLH PKLRVDPV~, F KLL H LL 'T' L VHL P:\DF 
fl KKV D L L V fi L DDL P L . T L . DL fl HKLRVDPi T'.· F KLL H LL, rL VHL P:':DF 
': KKV D L .,, V HL DDL P L :, , DL H YKLRVDPVNFKLL H LLVT L L HH PCDF 
H KKV D L ~ V HL DDL P L . L . DL H YK LR'TDPV'lFKLL r!· LLV • L L HNP.., DF 
l-! KKV D L ~ V HL DDL P L L . DL H YKLRVDPVNF KSL H LLV L L HHPDDF 
H KKU D L K DHLDD!-P L ;:, , DL H HK LRVDP1 71\1FK SL H LLV V .HHP DF 
H KKV D L K DHLDDL P L L . DL H EKL RVDP\TNF KLL H LLVI V HHP DF 
KK\T D L HL DDL P L L . DL H HK LRVDPVNF KLL 'H LLV L .HHP DF 
!:' KKV D L K DHV EDL P L L . DL H fiK LRVDP\n\F KF L H LLVT'L HHP DF 
"' ,_ K I D \T L V HL DD P L L . DLH PE L KVDP\NFKF L H~J\TLV HL KDF 
H KKI D L Q VEHI DDL.P L K C. . DL H HKLRVDP\'~· F KLL H LLV F B L D F 
H KRV D L HFND D L L . D!-H HKLRVDP\l'JFKLL H F LV\/L RHHP EF 
H KKV D L . HF DD D L I.. DLH HK LRVDPV,>JF KLL H ILV\lL RH P EF 
H KKVF L HE VNH! DD LP L RL . EL H 4 LRVDP\T'..;FKF L H VLWF I HH P L 
H KKVF L HE VNHI DDL P L RL . EL H H LRVDPVh FKF L • VL1JVV I HH P L 
H KKVID LDN VE L DD V L KL . DL H .,;KLRVDP ~'FKIL . 1< LL. L N HR.1\!PEF 
H KKV L N V K L D'.>JL . L EL NL H YNLR\TDPVJW KLL C F~V'JL HL KDY 
H KK'J L N V K L D\J I " L EL . NL H YNLRVDP 1'F KLL >L FCWL VBL KDY 
H KKV'Jl\ L N VKNL m JL . \:: L E L NLH YNLRVDP\ll\FKLL \.! FQVVL VHL KEY 
f1 KKV N L N V K L D\JL . C L EL . NLH YNLRVDPVNF KLL: \< FQV\/L VH KDY 
H KKVL L b VK.W D'.'.JL . E L 'NL H YNLRVDPVNFKLL. './ I QVVL VH KDY 
H KIIN L NHLDD!- NL L . DL H Y'.JLRVDP NF PLL. HIIQV\/L HF P DF 
H KVL I E KHI D DQ L KL . DL H YN L RVDP NF CLL. H I Q VL HF P DF 
H K I V D V K I DDLV L L . EL H FK LRI DP NF KIL HNVIWI L F P DF 
H KVI V D V K I DDLV L L . E LH FK LRVDP N F KIL HNVIWI L YP DF 
H KKV V L V K I DDL L DL . EL H F K RVDP 'NF KIL. H ILVVV K F PKEF 
H VI I N V L DDL'J L . DL H FK LRVDP NF KIL. 'HNILV 'L I HF P DF 
H II I K V L DDLV L . DL H FK LRVDP NF KIL HNILV 'L I HF P DF 
H KVI V D V K 'NDLV L L . DLH F K RI DP NFK L .. HNILV VNF P' ffiF 
H KRV :N L D 1-!HL DNL HL HL EDL RKH E.,JLLVDPHJW HLF D I'.!V L VNL i_, - F 
H KKVVD I Q VQHL HDL L H w EKH RE L 'VDP NF \;YLIE I - ' I HY EKF 
. * * . * * . .. . 
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Iguana K D"J L. DKFL KV K L'i '.lYR 
Monitor lizard K 'ill'' LDKFLEE'T KDL'' KYR 
Whale p \!H LDKFL "it \!L KYR 
Dolphin p VH LDKFL v VI,; KYR 
Seal , p VH LDKFF v v:., KYR 
Walrus p VH LDKFF v VL KYR 
Dog , p V!-l '..,DKFF IT VL KYR 
Fox np VH LDKFF '! VL KYR 
Giant panda p VH LDKFF v 'JC, KYR 
Sun bear - p \TH LDKFF v " VL KYR 
Cat p TJ µ LDKFF \J 'iJ~ . KYR 
Lynx p V'l LDKFF v '1 "\lL KYR 
Leopard p 1r1_ LDKFF v VL KYR 
Palm civet p 'IJ.! . LDKFF v VL KYR 
Lemur p VH LDKFF \l VL KYR 
Gorilla p v ri VDKFL v VL KYR 
Chimpanzee p T !' ~ VDKFL v VL KYR 
Mandrill p VT-J L.DKFL v VL KYR 
Baboon p v:-r LDKFL v VL KYR 
Green monkey p \TH LDKFL v VL KYR 
Yak p \frJ LDKFL ' "! \IL KYR 
Cow np VH LDKFL FV ' VL KYR 
Goat _p VH LDKFL ' ;\/ VL KYR 
Hippopotamus p H LDKFL bV VL KYR 
Pig '1P VH LDKFL \1\ l VL KYR 
Horse p v: LDKFL v ~ vL KYR 
Zebra p \r LDKFL v VL KYR 
White rhinoceros p ::..DKFL l'N ...-VL KYR 
Indian rhinoceros p LDKFL ~;v VL KYR 
Tapir p I H LDKFL NV VL KYR 
Camel p V H LDKFL !\"! VL KYR 
Llama p VD LDKFL !'"' VL KYR Mouse p VH LDKFL v ' VL KYR 
Rat p 'H LDKFL ·v VL KYR 
Possum PE I H DKFL iT ' VL KYR 
Kangaroo PEVH LDKFL ,. VL KYR ., 
Echidna p h DKFL RV VL KYR 
Platypus p H DKFL KV VL KYR 
Alligator PE IH LDKFL v IJL KYR 
Crocodile PEVH LDKFL v VL KYR 
Snake P VL VDKFL 1\-1/ EVLE KYR 
Duck PE H FDKF v VL EKYR 
Goose PE H FDKFL. v ,vL EKYR 
Rhea PEVH YDKFL v VL EKYR 
Ostrich PEVH YDKFw v 1/L EKYR 
Chicken PEVH FDKFL v VL EKYR 
Bullfrog EV·~ WDKFL. LV VL KYR 
Newt p" " WDKFL v VL KYR 
Goldfish PE\TH VDKFF...cNL L L. EKYR 
Common carp PPEVH VDKFFQNL L L. EKYR 
Tuna PD H\1 LDKFL \f , L L ERYR 
Salmon PEVHI VDKFL L L DKYR 
Trout PEVHI N DKFL v L. DKYR 
Eel EVHV DKFL L L DKYR 
Stingray P\1 H 'JDKFLELV YEL. YR 
Lungfish PEI N EK L QIVHVLI LYR 
: * ** 
Hemoglobin f3 
Eel 
Salmon 
Goldfish 
Common carp 
Tuna 
Trout 
Dog 
Fox 
Giant panda 
Walrus 
Seal 
Sun bear 
Chimpanzee 
Gorilla 
Green monkey 
Mandrill 
Baboon 
Lemur 
Cat 
Lynx 
Leopard 
Palm civet 
Rat 
Pig 
Hippopotamus 
Yak 
Goat 
Cow 
Camel 
Llama 
Tapir 
White rhinoceros 
Indian rhinoceros 
Zebra 
Horse 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Platypus 
Echidna 
Kangaroo 
Possum 
Iguana 
Monitor lizard 
Snake 
Rhea 
Goose 
Chicken 
Ostrich 
Duck 
Mouse 
Bullfrog 
Alligator 
Crocodile 
Newt 
Lungfish 
Stingray 
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- 'E'1'1 EDER :::K K"'JL K J:- -I EE: Px RRLLI17 F v , Rr-!F -"'F 2JL - I TI';DKV 
VD'v D ER IV LW KI VDEI P:; L RLLI1 ' P'V , R:ff F :·L P I -:p 11 
VE' 1 D ER IT L"v KI ' JPDEL P., L R L~VYPt·1 RYF F NL . P _ ' PKV 
\ 'E'1 D ER ::.I L'A/ KL! PDEL PE L R L:::1JYP<.'1 ,.RFF Y t;;L P I : ·PKV 
VE"' , " ER II FI ' ':,. Y EDI PK L R LI-!YP" RYF Y DS PD I K N KI 
VE''' D EK I vw KV). I DEI PL L RVLIVYP'v , RYF F : J'T p .:: :;PK v 
VHL EEK LV L"'I KV"'VDEV E L RLLIVYP''' xRFFD F DL PD V 'N KV 
-v-HL EEK LV L't1 K\ ~;' 'DE" E L RLL:;:VYP''' RFFD F DL PD • KV 
" 1; L EEK v LW K-r :vDE'I E L RLLVVYP'- , RFFD F DL PD \T ''J:cPKV 
'J'-1L DEK V LW KVC~E" E L RLLVVYP'·- 1.cRFFD F D'... , PD 'T !1-PKV 
VHL EEK V :,w K\l):'VDEI/ E L RLLVIT'fpr·f . RFFD F DL D I 'PK'/ 
V'-'L EEK LV LW KIT;,:'/ DEV E RLL\NYP''1 xRFFD F DL D I \iNPKV 
VHL PEEK V L'·1 KF ',ITDE\J E L RLLV'·'YP' I "'RFFE F DL PD \T' ;''PKV 
VF L PEEK \' LI/II Ki fl'VDEV E L RLLV'IYP'1' RFFE F DL PD ,,. I' PKV 
Vi-IL PEEK V Lt1/ Kl f''lVDEV E L RLLVVYPl'I . RFFE F DL PD 'T ''PK\/ 
Vh L PEEK V LW KVI "l 'DE\/ E L RLL'TVYPW , RFFD F DL PD v· T1iPKV 
Vi'L PEEKc' v u,1 KV""ITDE\/ E L RLLV'IYP"J 1..RFFD. F DL - p v ''.PKV 
FL PEEN HV LW KVNVEKV E L RLL \NYPr'I CRFFE F DL PD I NPKV 
FL EEK LVN L'A/ Kin-:\TDEV E L RLLV'!YP!'i , RFFE F DL D I 'N KV 
F L EEK L'Dl LV ' KV'~EV E L RLL'JVYPW- RFF F DL D I L KV 
F L EEJC,)L\f I..\./ K\f'\NDE'I E I.. RLLINYP\\/ , RFF , F DL D I KV 
F L EEK L\T\ LW K\T'TI/ DEV E L RLL1J\fYpr.'IJ ,.. RFF 'F DL D I HN KV 
'JHL D EK V'" L\T K'N PDDV E L RLL J'IYP'·J RYFD. F DC. I '·JPKV 
VHL , EEKE VL L''i KW VDEIT E L RLLVVYP1r\) "'RFFE F DL '1 D '! t'PKV 
VHL EEKD vr_, L\'I K' l'lV , EIT E RLL' IVYPI'' RFFE F DL D v· !\Jl'PKV 
- L EEK V FW KVKVDEV E L RLLV\TYPW , RFFE F D"_; D V i!J};PKV 
- L EEK V FW KVK- 'DE\1 E L RLLVV'fpr·1 ,RFFEHF D'..,_ D V NN KV 
- ::, , EEK " LF KVKVDEV E L RLLVVYPW :;RFFE 'F DL. D IL "JPKV 
VHL DEICJ VH LVv KVKVDEV E L RL LVVYP\v RRFFE F DL . D V NFPKV 
'T L DEKt , Vh Lll\1 KVKVDE'I E L RL LVVYPW RRFFE F DS. D V 'NNPKV 
VEL EEK VL L'A/DK" DEDKI/ E L RLL\NYPW " RFFD F DL V' ;\PKV 
VEL EEK VL LWDKVKEDEV E L RLLV'TYPW "'RFFD F DL P V ~ KV 
VDL EEK VL LV11 KVJ\JEDEV E L RLL\TV'fP''l 1. RFFD F DL , P VL cJ K'' 
V-<L EEK 'JL LWDKV''>EEEV E L RLLV'JYPW , RFFD F D:... -,p V '\PKV 
V~L EEK ·VL LVvDKVNEEEIT E L RLL\!Vi PW "'RFFD F DL , 'cJP v ''.PKV 
VHL ~ EEK L LW K' IC,JVEEI E L RLLVVYPW v.RFFEHF D::... D V K'.~PKV 
VHL EEK V ' LW KVN' 'EEV E L RLLVVYP\11 , RFFE F Dk D V IC;P~N 
VHL . EK v NLvv KV::DJEL E L RLL'l'JYP''1 1..RFFE F DL \T h PKV 
VHL EK \1 ~'LW l-!Vl\'\l''EL E L RLLV'JYP\;j "'RFFE F DL . D V ~' KV 
VHL EEK."J I LW KV I E;:) E L RLLIVYPW RFFDHF D'..,. :~ K V NPKV 
VHS EEKN I H I KV'><VD~ E L R LVVYPW RFF F DL . P V N K\1 
VHW EEK ,.;LI CVW KI D\/ QI E L LL\T'JYP'AJ 1.!RFFPDF NL . N I ''- KV 
VH J EEK" LI LW KI DV LI E L LLVIYP''1' "'R1.F !ff NL P I NPR\1 
VH\11/ EEK :;LI LW KVDVPEV L K V YPW 1.!RFF HF NL P L ~ P"V 
v.~w EEK_, LI LVi KVNV .D E L RLLIVY P\,; '><RFF F NL _ ~ p IL l'.P v 
VHW EEKQL I LW Ki!T'JV D E L RLLIVYPW v RFF F i'JL P I L NP 'V 
VH'J EEK" LI LW KVNV E E L RLLI' IYP"' "'RFF F i'JL P IL NP V 
\JQW EEK:;LI LW KV"JV D E L RLLIVYP\'' 1..RFF F >IL P IL NP 'V 
VH\11 EEK" LI LW K\1' -JV D E L RLLI'JYP'Ai 1..RFF F l\JL~ P IL '1P V 
VHF EEK I I WDK'.TDLEKV E L RLLIVYP''IJ 1<RFFDKF NL . Q I NPRI 
DV FL KVDKR \1 E L RLLIVYP!•' " RYF 'F NL D I H'< KV 
FD HERKFIVDLW K' 'DV C D L . R LI'IYPWKRRYFEHF K ~J HDILHlJ KV 
FDPHEK,_,L I DL\IJHKVDV J-! E L R LIVYP'''KRRYFENF DL.t: " I HNEKV 
- F 'NDE QHI HDV KI PVDQV E L RLILVNP''' RRYFK F DL E I 1.!HNPKi! 
V'1\'1ED EK::;IYIV VF KI D'TDHV .N L ERVLI VFP\',' KRYFN F DL . P I KHNNKV 
VKL EDQEHYI K VWKDVDHK( I K L ER'JFVVYP\1' RL F KL (./ LF NDI -- - - V 
** * * 
Eel 
Salmon 
Goldfish 
Common carp 
Tuna 
Trout 
Dog 
Fox 
Giant panda 
Walrus 
Seal 
Sun bear 
Chimpanzee 
Gorilla 
Green monkey 
Mandrill 
Baboon 
Lemur 
Cat 
Lynx 
Leopard 
Palm civet 
Rat 
Pig 
Hippopotamus 
Yak 
Goat 
Cow 
Camel 
Llama 
Tapir 
White rhinoceros 
Indian rhinoceros 
zebra 
Horse 
whale 
Dolphin 
Platypus 
Echidna 
Kangaroo 
Possum 
Iguana 
Monitor lizard 
Snake 
Rhea 
Goose 
Chicken 
Ostrich 
Duck 
Mouse 
Bullfrog 
Alligator 
Crocodile 
Newt 
Lungfish 
Stingray 
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K'-' \' LDR L . , .. DDI K' YR. L '! 1-i EK '._..' .. DPD' FRL;_. E. .I ' KF P 
K K I' I-[ L DR " L DD:::K. Y L ' '-! EK ::.. "'DPD: FRLL D I 'T II K L P 
4 R V L ER :::K' D'J I K Y PL V H EKL rl 'TDPD',FRLL D I 'V KF P 
'i R 'IE L R I KD D:, : K Y PL V H. EK- ·PDPD:,FRLL D I IT KF P 
H VK"Lli LDR VK D. T:E Y EL VLH. DK~H"DPD' "FRIL D L 'TVI L -
H Kl'" L DK VK', . '' YK L E H '.KL F TDPD FRVC. DVL rn KF -
K H KK"L!' F D L K:, L D' LK F KL EL P DKL c.VDPE FKLL ' ""LIT 'JL HHF -
K '1 KK\TL:· F D LK' L D: -L K 
K KKVL:' F E LK' , LD:"LK 
K H KKVL; F D L K LD' :L K 
K J-! KKVL.. F D L K LD', L K 
K H KK\'L: F D L K:'LD::L K 
K 4 KKVL F D L PLD L K 
K 4 KKVL F D L HLD::L K 
K KKVL F D - ~LD'JLK 
K H KKVL F D L:JHLD: ;:,K 
K P KKVL F D LHHL D" LK 
K H KKVL F E Ll'HLD LK 
K KKVL~' F D L K'HDDLK 
K fl KKVL. F D LKI I DDLK 
K H KKllL. F D LK: I DDLK 
K H KKVL:; F D LKHVDD;'..K 
K H KKVI; FIJD LKHL DCJL K 
K H KK'JL~ F D LKHL D:;L K 
K H KK'TLD. F D L K'lL D: ' L K 
K H KK /LD F ~ K J LDDL K 
K - KK'" D F KHL DDLK 
K , KK "LD F E L Kv L DDL K 
K rt K'TL\J F D L,JHL D'JL K 
F KL EL H DK::..-:11DPE: FKLL 'SV:.." ·v;:, riHF -
F KL EL H DK:..f ITDPE''FKLL ~.TL'7 '/L H:~F 
F KL EL H DKL , '' TDPE FKLL :l/LV v;:, HF -
F KL EL ii DKc,i."JDPE 'FKLL '' 'L" VL HHF -
F KL EL H DKL riVDPE. FKLL rJLV VL f- HF 
F L EL H DKL. "TDPE 'FRLL >JV'..,'T 'JL HHF -
F L ELH DK ::.,:C'"DPE: FKLL :-JV::..V 'IL P.'.-!F -
F EL '.J DK'..,HVDPE 'FKLL NVLV I';'., PHF -
F " " EL !-! DKL P' 'DPEYFKLL ~NLV VL P.HF 
F .• L ELH DKu HVDPE' FKLL 'NL'T \TL H'iF -
F " L EL H '/ Lr VDPE FKLL ''1/L'TIVL HPF -
F KL . EL H DK '..,rN DPE. FRLL NVLV VL Hr-.F 
F KL E:.d DK;'., t'VDPE:,FRLL :~'/Lv T, f-.FF -
F KL EL l-' DKu trJDPE 'FRSL 'NL r "L lfr.F -
F KL EL H DKL HVDPE .FKLL :iVLV VL HEF -
F HL EL H DKL HVDPE1'FRLL \; I'TIVL HEL -
F KL EL H D,,L Hl/DPE JFRLL :wrvvvL RRL -
F L . EL :-i D" L H' TDPE JFRLL ' ;EL\T'."'L R F -
F L EL H DKL H'JDPE";FKLL }~\J':..VV"L Reff -
F ~ EL H DKi ul'!DPE. 'FKLL N'JL",T\,'\ L Rr'H -
F L EL H DK::.,O'JDPE,,FRLL XVLVV"L RRF -
Y K;'.. EL ! DK;'.,H\ 'DPE''FRLL i:VLVVVL R,"F -
K µ KV::.. F D L HL D.:L K Y KL EL H DK '..,P" DPE JFRLL N'lLVVVL RhF -
K H KKVLH F D VHHLDDL KV F ~L EL H DK::.,HVDPE"\FRLL ~·VLV\NL ~~F -
K H KKVLH F D VHHLD.JL K F L 'EL H DK ':., :--iVDPE. ,FRLL (JVL\NVL KHF -
K fi KKVLH F D Vfic!L D'\JL K Y L EL H DKL PVDPE'.JFRLL 'NLVVVL '-< T-:F -
K H KKVLH F E VHH;:,D:'JL K F \:IL EL H DKLHVDPENFRLL ~NLVVVL RHF -
K fi KKVLH F E VHHL DNL K F L ELH DKL !-lVDPE''FRLL ' N LWvL RHF -
KKH t,.KVL F E L KHL Dc.L K F L EL P DKL HVDPENFRLL c:VLV\!VL R!-!F -
KKH 1.oKVL F E L KH;'.,DDL K F L EL H DKL HVDPE''FRLL W LV'/VL RHF -
K H KVL F D L KNL DDLK F KL EL H DKL H\ 'DPE. 'Fl!RL I'NLI\f\/L RHF -
K H KVL F D L K.0L D:,L K F KL EL H DKL HITDPE"F'JRL 'NLVVVL Rf'F -
L H KVLV F D I K:·'L DNLK F KL ELH DKL HVDPEc,FKLL ~II IVI L EHF -
H KVL . F E VKHL DNL K Y KL . ELH' DKu H\i'DPENFK L NIIVI L Er!F -
K H KKVL F D VKd L D:HKD F KL EL H DKLHVDPVNFRLL NV I RL HF -
K H KKVL _ F D I K:'JL D"HKD F KL . EL H DKL H\,'DP 'JFKLL NVLVIVL DHH -
R H KKVL F E L KHL DNVKE F KL EC.HFDKL HVDPENFKL;'., cNLIIVL HH -
R H KKVL F D VK'<L DNI Ki'J F r,. L EL H DKLHVDPE~JFRLL DILIIVL HF -
R H KKVL F D VKNL DNI KN F :)L EL H DKL HVDPEc.JFRLL DILIIVL HF -
R H KKVL F D VK'JLD\JI K:'l F ~L EL H DKLHVDPENFRLL DIL:::IVL HF -
R H KKVL F D VK~JLm!IKJ.'\! F i.L EL H DKL HVDPE'.'JFRLL DISIIVL HF -
R H KKVL F D l/KNL DNI K'.' F '"'L EL H DKL HVDPENFRLL DILIIVL HFP-
K H KKVL L L VKN D)JL KE F HL 'EL H DKL H'JDPENFKLL ; - LVIVL YF -
L H " R''LD I EE L KHPZBL K YY KL . ERH EL HVDP NFYRL N'!LI v · RHFfi -
,1EH KKVL F E VKHL Dc.JI K HF NL KL H EKFHVDPEcJFKLL DIIIIVL HHP-
< H KKVL F E \f HL D I R HF NL KL H EKL HVDPENFKLL DIIIIVL HYP-
H KV H I E VKHL DDL K YY DL I H KKL YVDP NFKL F IV IV HL -
H RKVS IIE RHF 'JIK HL '1L . HL H EKLH\TDPHNFRl!L '-< LRI EL L F 
\:/QH DKVQR L E I DDL KKVEI NF1.!NL KH- QE I VD .,,NFKLL \- F V EL L 'lYK-
* ** 
Eel 
Salmon 
Goldfish 
Common carp 
Tuna 
Trout 
Dog 
Fox 
Giant panda 
Walrus 
Seal 
Sun bear 
Chimpanzee 
Gorilla 
Green monkey 
Mandrill 
Baboon 
Lemur 
Cat 
Lynx 
Leopard 
Palm civet 
Rat 
Pig 
Hippopotamus 
Yak 
Goat 
Cow 
Camel 
Llama 
Tapir 
White rhinoceros 
Indian rhinoceros 
Zebra 
Horse 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Platypus 
Echidna 
Kangaroo 
Possum 
Iguana 
Monitor lizard 
Snake 
Rhea 
Goose 
Chicken 
Ostrich 
Duck 
Mouse 
Bullfrog 
Alligator 
Crocodile 
Newt 
Lungfish 
Stingray 
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EF D\T E 'i KF'-' L R-.:Y·i 
.1..... R ,., Yr-! "'~F DI ... _E F '"' KF L \J'TU 
F' D'". E 1·1, KFL ··11r' 
F p _n · E !1 1 , KFi.. 'V\TL 
R,., Y'i 
LKR . YH 
L RKYH 
RYF 
D F VE F KFT "VVF 
F PEI . 
KEF P V 
KEF P,_" " 
KEF P ~I! 
KEF P"'V·.., 
KEF P ..: lT 
KEF P.,V 
KEF PPV" 
KEF PP'/» 
KEF P.,V 
KEF p , V <,, 
KEF P ., V 
'. JDF p · ..! 
hDF' P_,V•. 
HEF··.P,,'1" 
'" EF'TP(.,V 
KEF PQV'-< 
KEF P 
c,10<'. KF K \TV'il 
YxK''V V S HKYJ.J 
V .1 w HKYJ.J Y x:. KTn:r 
Y K'N 
y " K'T'J 
Y .,, K'N 
Y" K'TV 
Y(.. K'TI' 
Y'-' K"" 
Y , KV" 
Y -.,. KU"'T 
Y , K'N 
F'< KV\T 
F«K'I'/ 
F KIT\l 
F . K'T\T 
Y'-< KVV 
Fc,.. KVV 
'J y 
r'KY '" 
L HKYH 
V '' L HKYH 
F L t!KYT-! 
'T L tlKYtl 
F ~ FKY~ 
V ~' HKYH 
'! L h KY;~ 
V •.; L HKYh 
V L HKY'. 
V ~, L HKYH 
'J ., L HKYH 
V L rtRYH 
V L HRYH 
V L HKYH 
HDFl'PrN x F·.,K'1TV v N L HKYH 
KEF PEL.,, Y , K\TV \T ~ L HRYH 
KEF P'iL', DF ..cK'lVV V L ERYH 
EF PLL"' EF,.cK\TT If L HRYH 
EF PEL" 
KEF PDL'-< 
KEF PDL• 
K F PELc,.. 
K>< F PEL" 
" EF PEL 
KDF PEL·. 
KDF PEL 
KEF PEL;:: 
KEF PELx 
KDF PEVQ 
KEF PE "' 
KEF I D ::,v 
KDF PE v_V 
KDF P 'H 
KEF P .HH 
KEF P H 
KDF PE ..., 
KDF PD C 
KDF PE 
KEF PE Q 
KEF PE "" 
KEF E Q 
EEF PEL.., 
EDF VE H 
KDF LE H 
DY ,_ K.J 
KEF PERN 
K FRPKEH 
F , K\TJ 
Y ., K\f\T 
Yv_KVV 
Y >..1K~-~r 
YxK"'V 
Y .,, K \T'T 
Y'-< K'JV 
Y .,,, KV'J 
V N L '1RY'.c! 
V '.J L .HRYH 
V l'-, L HRYH 
V N - HKYH 
V :, L HKY!.! 
V ', L HKYH 
V N L HKYH 
V •1 L HKYH 
y ,'w;. K\N V L,J I.. HKYH 
Y '< K\T'J V L HKYH 
w:, KLV V H L HKYH 
\1J1,., KLV. 1J h L HKYH 
"1QKLV V 'J L HKYH 
W~ KLV V ti L HKYH 
Fv_ KL V H L RRYH 
Yc,.. KLVNVV H. L. RRYH 
FQKL\fl\JV'./ H L RRYH 
w..., KLVRVV H. L RKYrI 
WQKLVRVV H L RKYH 
Wi,., KLVRVV H L RKYH 
WQKLVRVV H L RKYH 
W\., KLVRVV H L RKYH 
WvKLVV V L. HKYH 
LH F V E L K YH 
Fv_ KLVR ;:,V 
Y'-< KLVR::)V 
FEKFLHHVE 
L 
L 
EYH 
EYH 
L YH 
'1 L REYH YFv_ KF DVI 
YKFFRLV E S 
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Appendix B. Values 
Cytochrome b 
Note: 114 constant characters and 59 characters where RI= oo not shown. 
Site 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
27 
33 
42 
43 
46 
47 
50 
53 
54 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
70 
71 
73 
74 
76 
78 
79 
82 
83 
PDB Pos Min Changes Max 
Changes 
2 8 
3 
4 
5 
8 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
24 
30 
39 
40 
43 
44 
47 
50 
51 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
67 
68 
70 
71 
73 
75 
76 
79 
80 
10 
5 
3 
6 
1 
6 
2 
3 
6 
5 
3 
2 
1 
4 
5 
2 
6 
6 
6 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4 
6 
3 
2 
7 
2 
4 
2 
3 
2 
5 
2 
True Tree 
Changes 
18 
19 
15 
18 
23 
4 
4 
33 
4 
7 
21 
2 
29 
19 
19 
13 
27 
26 
3 
26 
13 
27 
11 
4 
4 
6 
26 
3 
19 
29 
16 
4 
28 
5 
9 
3 
8 
4 
20 
9 
Bad Tree 
Changes 
14 
13 
8 
11 
15 
2 
3 
17 
3 
6 
14 
1 
12 
6 
7 
6 
18 
15 
3 
15 
11 
17 
10 
3 
2 
6 
10 
3 
7 
18 
9 
4 
12 
3 
6 
2 
3 
4 
8 
5 
12 
13 
8 
12 
16 
2 
3 
18 
3 
6 
13 
1 
13 
6 
7 
7 
20 
14 
3 
16 
11 
16 
10 
3 
2 
6 
10 
3 
7 
17 
9 
4 
13 
4 
6 
2 
3 
4 
8 
4 
Good RI 
0.4 
0.667 
0.7 
0.467 
0.471 
0.667 
0.333 
0.593 
0.5 
0.25 
0.467 
1 
0.708 
0.812 
0.706 
0.583 
0.391 
0.524 
0 
0.55 
0.286 
0.476 
0.111 
1 
0 
0.667 
0 
0.8 
0.478 
0.538 
0 
0.762 
0.667 
0.6 
1 
0 
0.8 
0.571 
Bad RI RI Difference 
0.6 -0.2 
0.667 
0.7 
0.4 
0.412 
0.667 
0.333 
0.556 
0.5 
0.25 
0.533 
0.667 
0.812 
0.706 
0.5 
0.304 
0.571 
0 
0.5 
0.286 
0.524 
0.111 
1 
0 
0.667 
0 
0.8 
0.522 
0.538 
0 
0.714 
0.333 
0.6 
0 
0.8 
0.714 
0 
0 
0.067 
0.059 
0 
0 
0.037 
0 
0 
-0.066 
0 
0.041 
0 
0 
0.083 
0.087 
-0.047 
0 
0.05 
0 
-0.048 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.044 
0 
0 
0.048 
0.334 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.143 
85 
86 
89 
93 
96 
98 
99 
100 
102 
103 
106 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
118 
119 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
129 
133 
138 
146 
154 
157 
160 
162 
163 
164 
166 
168 
172 
173 
174 
176 
177 
184 
185 
188 
189 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
82 
83 
86 
90 
93 
95 
96 
97 
99 
100 
103 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
115 
116 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
126 
130 
135 
143 
151 
154 
157 
159 
160 
161 
163 
165 
169 
170 
171 
173 
174 
181 
182 
185 
186 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
5 
5 
2 
3 
2 
3 
6 
2 
4 
3 
7 
6 
8 
4 
4 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
5 
3 
8 
8 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
6 
3 
5 
3 
4 
24 
22 
3 
23 
6 
21 
20 
25 
24 
9 
12 
8 
21 
27 
29 
5 
2 
5 
10 
14 
14 
3 
4 
22 
27 
28 
10 
23 
2 
2 
7 
16 
15 
21 
28 
4 
24 
11 
4 
3 
2 
23 
6 
10 
6 
19 
8 
20 
7 
26 
9 
14 
129 
7 
14 
2 
11 
5 
6 
8 
14 
6 
2 
11 
7 
10 
11 
17 
5 
2 
4 
6 
5 
11 
2 
3 
11 
8 
12 
5 
8 
4 
10 
11 
13 
16 
4 
7 
7 
3 
2 
2 
5 
4 
6 
3 
5 
6 
14 
5 
21 
7 
9 
8 
14 
2 
11 
6 
7 
8 
14 
7 
11 
7 
9 
12 
18 
5 
2 
4 
7 
7 
11 
2 
2 
11 
8 
13 
6 
8 
4 
10 
10 
14 
15 
4 
7 
7 
3 
2 
2 
5 
4 
7 
3 
4 
6 
14 
5 
21 
7 
10 
0.895 
0.471 
1 
0.6 
0.25 
0.833 
0.632 
0.579 
0.818 
0.875 
0.125 
0.2 
0.786 
0.762 
0.571 
0 
0 
0.571 
0.692 
0.273 
1 
0.333 
0.579 
0.826 
0.64 
0.833 
0.714 
0.75 
0.545 
0.333 
0.615 
0.6 
0 
0.81 
0.571 
0.5 
0.5 
0 
0.857 
0.4 
0.571 
0.6 
0.824 
0.333 
0.429 
0.5 
0.238 
0.333 
0.5 
0.842 
0.471 
1 
0.6 
0 
0.778 
0.632 
0.579 
0.773 
0.125 
0.2 
0.857 
0.714 
0.524 
0 
0 
0.429 
0.538 
0.273 
1 
0.667 
0.579 
0.826 
0.6 
0.667 
0.714 
0.75 
0.545 
0.417 
0.538 
0.65 
0 
0.81 
0.571 
0.5 
0.5 
0 
0.857 
0.4 
0.429 
0.6 
0.882 
0.333 
0.429 
0.5 
0.238 
0.333 
0.4 
0.053 
0 
0 
0 
0.25 
0.055 
0 
0 
0.045 
-0.125 
0 
0 
-0.071 
0.048 
0.047 
0 
0 
0 
0.142 
0.154 
0 
0 
-0.334 
0 
0 
0.04 
0.166 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.084 
0.077 
-0.05 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.142 
0 
-0.058 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.1 
197 
198 
199 
201 
202 
206 
207 
209 
210 
213 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
222 
223 
226 
228 
229 
230 
233 
234 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
252 
253 
255 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
264 
267 
270 
273 
288 
296 
299 
194 
195 
196 
198 
199 
203 
204 
206 
207 
210 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
219 
220 
223 
225 
226 
227 
230 
231 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
249 
250 
252 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
261 
264 
267 
270 
285 
293 
296 
6 
6 
5 
2 
4 
2 
4 
1 
3 
8 
2 
8 
2 
3 
9 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
2 
4 
7 
6 
5 
6 
7 
9 
7 
7 
2 
4 
3 
4 
5 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
5 
5 
2 
3 
5 
28 
32 
23 
4 
10 
6 
8 
4 
4 
31 
18 
25 
5 
18 
36 
6 
12 
3 
21 
18 
25 
22 
7 
26 
27 
21 
21 
28 
21 
35 
30 
31 
3 
26 
4 
7 
21 
23 
7 
7 
4 
18 
2 
22 
15 
2 
30 
9 
6 
5 
7 
29 
130 
13 
24 
13 
4 
6 
2 
6 
3 
4 
17 
8 
13 
4 
13 
22 
5 
6 
2 
5 
6 
13 
9 
4 
12 
17 
14 
13 
19 
17 
25 
13 
21 
3 
9 
4 
6 
15 
5 
5 
6 
2 
8 
1 
3 
5 
2 
15 
8 
2 
3 
4 
17 
12 
24 
14 
4 
6 
2 
6 
3 
4 
18 
9 
14 
5 
11 
21 
5 
6 
2 
5 
8 
13 
10 
5 
13 
19 
13 
14 
18 
16 
25 
14 
21 
3 
11 
4 
6 
14 
5 
5 
6 
2 
8 
4 
6 
2 
15 
7 
3 
3 
5 
17 
0.682 
0.308 
0.556 
0 
0.667 
1 
0.5 
0.333 
0 
0.609 
0.625 
0.706 
0.333 
0.333 
0.519 
0.25 
0.75 
0.842 
0.75 
0.632 
0.722 
0.6 
0.636 
0.5 
0.467 
0.5 
0.409 
0.286 
0.385 
0.739 
0.417 
0 
0.773 
0 
0.333 
0.375 
1 
0.5 
0.333 
0.667 
0.905 
0.833 
0 
0.6 
0.25 
0.8 
0.667 
0.75 
0.5 
0.727 
0.308 
0.5 
0 
0.667 
1 
0.5 
0.333 
0 
0.565 
0.562 
0.647 
0 
0.467 
0.556 
0.25 
0.75 
0.842 
0.625 
0.632 
0.667 
0.4 
0.591 
0.4 
0.533 
0.438 
0.455 
0.357 
0.385 
0.696 
0.417 
0 
0.682 
0 
0.333 
0.438 
1 
0.5 
0.333 
1 
0.667 
0.857 
0.75 
0 
0.6 
0.5 
0.6 
0.667 
0.5 
0.5 
-0.045 
0 
0.056 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.044 
0.063 
0.059 
0.333 
-0.134 
-0.037 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.125 
0 
0.055 
0.2 
0.045 
0.1 
-0.066 
0.062 
-0.046 
-0.071 
0 
0.043 
0 
0 
0.091 
0 
0 
-0.063 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.048 
0.083 
0 
0 
-0.25 
0.2 
0 
0.25 
0 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
306 
307 
308 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
322 
324 
325 
327 
328 
329 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
342 
344 
345 
348 
349 
351 
352 
353 
354 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
303 
304 
305 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
319 
321 
322 
324 
325 
326 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
339 
341 
342 
345 
346 
348 
349 
350 
351 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
4 
1 
2 
5 
2 
5 
5 
3 
7 
3 
3 
7 
4 
3 
3 
6 
6 
3 
4 
8 
6 
2 
8 
3 
4 
5 
4 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
3 
3 
6 
2 
3 
4 
4 
6 
1 
6 
7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
4 
6 
27 
3 
6 
8 
16 
29 
24 
25 
29 
4 
4 
12 
3 
6 
7 
16 
22 
25 
2 
17 
19 
33 
15 
5 
32 
5 
14 
9 
18 
16 
16 
27 
5 
9 
7 
4 
21 
17 
10 
21 
11 
27 
2 
2 
23 
22 
32 
26 
24 
8 
26 
14 
131 
14 
2 
3 
5 
12 
13 
16 
15 
21 
4 
4 
10 
3 
4 
4 
11 
16 
12 
12 
8 
17 
12 
3 
23 
4 
13 
9 
11 
12 
10 
10 
4 
5 
3 
3 
14 
11 
8 
15 
8 
15 
15 
19 
22 
15 
7 
6 
17 
10 
13 
2 
3 
5 
12 
13 
14 
15 
19 
3 
4 
9 
3 
4 
4 
11 
14 
11 
13 
8 
17 
11 
3 
21 
3 
11 
8 
13 
11 
10 
10 
4 
5 
3 
3 
15 
11 
8 
14 
8 
15 
1 
15 
19 
23 
15 
7 
7 
16 
10 
0.565 
0.5 
0.75 
1 
0.286 
0.667 
0.421 
0.455 
0.364 
0 
0 
0.4 
0 
1 
0.75 
0.385 
0.375 
0.684 
0.357 
0.733 
0.64 
0.333 
0.667 
0.375 
0.5 
0.1 
0 
0.5 
0.4 
0.545 
0.739 
0.5 
0.571 
1 
1 
0.467 
0.4 
0.286 
0.353 
0.429 
0.571 
1 
0.471 
0.2 
0.385 
0.5 
0.85 
0.4 
0.409 
0.5 
0.609 
0.5 
0.75 
1 
0.286 
0.667 
0.526 
0.455 
0.455 
0 
0.6 
0 
1 
0.75 
0.385 
0.5 
0.737 
0.286 
0.733 
0.64 
0.444 
0.667 
0.458 
1 
0.3 
0.25 
0.357 
0.5 
0.545 
0.739 
0.5 
0.571 
1 
1 
0.4 
0.4 
0.286 
0.412 
0.429 
0.571 
0.471 
0.2 
0.346 
0.5 
0.85 
0.2 
0.455 
0.5 
-0.044 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.105 
0 
-0.091 
-1 
0 
-0.2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.125 
-0.053 
0 
0.071 
0 
0 
-0.111 
0 
-0.083 
-0.5 
-0.2 
-0.25 
0.143 
-0.1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.067 
0 
0 
-0.059 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.039 
0 
0 
0.2 
-0.046 
0 
132 
370 367 5 19 13 13 0.429 0.429 0 
372 369 6 25 19 19 0.316 0.316 0 
373 370 7 25 18 18 0.389 0.389 0 
374 371 3 23 15 15 0.4 0.4 0 
375 372 10 35 17 16 0.72 0.76 -0.04 
376 373 7 28 14 14 0.667 0.667 0 
377 374 1 2 1 1 0 
378 375 3 6 4 4 0.667 0.667 0 
379 376 4 15 8 9 0.636 0.545 0.091 
380 377 4 25 15 15 0.476 0.476 0 
381 378 3 6 4 4 0.667 0.667 0 
382 379 8 18 12 12 0.6 0.6 0 
133 
Rhodopsin 
Note: 175 constant characters and 43 characters where RI = oo not shown. 
Site PDB Pos Min Changes Max 
7 7 4 
8 8 3 
11 11 
13 13 1 
16 16 5 
19 19 2 
20 20 2 
22 22 1 
24 
25 
26 
32 
33 
36 
37 
38 
39 
46 
49 
50 
52 
54 
57 
60 
63 
64 
70 
81 
82 
83 
84 
88 
89 
92 
93 
95 
96 
97 
99 
100 
101 
104 
105 
107 
108 
109 
111 
112 
123 
124 
24 
25 
26 
32 
33 
36 
37 
38 
39 
46 
49 
50 
52 
54 
57 
60 
63 
64 
70 
81 
82 
83 
84 
88 
89 
92 
93 
95 
96 
97 
99 
100 
101 
104 
105 
107 
108 
109 
111 
112 
123 
124 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
3 
4 
2 
1 
6 
5 
2 
4 
3 
2 
Changes 
True Tree 
Changes 
10 
7 
5 
12 
8 
5 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
4 
6 
12 
10 
5 
17 
12 
16 
9 
2 
9 
2 
5 
12 
4 
4 
6 
3 
9 
3 
7 
5 
2 
6 
13 
3 
3 
11 
10 
2 
3 
2 
11 
7 
2 
6 
13 
8 
10 
Bad Tree 
Changes 
6 
4 
5 
5 
6 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
5 
6 
4 
3 
7 
3 
5 
4 
2 
5 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
5 
1 
5 
3 
2 
5 
5 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
2 
6 
6 
3 
11 
7 
7 
Good RI Bad RI RI Difference 
7 0.667 0.5 0.167 
4 0.75 0.75 0 
5 0 0 0 
4 0.636 0.727 -0.091 
6 0.667 0.667 0 
4 0.333 0.333 0 
2 1 1 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 
3 
4 
2 
5 
6 
4 
3 
7 
4 
5 
5 
2 
6 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
2 
5 
5 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
2 
6 
6 
1 
3 
11 
6 
6 
0.75 
0.333 
1 
0.5 
0.5 
0.667 
0.667 
0.667 
0.769 
0.9 
0.846 
0.833 
0 
0.5 
1 
0.5 
0.818 
0.5 
0.5 
1 
0.333 
1 
0 
0.5 
0.727 
1 
0 
0.7 
0.667 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0.5 
0.75 
0.222 
0.2 
0.375 
0.75 
0.333 
0.5 
1 
0.5 
0.667 
0.667 
0.667 
0.769 
0.8 
0.846 
0.667 
0 
0.375 
1 
0.5 
0.818 
0.5 
0.625 
1 
0.5 
1 
0 
0.5 
0.727 
0 
0.7 
0.667 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0.5 
0.75 
0.222 
0.4 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.5 
-0.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.1 
0 
0.166 
0 
0.125 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.125 
0 
-0.167 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.2 
-0.125 
127 
133 
136 
137 
139 
143 
144 
149 
150 
151 
155 
157 
158 
159 
162 
165 
166 
169 
173 
183 
189 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
209 
213 
214 
216 
217 
218 
225 
227 
228 
232 
236 
241 
242 
245 
248 
255 
256 
259 
260 
263 
266 
270 
273 
274 
277 
278 
282 
285 
286 
290 
292 
297 
298 
127 
133 
136 
137 
139 
143 
144 
149 
150 
151 
155 
157 
158 
159 
162 
165 
166 
169 
173 
183 
189 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
209 
213 
214 
216 
217 
218 
225 
227 
228 
232 
241 
242 
245 
248 
255 
256 
259 
260 
263 
266 
270 
273 
274 
277 
278 
282 
285 
286 
290 
292 
297 
298 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
3 
4 
6 
2 
3 
4 
2 
7 
2 
2 
5 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 
3 
5 
4 
8 
4 
3 
3 
2 
5 
6 
3 
4 
12 
7 
12 
8 
7 
8 
7 
3 
13 
10 
10 
6 
6 
11 
6 
16 
3 
6 
11 
11 
12 
3 
11 
3 
3 
7 
3 
7 
8 
8 
4 
8 
13 
5 
12 
4 
6 
3 
6 
8 
13 
2 
9 
15 
3 
6 
7 
134 
3 
4 
1 
6 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
11 
5 
7 
5 
6 
6 
6 
3 
7 
6 
6 
4 
3 
8 
6 
13 
3 
3 
8 
7 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
6 
3 
7 
8 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
6 
5 
5 
1 
7 
7 
2 
6 
6 
3 
4 
1 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
9 
4 
7 
5 
6 
6 
6 
3 
7 
6 
6 
5 
3 
8 
5 
14 
3 
3 
7 
6 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
4 
3 
6 
7 
3 
7 
3 
3 
3 
6 
4 
6 
7 
6 
2 
6 
5 
0 
0.333 
1 
0.4 
0.333 
0 
0.75 
0 
0.333 
0.125 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4 
0.25 
0 
0.6 
0.667 
1 
0.5 
1 
0.429 
0 
0.333 
0 
0.75 
0.5 
0.4 
1 
0.5 
1 
0 
0.5 
0.833 
0.5 
0.833 
0.714 
0.286 
0.333 
0.143 
0.5 
0.5 
0.667 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.429 
0.727 
1 
0.4 
0.615 
0.5 
0 
0.167 
0 
0.333 
1 
0.4 
0.667 
0 
0.667 
1 
0 
0.667 
0.375 
0.75 
0.5 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4 
0.25 
0 
0.6 
0.667 
1 
0.25 
1 
0.429 
0.25 
0.222 
0 
0.75 
0.667 
0.5 
0.5 
1 
0 
0.5 
1 
0.5 
0.857 
0.571 
0.333 
0.286 
0.6 
0.5 
0.556 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.571 
0.636 
0.4 
0.692 
0.5 
0 
0.333 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.334 
0 
0 
0 
0.333 
-0.25 
0 
-0.334 
-0.25 
-0.25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.25 
0 
0 
-0.25 
0.111 
0 
0 
-0.167 
-0.1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.167 
0 
-0.167 
-0.143 
-0.285 
0 
-0.143 
-0.1 
0 
0.111 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.142 
0.091 
0 
0 
-0.077 
0 
0 
-0.166 
135 
299 299 12 5 6 0.636 0.545 0.091 
300 300 2 9 4 5 0.714 0.571 0.143 
304 304 3 8 5 5 0.6 0.6 0 
308 308 3 13 5 5 0.8 0.8 0 
309 309 5 3 3 0.5 0.5 0 
315 315 2 5 2 2 1 1 0 
318 318 2 9 3 3 0.857 0.857 0 
321 321 4 4 4 0 0 0 
325 325 2 1 0 
328 10 3 0.778 -0.222 
329 7 2 0.833 -0.167 
330 8 3 2 0.714 0.857 -0.143 
331 11 5 5 0.6 0.6 0 
332 1 5 4 4 0.25 0.25 0 
333 4 14 5 6 0.9 0.8 0.1 
334 334 3 11 5 5 0.75 0.75 0 
335 335 2 16 5 4 0.786 0.857 -0.071 
336 336 3 13 5 5 0.8 0.8 0 
337 2 7 3 3 0.8 0.8 0 
338 3 7 3 3 1 1 0 
343 337 2 8 4 5 0.667 0.5 0.167 
345 339 2 12 2 2 0 
346 340 11 0 
347 341 11 1 1 1 0 
348 342 9 4 2 0.625 0.875 -0.25 
350 344 2 4 2 2 1 1 0 
352 346 1 13 3 3 0.833 0.833 0 
136 
Myoglobin 
Note: 31 constant characters and 27 characters where RI = = not shown. 
Site 
5 
6 
8 
9 
12 
13 
15 
19 
21 
22 
23 
26 
27 
29 
30 
34 
35 
40 
41 
42 
44 
45 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
63 
66 
67 
70 
71 
74 
75 
78 
PDB Pos Min Changes Max 
5 5 
6 1 
8 5 
9 5 
12 
13 
15 
19 
21 
22 
23 
26 
27 
29 
30 
34 
35 
40 
41 
42 
44 
45 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
63 
66 
67 
70 
71 
74 
75 
78 
5 
5 
2 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
9 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
6 
2 
2 
8 
1 
3 
Changes 
10 
2 
8 
9 
13 
16 
4 
12 
18 
15 
5 
7 
9 
4 
5 
11 
18 
7 
8 
8 
6 
2 
9 
4 
3 
15 
6 
10 
6 
4 
5 
16 
2 
4 
5 
6 
3 
19 
2 
3 
3 
16 
2 
7 
True Tree 
Changes 
Bad Tree 
Changes 
7 
8 
7 
8 
8 
3 
10 
11 
10 
4 
4 
8 
3 
3 
8 
14 
3 
5 
2 
4 
2 
6 
3 
2 
8 
4 
6 
6 
2 
4 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
13 
2 
2 
2 
10 
1 
4 
Good RI Bad RI RI Difference 
7 Q6 Q6 0 
1 1 1 0 
7 0 0.333 -0.333 
6 0.5 0.75 -0.25 
6 
8 
3 
9 
13 
10 
4 
5 
8 
3 
5 
15 
2 
5 
2 
3 
2 
5 
3 
2 
6 
4 
5 
6 
3 
4 
6 
1 
2 
3 
5 
2 
11 
2 
2 
2 
11 
1 
4 
0.625 
0.727 
0.5 
0.25 
0.538 
0.5 
0.2 
0.333 
0.375 
0.444 
0.8 
0.5 
0.667 
0 
0.429 
0.5 
1 
0.538 
0.667 
0 
0.333 
0.75 
1 
0.667 
1 
0.667 
0.462 
0 
1 
0.75 
1 
0.75 
0.875 
0.727 
0.5 
0.375 
0.385 
0.5 
1 
0.667 
0.2 
1 
0.75 
0.333 
1 
0.5 
1 
0 
0.571 
0.5 
0.692 
1 
0.833 
0 
0.5 
0.333 
0.833 
1 
0.667 
0.333 
1 
0.615 
0 
1 
0.625 
1 
0.75 
-0.25 
0 
0 
-0.125 
0.153 
0 
0 
0.333 
0 
-0.667 
0 
-0.375 
0.111 
-0.2 
0 
0 
-0.333 
0 
-0.142 
0 
0 
-0.154 
0 
-0.166 
0 
0.5 
0 
-0.083 
0 
0 
0 
0.334 
0 
-0.153 
0 
0 
0 
0.125 
0 
0 
80 
81 
83 
85 
86 
87 
88 
91 
92 
95 
96 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
106 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
127 
128 
129 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
139 
140 
142 
144 
145 
148 
149 
151 
152 
80 
81 
83 
85 
86 
87 
88 
91 
92 
95 
96 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
106 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
127 
128 
129 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
139 
140 
142 
144 
145 
148 
149 
151 
152 
5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
4 
1 
5 
2 
4 
2 
2 
5 
2 
4 
2 
14 
6 
3 
14 
6 
3 
8 
4 
6 
3 
4 
13 
4 
6 
2 
3 
4 
9 
11 
2 
8 
21 
11 
18 
12 
3 
3 
12 
17 
8 
2 
3 
3 
8 
2 
19 
2 
23 
4 
2 
2 
2 
8 
17 
11 
10 
3 
9 
2 
6 
137 
11 
4 
2 
4 
4 
1 
5 
3 
4 
3 
3 
11 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
6 
6 
4 
9 
4 
8 
4 
2 
2 
8 
10 
7 
2 
2 
4 
11 
1 
11 
4 
1 
5 
5 
5 
7 
1 
5 
2 
6 
1 
8 
4 
2 
7 
5 
1 
5 
3 
4 
3 
3 
9 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
8 
4 
7 
4 
2 
2 
8 
8 
7 
2 
2 
4 
10 
10 
3 
1 
5 
6 
5 
7 
1 
5 
2 
6 
1 
0.333 
0.5 
1 
0.833 
0.667 
0.75 
0.333 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0.182 
0.75 
1 
0.5 
0.375 
0.625 
0.8 
0.706 
0.778 
0.667 
1 
0.5 
0.444 
0.5 
0.167 
1 
0.5 
0.8 
1 
0.533 
1 
0.667 
0 
0.75 
0.8 
0.667 
0.6 
0.571 
0 
0 
0.667 
0.5 
1 
0.583 
0.333 
0.75 
0.333 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0.364 
0.75 
1 
0.5 
0.625 
0.75 
1 
0.765 
0.778 
0.733 
1 
0.5 
0.444 
0.643 
0.167 
1 
0.5 
0.8 
1 
0.6 
0.722 
0.5 
1 
0.75 
0.733 
0.667 
0.6 
0.571 
0 
0 
0 
-0.334 
0 
0 
0.25 
0.334 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.182 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.25 
-0.125 
0 
-0.2 
-0.059 
0 
-0.066 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.143 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.067 
0 
-0.055 
-0.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.067 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
138 
Hemoglobin a 
Note: 17 constant characters and 16 characters where RI = oo not shown. 
Site 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
40 
43 
46 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
PDB Pos Min Changes Max 
1 4 
3 
4 7 
5 8 
6 2 
8 7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
38 
41 
44 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
7 
2 
9 
6 
7 
4 
7 
3 
4 
7 
8 
6 
7 
5 
4 
7 
2 
6 
7 
2 
2 
10 
7 
2 
5 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
5 
5 
3 
1 
5 
5 
Changes 
True Tree 
Changes 
14 
12 
34 
31 
5 
40 
22 
15 
14 
26 
34 
6 
27 
6 
32 
19 
28 
16 
19 
28 
19 
20 
3 
17 
3 
20 
18 
6 
32 
29 
17 
22 
4 
14 
9 
5 
3 
7 
10 
26 
5 
3 
17 
10 
Bad Tree 
Changes 
6 
6 
15 
17 
3 
21 
13 
10 
12 
18 
16 
5 
16 
5 
12 
13 
20 
13 
13 
14 
15 
11 
3 
12 
3 
11 
6 
2 
22 
15 
5 
7 
3 
8 
4 
5 
3 
6 
7 
11 
5 
3 
10 
5 
Good Al 
6 0.8 
4 0.545 
14 0.704 
18 0.609 
3 0.667 
20 0.576 
12 
8 
12 
17 
16 
5 
16 
4 
11 
13 
20 
13 
14 
14 
15 
12 
3 
12 
3 
11 
6 
2 
22 
14 
6 
6 
3 
8 
4 
5 
3 
5 
6 
10 
5 
2 
9 
5 
0.6 
0.385 
0.4 
0.4 
0.667 
0.5 
0.55 
0.333 
0.714 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.5 
0.609 
0.267 
0.692 
0 
0.455 
0 
0.692 
0.75 
0.455 
0.636 
0.8 
0.882 
1 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.25 
0.6 
0.714 
0 
0 
0.583 
Bad Al 
0.8 
0.727 
0.741 
0.565 
0.667 
0.606 
0.667 
0.538 
0.4 
0.45 
0.667 
0.5 
0.55 
0.667 
0.75 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.417 
0.609 
0.267 
0.615 
0 
0.455 
0 
0.692 
0.75 
0.455 
0.682 
0.733 
0.941 
1 
0.5 
0 
0 
0.5 
0.8 
0.762 
0 
0.5 
0.667 
Al Difference 
0 
-0.182 
-0.037 
0.044 
0 
-0.03 
-0.067 
-0.153 
0 
-0.05 
0 
0 
0 
-0.334 
-0.036 
0 
0 
0 
0.083 
0 
0 
0.077 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.046 
0.067 
-0.059 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.25 
-0.2 
-0.048 
0 
-0.5 
-0.084 
0 
58 
59 
60 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
69 
70 
71 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
87 
88 
89 
92 
93 
94 
96 
99 
102 
103 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
55 
56 
57 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
66 
67 
68 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
84 
85 
86 
89 
90 
91 
93 
96 
99 
100 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
2 
3 
6 
4 
4 
1 
6 
5 
2 
6 
8 
2 
9 
5 
4 
3 
2 
3 
8 
8 
5 
5 
8 
1 
3 
1 
5 
4 
1 
5 
4 
4 
6 
3 
4 
3 
5 
3 
3 
5 
1 
10 
3 
7 
4 
10 
6 
2 
5 
12 
12 
27 
12 
7 
8 
23 
22 
9 
25 
44 
10 
33 
13 
25 
6 
9 
14 
20 
27 
11 
4 
9 
30 
2 
13 
2 
29 
13 
2 
2 
13 
6 
17 
15 
9 
11 
21 
12 
5 
16 
13 
2 
40 
7 
34 
12 
38 
28 
9 
7 
4 
139 
9 
6 
14 
7 
6 
4 
11 
12 
5 
13 
20 
6 
20 
7 
16 
6 
4 
7 
11 
16 
9 
3 
8 
19 
2 
6 
2 
10 
7 
2 
2 
8 
6 
10 
11 
5 
6 
8 
6 
4 
6 
11 
1 
20 
5 
18 
6 
27 
13 
3 
6 
4 
8 
7 
14 
7 
5 
3 
11 
12 
5 
12 
22 
6 
18 
7 
16 
6 
4 
8 
10 
16 
10 
3 
8 
19 
2 
6 
9 
5 
2 
2 
9 
5 
10 
11 
5 
5 
7 
5 
4 
5 
10 
21 
5 
16 
5 
24 
12 
3 
6 
3 
0.3 
0.667 
0.619 
0.625 
0.333 
0.571 
0.706 
0.588 
0.571 
0.632 
0.667 
0.5 
0.542 
0.75 
0.429 
0 
0.714 
0.636 
0.75 
0.579 
0.333 
0.333 
0.25 
0.5 
0 
0.7 
0 
0.792 
0.667 
0 
0 
0.625 
0 
0.538 
0.444 
0.667 
0.714 
0.722 
0.857 
0.5 
0.769 
0.25 
1 
0.667 
0.5 
0.593 
0.75 
0.393 
0.682 
0.857 
0.5 
0 
0.4 
0.556 
0.619 
0.625 
0.667 
0.714 
0.706 
0.588 
0.571 
0.684 
0.611 
0.5 
0.625 
0.75 
0.429 
0 
0.714 
0.545 
0.833 
0.579 
0.167 
0.333 
0.25 
0.5 
0 
0.7 
1 
0.833 
0.889 
0 
0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.538 
0.444 
0.667 
0.857 
0.778 
1 
0.5 
0.846 
0.375 
1 
0.633 
0.5 
0.667 
0.875 
0.5 
0.727 
0.857 
0.5 
0.333 
-0.1 
0.111 
0 
0 
-0.334 
-0.143 
0 
0 
0 
-0.052 
0.056 
0 
-0.083 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.091 
-0.083 
0 
0.166 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
-0.041 
-0.222 
0 
0 
0.125 
-0.5 
0 
0 
0 
-0.143 
-0.056 
-0.143 
0 
-0.077 
-0.125 
0 
0.034 
0 
-0.074 
-0.125 
-0.107 
-0.045 
0 
0 
-0.333 
140 
123 120 5 27 11 11 0.727 0.727 0 
124 121 5 13 11 11 0.25 0.25 0 
125 122 6 7 6 6 1 0 
126 123 6 11 7 7 0.8 0.8 0 
127 124 1 15 5 4 0.714 0.786 -0.072 
128 125 6 21 12 12 0.6 0.6 0 
132 129 2 14 4 3 0.833 0.917 -0.084 
133 130 6 30 13 14 0.708 0.667 0.041 
134 131 8 34 18 16 0.615 0.692 -0.077 
135 132 2 5 4 3 0.333 0.667 -0.334 
136 133 4 14 9 9 0.5 0.5 0 
137 134 7 20 8 9 0.923 0.846 0.077 
138 135 4 9 4 4 0 
140 137 5 16 7 8 0.818 0.727 0.091 
141 138 3 12 4 4 0.889 0.889 0 
141 
Hemoglobin f3 
Note: 15 constant characters and 24 characters where RI= oo not shown. 
Site 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
29 
31 
33 
38 
39 
41 
43 
44 
45 
47 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
58 
59 
60 
PDB Pos Min Changes Max 
1 4 
2 9 
3 2 
4 3 
5 7 
6 6 
8 5 
9 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
29 
31 
33 
38 
39 
41 
43 
44 
45 
47 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
58 
59 
60 
9 
2 
10 
6 
4 
4 
6 
2 
6 
7 
8 
6 
4 
2 
6 
4 
3 
2 
4 
4 
8 
6 
2 
3 
3 
1 
9 
2 
7 
4 
5 
5 
Changes 
7 
26 
19 
15 
30 
17 
10 
41 
26 
23 
29 
33 
12 
5 
19 
9 
20 
16 
24 
19 
21 
17 
9 
5 
18 
10 
20 
2 
9 
13 
38 
16 
3 
17 
24 
28 
29 
2 
27 
16 
20 
18 
10 
2 
True Tree 
Changes 
Bad Tree 
Changes 
4 
13 
5 
11 
16 
11 
7 
21 
14 
5 
20 
21 
11 
5 
16 
7 
12 
11 
14 
15 
8 
7 
8 
3 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
18 
15 
3 
8 
14 
12 
18 
2 
8 
11 
14 
15 
6 
2 
Good RI Bad RI 
4 
14 0.765 
4 0.824 
11 0.333 
15 0.609 
10 0.545 
6 0.6 
21 0.625 
14 
3 
19 
20 
9 
5 
16 
5 
11 
11 
15 
14 
9 
6 
7 
3 
7 
6 
6 
7 
6 
19 
15 
3 
7 
12 
9 
18 
2 
6 
11 
13 
14 
6 
2 
0.706 
0.857 
0.474 
0.444 
0.125 
0 
0.231 
0.286 
0.571 
0.556 
0.625 
0.308 
0.765 
0.667 
0.333 
0.5 
0.786 
0.429 
0.722 
0.4 
0.556 
0.667 
0.1 
0 
0.643 
0.476 
0.593 
0.55 
0 
0.76 
0.556 
0.375 
0.231 
0.8 
0 
1 
0.706 
0.882 
0.333 
0.652 
0.636 
0.8 
0.625 
0.706 
0.952 
0.526 
0.481 
0.375 
0 
0.231 
0.571 
0.643 
0.556 
0.562 
0.385 
0.706 
0.733 
0.667 
0.5 
0.786 
0.571 
0.778 
0.4 
0.778 
0.633 
0.1 
0 
0.714 
0.571 
0.704 
0.55 
0 
0.84 
0.556 
0.438 
0.308 
0.8 
0 
RI Difference 
0 
0.059 
-0.058 
0 
-0.043 
-0.091 
-0.2 
0 
0 
-0.095 
-0.052 
-0.037 
-0.25 
0 
0 
-0.285 
-0.072 
0 
0.063 
-0.077 
0.059 
-0.066 
-0.334 
0 
0 
-0.142 
-0.056 
0 
0 
-0.222 
0.034 
0 
0 
-0.071 
-0.095 
-0.111 
0 
0 
-0.08 
0 
-0.063 
-0.077 
0 
0 
61 
62 
65 
66 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
90 
91 
93 
94 
95 
101 
104 
105 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
121 
122 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
61 
62 
65 
66 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
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130 129 5 8 7 7 0.333 0.333 0 
131 130 4 32 15 14 0.607 0.643 -0.036 
134 133 3 25 4 3 0.955 1 -0.045 
135 134 4 11 6 5 0.714 0.857 -0.143 
136 135 11 24 15 15 0.692 0.692 0 
137 136 5 20 7 7 0.867 0.867 0 
139 138 5 11 7 7 0.667 0.667 0 
140 139 6 27 15 14 0.571 0.619 -0.048 
141 140 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 
143 142 4 9 7 7 0.4 0.4 0 
144 143 5 20 6 6 0.933 0.933 0 
145 144 5 22 13 11 0.529 0.647 -0.118 
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Appendix C. Scripts 
Example PAUP Script to Compute RI Values 
The following script is a modified version of the PAUP scripts generated by RI Compare 
while working with the Rhodopsin dataset. The modifications were only cosmetic such as 
spacing and truncation of the alignment strings to save space on the page. These 
modifications will not affect the intent of the example. 
#NEXUS 
begin taxa; 
dimensions ntax=26; 
taxlabels 
Alligator 
Chicken 
Toad 
Frog 
Salamander 
Blackmouth_catshark 
Spotted_dogfish 
Little_skate 
Goldfish 
Common_ carp 
Guppy 
Blind_cave_fish 
Cow 
Sheep 
Whale 
Dolphin 
Pig 
Dog 
Seal 
Mouse 
Hamster 
Rat 
Rabbit 
Green_anole 
Japanese_lamprey 
Sea_ lamprey 
end; 
Begin trees; 
tree Tree = 
((((Alligator,Chicken), (((Toad,Frog),Salamander), (((Blackmouth_catshark,Spotted_dogfish) ,Little_ 
skate), (((Goldfish,Common_carp) ,Guppy) ,Blind_cave_fish))), (((Cow.Sheep), ((Whale,Dolphin) ,Pig), (( 
Dog.Seal), ((Mouse,Hamster) ,Rat))) ,Rabbit)) ,Green_anole), (Japanese_lamprey,Sea_lamprey)) 
end; 
begin characters; 
dimensions nchar=354; 
format missing=? gap=- datatype=protein; 
options gapmode=missing; 
matrix 
Alligator 
Chicken 
Toad 
Frog 
Salamander 
MNGTEGPDFYIPFSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWKYSALAAYMFMLIILGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRSP 
MNGTEGQDFYVPMSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWKFSALAAYMFMLILLGFPVNFLTLYVTIQHKKLRTP 
MNGTEGPNFYIPMSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQYSILCAYMFLLILLGFPINFMTLYVTIQHKKLRTP 
MNGTEGPNFYVPMSNKTGIVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWKYSVLAAYMFLLILLGLPINFMTLYVTIQHKKLRTP 
MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKSGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQYSVLAAYMFLLILLGFPVNFLTLYVTIQHKKLRTP 
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Blackrnouth_catshark MNGTEGENFYVPMSNKTGVVRNPFEYPQYYLADHWMFAVLAAYMFFLIITGFPVNFLTLFVTIQNKKLRQP 
Spotted_dogfishMNGTEGENFYIPMSNKTGVVRSPFDYPQYYLAEPWKFSVLAAYMFFLIIAGFPVNFLTLYVTIQHKKLRQP 
Little_skate MNGTEGENFYVPMSNKTGVVRSPFDYPQYYLGEPWMFSALAAYMFFLILTGLPVNFLTLFVTIQHKKLRQP 
Goldfish MNGTEGDMFYVPMSNATGIVRSPYDYPQYYLVAPWAYACLAAYMFFLIITGFPVNFLTLYVTIEHKKLRTP 
Common_carp MNGTEGPMFYVPMSNATGVVKSPYDYPQYYLVAPWAYGCLAAYMFFLIITGFPINFLTLYVTIEHKKLRTP 
Guppy MNGTEGPYFYVPMVNTTGIVRSPYEYPQYYLVSPAAYACLGAYMFFLILVGFPINFLTLYVTIEHKKLRTP 
Blind_cave_fishMNGTEGPYFYVPMSNATGVVRSPYEYPQYYLAPPWAYACLAAYMFFLILVGFPVNFLTLYVTIEHKKLRTP 
Cow MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEAPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIMLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Sheep MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEAPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Whale MNGTEGLNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQFSVLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Dolphin MNGTEGLNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQFSVLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Pig MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFMLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Dog MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Seal MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNKTGVVRSPFEFPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Mouse MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNVTGVGRSPFEQPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Hamster MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNATGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Rat MNGTEGPNFYVPFSNITGVVRSPFEQPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Rabbit MNGTEGPDFYIPMSNQTGVVRSPFEYPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAYMFLLIVLGFPINFLTLYVTVQHKKLRTP 
Green_anole MNGTEGQNFYVPMSNKTGVVRNPFEYPQYYLADPWQFSALAAYMFLLILLGFPINFLTLFVTIQHKKLRTP 
Japanese_lamprey MNGTEGDNFYVPFSNKTGLARSPYEYPQYYLAEPWKYSALAAYMFFLILVGFPVNFLTLFVTVQHKKLRTP 
Sea_lamprey MNGTEGENFYIPFSNKTGLARSPFEYPQYYLAEPWKYSVLAAYMFFLILVGFPVNFLTLFVTVQHKKLRTP 
end; 
begin paup; 
end; 
log file=ri_tmp.log replace=yes start; 
set criterion=parsimony; 
set taxlabels=full; 
describetrees I diag=yes plot=none chglist=no; 
log stop; 
quit; 
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Appendix D. Residue Properties, Codes, and Colors 
Aspartic acid (D, Asp) - Acidic, acyclic, charged, medium, negative, polar, and surface 
Glutamic acid (E, Glu) - Acidic, acyclic, charged, large, negative, polar, and surface 
Lysine (K, Lys) - Acyclic, basic, charged, large, polar, positive, and surface 
Arginine (R, Arg) - Acyclic, aliphatic, buried, hydrophobic, neutral, and small 
Phenylalanine (F, Phe) - Aromatic, buried, cyclic, hydrophobic , large, and neutraJ 
Tyrosine (Y, Tyr) - Aromatic, cyclic, hydrophobic , large, neutral , and surface 
Glycine (G, Gly) - Acyclic, aliphatic, hydrophobic, neutral, small, surface 
Alanine (A, Ala) - Acyclic, aliphatic, buried, hydrophobic, neutral , and small 
Histidine (H, His) - Aromatic , basic, charged, cyclic, large, neutral , polar, positive, and surface 
Cystine (C, Cys) - Acyclic, buried, medium, neutral , and polar 
Methionine (M, Met) - Acyclic, buried, hydrophobic , large, and neutral 
Serine (S, Ser) - Acyclic, neutraJ, polar, and surface 
Threonine (T, Thr) - Acyclic , medium, neutraJ, polar, and surface 
Asparagine (N, Asn) - Acyclic, medium, neutraJ , polar, and surface 
Glutarnine (Q , Gin) - Acyclic, large, neutraJ , polar, and surface 
lsoleucine (I, lie) - Identical to Leucine 
Leucine (L, Leu) - Acyclic, aJiphatic, buried, hydrophobic , large, and neutral 
Valine (V, Val) - Acyclic, aliphatic, buried, hydrophobic, medium, and neutraJ 
Tryptophan (W, Trp) - Aromatic, buried, cyclic, hydrophobic, large, and neutral 
Praline (P, Pro) - Cyclic, hydrophobic , medium, neutral, and surface 
Default 
The above properties, codes, and colors 
are based on those used by RasMol. 
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Appendix E. Imagery 
All of the molecular images in this document were made using Molscript (Kraulis 1991) and 
Raster3D (Merritt et al. 1997). While RI Compare does have a built in molecular viewer, 
the quality that this pair of tools generates is more suited for publications. Molscript is a 
tool which, given a PDB file and various options from the user, can generate a Raster3D 
script. This is generally done in two steps. First, molaul to is used to generate a rough 
Molscript script. This script positions the camera, lighting, etc., but most importantly it 
describes how the molecule should appear by specifying which chains and ligands of the 
PDB file to show and also where secondary structures exist in the structure. The secondary 
structure assignment is determined either by reading the assignment from the PDB file or by 
estimation based on the bond angles and known properties of secondary structures. The 
assignment is important for high quality imagery, including strands, turns, helices, etc, and 
without it the entire protein would be rendered as a tube passing through the Ca positions. 
This initial script was used as a template and modified by adding commands to highlight 
residues that the RI Compare program had identified. Once a Molscript script was ready it 
could be processed by molscript generating a Raster3D script. While the Molscript files 
are quite small and easily edited by hand, the Raster3D scripts are much larger and it would 
be difficult to edit much more than the headers. The Molscript script establishes in a high 
level language how the geometry will appear and is parameterized by the PDB file. The 
Raster3D script is basically a collection of raw geometric primitives with fixed positions. 
Raster3D is used to generate the final graphic file at a high resolution (1500x1500 pixels 
was used), which is important for quality printing. Since the resolution of a printer is 
typically quite a bit higher than that of the screen, what appears to be large on the screen is 
small relative to the output of the printer forcing the image to be scaled up in size. Any 
scaling can cause distortion, but scaling up can be especially noticeable since solid blocks of 
a single color often manifest making the image "blocky." The images generated by 
Raster3D often have a rather large empty border which was cropped off using the auto crop 
. or trim functionality of Adobe Photoshop. 
The histograms were generated using The MathWorks' MATLAB. When performing a 
statistical test with RI Compare a temporary MATLAB . m file would be written containing 
the histogram data itself, already binned, and code to plot the histogram. Since there was no 
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function for plotting the histograms in the fashion presented here additional code was 
included for drawing the outline of the graph and then filling in either the left or right 
portion of the graph indicating which tail of the distribution contained the observed value. 
These images where exported as . emf files (Extended Meta Files) from MATLAB. This 
format is a vector graphic format and allows for clean scaling. 
The phylogenetic trees shown came from screenshots of RI Compare itself. While the single 
trees could easily be made by a standard tool such as Phylip (Felsenstein, J. 1993, 1989), no 
tool at the time of this writing was known that could be used to generate the graphs 
comparing clades from different topologies highlighting identical clades. The screenshots 
occasionally had to be stitched back together in Photoshop if the tree was larger than what 
could be displayed on the screen at a single time. 
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